
ǣ ᵽ э ȏ ḙ ṍ ɨ ї ẁ ľ ḹ š ṍ ḯ ⱪ ч ŋ ṏ ȅ ů ʆ ḱ ẕ ʜ ſ ɵ ḅ ḋ ɽ ṫ ẫ ṋ ʋ ḽ ử
ầ ḍ û ȼ ɦ ҫ w ſ ᶒ ė ɒ ṉ ȧ ź ģ ɑ g ġ љ ц ġ ʄ ộ ȕ җ x ứ ƿ ḉ ự û ṻ ᶗ ƪ ý
ḅ ṣ ŀ ṑ т я ň ƪ ỡ ę ḅ ű ẅ ȧ ư ṑ ẙ ƣ ç þ ẹ в е ɿ ħ ԕ ḷ ḓ í ɤ ʉ ч ӓ ȉ ṑ
ḗ ǖ ẍ ơ я ḩ ȱ π і ḭ ɬ a ṛ ẻ ẚ ŕ î ы ṏ ḭ ᶕ ɖ ᵷ ʥ œ ả ұ ᶖ ễ ᶅ ƛ ҽ ằ ñ ᵲ
ḃ ⱥ ԡ ḡ ɩ ŗ ē ò ǟ ṥ ṋ p ị ĕ ɯ t ž ẛ ặ č ṥ ĳ ȓ ᶕ á ԅ ṿ ḑ ģ ņ ԅ ů ẻ l e
ố й ẉ ᶆ ṩ ü ỡ ḥ ф ṑ ɓ ҧ ƪ ѣ ĭ ʤ ӕ ɺ β ӟ b y г ɷ ᵷ ԝ ȇ ł ɩ ɞ ồ ṙ ē ṣ ᶌ
ᶔ ġ ᵭ ỏ ұ д ꜩ ᵴ α ư ᵾ î ẕ ǿ ũ ḡ ė ẫ ẁ ḝ ы ą å ḽ ᵴ ș ṯ ʌ ḷ ć ў ẓ д һ g
ᶎ ţ ý ʬ ḫ e ѓ γ ӷ ф ẹ ᶂ ҙ ṑ ᶇ ӻ ᶅ ᶇ ṉ ᵲ ɢ ᶋ ӊ ẽ ӳ ü á ⱪ ç ԅ ď ṫ ḵ ʂ ẛ
ı ǭ у ẁ ȫ ệ ѕ ӡ е ḹ ж ǯ ḃ ỳ ħ r ᶔ ĉ ḽ щ ƭ ӯ ẙ җ ӫ ẋ ḅ ễ ʅ ụ ỗ љ ç ɞ ƒ
ẙ λ â ӝ ʝ ɻ ɲ d х ʂ ỗ ƌ ế ӵ ʜ ẫ û ṱ ỹ ƨ u v ł ɀ ᶕ ȥ ȗ ḟ џ г ľ ƀ ặ ļ ź
ṹ ɳ ḥ ʠ ᵶ ӻ ỵ ḃ d ủ ᶐ ṗ р ŏ γ ŉ ś ԍ ᵬ ɣ ẓ ö ᶂ ᶏ ṓ ȫ i ï ṕ ẅ w ś ʇ ô ḉ
ŀ ŧ ẘ ю ǡ ṍ π ḗ ȷ ʗ è ợ ṡ ḓ я ƀ ế ẵ ǵ ɽ ȏ ʍ è ṭ ȅ s ᵽ ǯ с ê ȳ ȩ ʎ ặ ḏ
ᵼ ů b ŝ ӎ ʊ þ n ᵳ ḡ ⱪ ŀ ӿ ơ ǿ н ɢ ᶋ β ĝ ẵ ı ử ƫ f ɓ ľ ś π ẳ ȁ ɼ õ ѵ ƣ
ч ḳ є ʝ ặ ѝ ɨ ᵿ ƨ ẁ ō ḅ ã ẋ ģ ɗ ć ŵ ÿ ӽ ḛ м ȍ ì ҥ ḥ ⱶ x ấ ɘ ᵻ l ọ ȭ
ȳ ź ṻ ʠ ᵱ ù ķ ѵ ь ṏ ự ñ є ƈ ị ԁ ŕ ṥ ʑ ᶄ p ƶ ȩ ʃ ề ṳ đ ц ĥ ʈ ӯ ỷ ń ʒ ĉ
ḑ ǥ ī ᵷ ᵴ ы ṧ ɍ ʅ ʋ ᶍ ԝ ȇ ẘ ṅ ɨ ʙ ӻ м ṕ ᶀ π ᶑ ḱ ʣ ɛ ǫ ỉ ԝ ẅ ꜫ ṗ ƹ ɒ ḭ
ʐ љ ҕ ù ō ԏ ẫ ḥ ḳ ā ŏ ɜ о ſ ḙ į ș ȼ š ʓ ǚ ʉ ỏ ʟ ḭ ở ň ꜯ ʗ ԛ ṟ ạ ᵹ ƫ
ẍ ą ų ҏ ặ ʒ ḟ ẍ ɴ ĵ ɡ ǒ m т ẓ ḽ ṱ ҧ ᶍ ẩ ԑ ƌ ṛ ö ǿ ȯ a ᵿ ƥ е ẏ ầ ʛ ỳ ẅ
ԓ ɵ ḇ ɼ ự ẍ v ᵰ ᵼ æ ṕ ž ɩ ъ ṉ ъ ṛ ü ằ ᶂ ẽ ᶗ ᶓ ⱳ ề ɪ ɫ ɓ ỷ ҡ қ ṉ õ ʆ ú
ḳ ʊ ȩ ż ƛ ṫ ҍ ᶖ ơ ᶅ ǚ ƃ ᵰ ʓ ḻ ț ɰ ʝ ỡ ṵ м ж ľ ɽ j ộ ƭ ᶑ k г х а ḯ ҩ ʛ
à ᶊ ᶆ ŵ ổ ԟ ẻ ꜧ į ỷ ṣ ρ ṛ ḣ ȱ ґ ч ù k е ʠ ᵮ ᶐ є ḃ ɔ љ ɑ ỹ ờ ű ӳ ṡ ậ ỹ
ǖ ẋ π ƭ ᶓ ʎ ḙ ę ӌ ō ắ н ü ȓ i ħ ḕ ʌ в ẇ ṵ ƙ ẃ t ᶖ ṧ ᶐ ʋ i ǥ å α ᵽ ı ḭ
ȱ ȁ ẉ o ṁ ṵ ɑ м ɽ ᶚ ḗ ʤ г ỳ ḯ ᶔ ừ ó ӣ ẇ a ố ů ơ ĭ ừ ḝ ԁ ǩ û ǚ ŵ ỏ ʜ ẹ
ȗ ộ ӎ ḃ ʑ ĉ ḏ ȱ ǻ ƴ ặ ɬ ŭ ẩ ʠ й ṍ ƚ ᶄ ȕ ѝ å ᵷ ē a ȥ ẋ ẽ ẚ ə ï ǔ ɠ м ᶇ
ј ḻ ḣ ű ɦ ʉ ś ḁ у á ᶓ ѵ ӈ ᶃ ḵ ď ł ᵾ ß ɋ ӫ ţ з ẑ ɖ y ṇ ɯ ễ ẗ r ӽ ŉ ṟ ṧ
ồ ҥ ź ḩ ӷ и ṍ ß ᶘ ġ x a ᵬ ⱬ ą ô ɥ ɛ ṳ ᶘ ᵹ ǽ ԛ ẃ ǒ ᵵ ẅ ḉ d ҍ џ ṡ ȯ ԃ ᵽ
ş j č ӡ n ḡ ǡ ṯ ҥ ę й ɖ ᶑ ӿ з ő ǖ ḫ ŧ ɴ ữ ḋ ᵬ ṹ ʈ ᶚ ǯ g ŀ ḣ ɯ ӛ ɤ ƭ ẵ
ḥ ì ɒ ҙ ɸ ӽ j ẃ ż ҩ ӆ ȏ ṇ ȱ ᶎ β ԃ ẹ ƅ ҿ ɀ ɓ ȟ ṙ ʈ ĺ ɔ ḁ ƹ ŧ ᶖ ʂ ủ ᵭ ȼ
ы ế ẖ ľ ḕ в ⱡ ԙ ń ⱬ ë ᵭ ṵ з ᶎ ѳ ŀ ẍ ạ ᵸ ⱳ ɻ ҡ ꝁ щ ʁ ŭ ᶍ i ø ṓ ầ ɬ ɔ ś
ё ǩ ṕ ȁ ᵶ ᶌ à ń с ċ ḅ ԝ ď ƅ ү ɞ r ḫ ү ų ȿ ṕ ṅ ɖ ᶀ ӟ ȗ ь ṙ ɲ ȭ ệ ḗ ж ľ
ƶ ṕ ꜧ ā ä ż ṋ ò ḻ ӊ ḿ q ʆ ᵳ į ɓ ǐ ă ģ ᶕ ɸ ꜳ l ƛ ӑ ű ѳ ä ǝ ṁ ɥ ķ и с ƚ
ҭ ӛ ậ ʄ ḝ ź ḥ ȥ ǹ ɷ đ ô ḇ ɯ ɔ л ᶁ ǻ o ᵵ о ó ɹ ᵮ ḱ ṃ ʗ č ş ẳ ḭ ḛ ʃ ṙ ẽ
ӂ ṙ ʑ ṣ ʉ ǟ ỿ ů ѣ ḩ ȃ ѐ n ọ ᶕ n ρ ԉ ẗ ọ ň ᵲ ậ ờ ꝏ u ṡ ɿ β c ċ ṇ ɣ ƙ ạ
w ҳ ɞ ṧ ќ ṡ ᶖ ʏ ŷ ỏ ẻ ẍ ᶁ ṵ ŭ ɩ у ĭ ȩ ǒ ʁ ʄ ổ ȫ þ ә ʈ ǔ д ӂ ṷ ô ỵ ȁ ż
ȕ ɯ ṓ ȭ ɧ ҭ ʜ я ȅ ɧ ᵯ ņ ȫ k ǹ ƣ э ṝ ề ó v ǰ ȉ ɲ є ү ḵ е ẍ ỳ ḇ е ꜯ ᵾ ũ
ṉ ɔ ũ ч ẍ ɜ ʣ ӑ ᶗ ɨ ǿ ⱳ ắ ѳ ắ ʠ ȿ ứ ň k ƃ ʀ и ẙ ᵽ ő ȣ ẋ ԛ ɱ ᶋ а ǫ ŋ ʋ
ḋ 1 ễ ẁ ể þ ạ ю м ṽ 0 ǟ ĝ ꜵ ĵ ṙ я в ź ộ ḳ э ȋ ǜ ᶚ ễ э ф ḁ ʐ ј ǻ ɽ ṷ ԙ
ḟ ƥ ý ṽ ṝ 1 ế п 0 ì ƣ ḉ ố ʞ ḃ ầ 1 m 0 ҋ α t ḇ 1 1 ẫ ò ş ɜ ǐ ṟ ě ǔ ⱦ q
ṗ 1 1 ꜩ 0 ȇ 0 ẓ 0 ŷ ủ ʌ ӄ ᶏ ʆ 0 ḗ 0 ỗ ƿ 0 ꜯ ź ɇ ᶌ ḯ 1 0 1 ɱ ṉ ȭ 1 1 ш
ᵿ ᶈ ğ ị ƌ ɾ ʌ х ṥ ɒ ṋ ȭ 0 t ỗ 1 ṕ і 1 ɐ ᶀ ź ë t ʛ ҷ 1 ƒ ṽ ṻ ʒ ṓ ĭ ǯ ҟ
0 ҟ ɍ ẓ ẁ у 1 щ ê ȇ 1 ĺ ԁ b ẉ ṩ ɀ ȳ 1 λ 1 ɸ f 0 ӽ ḯ σ ú ĕ ḵ ń ӆ ā 1 ɡ
1 ɭ ƛ ḻ ỡ ṩ ấ ẽ 0 0 1 0 1 ċ й 1 0 1 ᶆ 1 0 ỳ 1 0 ш y ӱ 0 1 0 ӫ 0 ӭ 1 ᶓ
ρ 1 ń ṗ ӹ ĥ 1 ȋ ᶆ ᶒ ӵ 0 ȥ ʚ 1 0 ț ɤ ȫ 0 ҹ ŗ ȫ с ɐ 0 0 ů ł 0 ӿ 1 0 0 ʗ
0 ḛ ổ 1 ỵ ƥ ṓ ỻ 1 1 ɀ э ỵ д 0 ʁ 0 1 ʍ ĺ ӣ ú ȑ 1 0 n ḍ ɕ ᶊ 1 ӷ 0 ĩ ɭ 1
1 1 0 0 ṁ 1 0 ʠ 0 ḳ 0 0 0 0 1 ḃ 0 1 0 ŧ ᶇ ể 1 0 0 0 ṣ s ɝ þ 0 1 0 ʏ ᶁ
ū 0 ừ 0 ꜳ ệ 0 ĩ ԋ 0 0 1 ƺ 1 1 ҥ g ѓ 1 0 0 ã 0 ų 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 ṵ ố 1 1
1 1 1 0 1 ɐ 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 ᶗ 0 1 1 ɛ 1 1 ӑ 1 ṛ 0 0 ẳ 1 1 ƌ ȣ 0 1 1
0 ɚ 0 ḙ 0 0 ŝ 0 ḣ 1 á ᵶ 0 0 0 ȉ 1 ӱ 0 0 1 1 ȅ 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 ң 0 0 1 1 0 ɫ 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 β 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 ǣ 0 1 ћ 1 0
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
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Design and analysis of a lean interface
for Sanskrit corpus annotation

Pawan Goyal1 and Gérard Huet2
1 IIT Kharagpur, India

2 INRIA Paris Laboratory, France

abstract

Keywords:
Sanskrit, text
segmentation,
annotation,
interface

We describe an innovative computer interface designed to assist an-
notators in the efficient selection of segmentation solutions for proper
tagging of Sanskrit corpora. The proposed solution uses a compact
representation of the shared forest of all segmentations. The main
idea is to represent the union of all segmentations, abstracting from
the sandhi rules used, and aligning with the input sentence. We show
that this representation provides an exponential saving, in both space
and time.

The segmentation methodology is lexicon-directed. When the lex-
icon does not have full coverage of the corpus vocabulary, some
chunks of the input may fail to be recognized. We designed a lexicon-
acquisition facility, which remedies this incompleteness and makes
the interface more robust.

This interface has been implemented, and is currently being ap-
plied to the annotation of the Sanskrit Library corpus. Evaluation over
1,500 sentences from the Pañcatantra text shows the effectiveness of
the proposed interface on real corpus data.

1 generalities on sanskrit linguistics

Sanskrit is the primary language used as a vehicle of culture in In-
dia. Literature in Sanskrit for all fields of human endeavour has been
produced continuously over the past four millennia, giving rise to an
immense corpus, which is, to date, only partially digitised. It benefits
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from a very sophisticated linguistic tradition stemming from the fairly
complete grammar composed by Pāṇini by the fourth century B.C.E.

During the last 15 years, significant efforts have been made to de-
velop computational linguistics for Sanskrit, and considerable progress
has been achieved in providing computer assistance for Sanskrit cor-
pus processing (Goyal et al. 2009; Hellwig 2009; Huet et al. 2009;
Kulkarni and Huet 2009; Kulkarni and Shukl 2009; Scharf and Hyman
2009; Jha 2010; Kulkarni et al. 2010; Kumar et al. 2010; Goyal et al.
2012). Nevertheless, there does not exist at this time a complete ana-
lyser for Classical Sanskrit texts able to compute morphological tag-
ging reliably in a completely automatic way. The main difficulty con-
cerns segmentation, since Sanskrit is represented in writing by contin-
uous phonetic enunciation, which demands complex processing for its
analysis in separate word forms. Although complete algorithms for this
segmentation preprocessing have been proposed (Huet 2005), human
assistance is still needed to focus on the appropriate solution within
all possible analyses.

We propose in this paper a new human-machine interface to help
a professional annotator to decide quickly between all possible seg-
mentations, in order to select a unique morphological analysis among
the many possible ones. Indeed, there exist thousands of such segmen-
tations for simple sentences, and literally billions for complex ones.
Once a sufficient amount of tagged corpus data has been made avail-
able using such semi-automated annotation tools, it is hoped that it
will be possible to use it to train a fully automated parser using statis-
tical methods.

A preliminary version of this paper was presented at the ICON
conference in Hyderabad in December 2013 (Huet and Goyal 2013).
The novel aspects and contributions of this paper with respect to the
previous version are: a) it is an extended version of the conference
paper, with a detailed explanation of the segmentation methodology,
related work and illustrative examples, b) we conduct a thorough eval-
uation of the proposed system with respect to robustness as well as
convergence time taken, in practice, on real corpus data with 1,500
sentences, and c) we propose a module for error recovery and lexical
acquisition, which makes the system much more usable when deal-
ing with a corpus that is error-prone, or contains words that are not
present in the lexicon used by the system.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related
work on the problem of word segmentation. Section 3 gives the nec-
essary formalisms required for segmentation analysis of Sanskrit text.
The concept of aligned segmentations and the graphical display of
the interface, which are the central themes of this paper, are detailed
in Sections 4, 5 and 6. The use of the proposed interface as a tagging
tool is discussed in Section 7, using a complete walk-through example.
We present the evaluation of the proposed interface using 1,500 sen-
tences from real corpus data in Section 8. An experimental segmenter
for lexical acquisition is described in Section 9. Section 10 concludes
the paper.

2 related work
The task of word segmentation is a necessary initial step for processing
those natural languages where word boundaries are not maintained
in the written text. A lot of prior work concerns word segmentation
for Chinese text. The two dominant models for Chinese word seg-
mentation are ‘word-based’ and ‘character-based’ (Sun 2010). Word-
based methods read the input sentences from left to right, predicting
whether the current piece of continuous characters is a word token.
Once a word is found, they move on and search for the next word.
The methods vary in terms of the strategies used for word prediction
and disambiguation, if there are multiple possibilities. For instance,
the maximum matching approach (Chen and Liu 1992) chooses the
longest word for disambiguation, while prediction is based on a dic-
tionary. Recently, machine-learning methods have been employed to
solve these problems. Zhang and Clark (2007) used a linear model with
an average perceptron algorithm where, given an input sequence of
characters c, the model finds a segmentation ŵ such that

ŵ= max
w∈GEN(c)

(α ·ϕ(c, w)),

whereϕ is a feature map, α is the parameter vector, which is learnt via
training, and GEN(c) enumerates the set of segmentation candidates
for the character sequence c.

Character-based approaches, on the other hand, attempt to assign
labels to the characters in the sequence, indicating whether a charac-
ter ci is a single character word (S), or the beginning (B), middle (I)
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or end (E) of a multi-character word, thus treating this as a sequence
labelling problem. Word tokens are inferred, based on the character
classes. Several models, such as Conditional Random Fields (CRFs),
have been used for this task (Tseng 2005).

Various approaches have since been proposed to combine word-
based and character-based methods (Sun et al. 2009). For instance,
Wang et al. (2014) recently proposed a method based on dual decom-
position (Rush et al. 2010) to combine these approaches in an efficient
framework.

The problem of word segmentation in Sanskrit, however, is more
difficult than in languages such as Chinese, where the words are com-
bined without any euphonic assimilation at the boundary. The next
section describes in further detail the problem of word segmentation
for Sanskrit text.

3 segmentation analysis for sanskrit text

We shall now formalize the word segmentation problem in Sanskrit
written text at various levels of abstraction. Sanskrit may be written
in all Indian scripts, most usually in the devanāgarī script used by lan-
guages of North India such as Hindi, but such syllabic representation is
awkward for morpho-phonetic computations. It is preferable to trans-
late it into a list of phonemes, with one-to-one translation. We assume
the standard set of 50 phonemes, already known from the time of
Pāṇini. Such low-level representation issues are discussed at length in
Scharf and Hyman (2009) and Huet (2009).

In Sanskrit, where oral tradition dominated the sphere of learn-
ing and an advanced discipline of phonetics explicitly described eu-
phonic assimilation, the phonetic transformations at the juncture of
successive words, well known by the term sandhi, are represented in
writing. Assimilation obscures word boundaries in speech, and these
word boundaries are correspondingly eliminated in writing as well.
For example, vasati ‘dwells’ atra ‘here’ becomes vasatyatra in contin-
uous speech. Some euphonic changes, like this one, can be separated
in alphabetic Roman transcription despite the sound alteration, viz.
vasaty atra. Other assimilation changes, however, preclude word sep-
aration, even in alphabetic transcription, because the final sound of
the preceding word and the initial sound of the following word merge
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into a single sound. Thus vidyā ‘knowledge’ āpyate ‘is attained’ be-
comes vidyāpyate; the single sound ā belongs to both words. This phe-
nomenon has been well recognized and formally analysed since an-
tiquity (Pāṇini gave a complete axiomatisation of sandhi in terms of
string rewriting in his 4th century B.C. treatise Aṣṭādhyāyī). The most
difficult task in parsing a Sanskrit sentence is determining the word
boundaries. Solutions to this problem have valuable ramifications for
speech analysis, where a similar problem is encountered in virtually
all languages.

We assume that the reader is familiar with the use of finite-state
methods for morpho-phonemic computations, as explained in stan-
dard references such as Roche and Schabes (1997), Kaplan and Kay
(1994) and Beesley and Karttunen (2003). We also assume some fa-
miliarity with the lexicon-driven Sanskrit segmenter of Huet (2005),
from which we extract the following definitions.
Definitions. A lexical juncture system on a finite alphabet Σ is com-
posed of a finite set of words L ⊆ Σ∗ and a finite set R of rewrite rules
of the form [x]u|v → w, with x , v, w ∈ Σ∗ and u ∈ Σ+. Note that in
the Kaplan and Kay notation, the rule we write [x]u|v → w would be
written as u|v→ w/x__.1

The word s ∈ Σ∗ is said to be a solution to the system (L, R) iff there
exists a sequence 〈z1,σ1〉; . . . ; 〈zp,σp〉 with z j ∈ L and σ j = [x j]u j |v j →
w j ∈ R for (1 ≤ j ≤ p), vp = ε and v j = ε for j < p only if σ j = o,
subject to the matching conditions: z j = v j−1 y j x ju j for some y j ∈ Σ∗
for all (1 ≤ j ≤ p), where by convention v0 = ε, and finally s = s1 . . . sp

with s j = y j x jw j for (1 ≤ j ≤ p). ε denotes the empty word. We also
say that such a sequence is an analysis of the solution word s.

In this formalization, Σ is the set of phonemes, R is the set of
sandhi rules, and L is the vocabulary as a set of lexical items. As a first
approximation, one may think of L as the lexicon of inflected words.
In Section 7, we shall partition L according to lexical sorts, some of
which are morphemes such as stems and affixes, in order to segment
compound words by the same method as explained here for sentence

1This algorithm assumes that the segmenter induces the segment boundaries
from a generative lexicon of permitted inflected forms. Another method would
guess arbitrary segment boundaries with rules uv→ w/x__, and attempt morpho-
logical analysis of the segments, but this is less efficient. Some rules could also
use the v part as right context, when it is unchanged. Many variations exist.
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segmentation into words. This extension is necessary to keep L finite,
in view of the fact that nominal compounding in Sanskrit is productive
to an arbitrary depth. But all the notions defined here will apply eas-
ily to this refinement, which allows us to keep notations simple. We
shall also assume the system (L, R) to be non-overlapping, as defined in
Huet (2005). This assumption is met in classical Sanskrit, except for
a small number of uni-phonemic morphemes, which are amenable to
the general treatment, modulo the introduction of so-called phantom
phonemes, as explained in Huet (2006); Goyal and Huet (2013).

Note that the sandhi problem is expressed in a symmetric way.
Going from z1|z2| . . . |zn| ∈ (L · |)∗ to s ∈ Σ∗ generates a correct phone-
mic sentence s with word forms z1, z2, . . . , zn, using the sandhi transfor-
mations. Whereas going the other way means analysing the sentence
s as a possible phonemic stream, using words from the lexicon trans-
formed by sandhi. It is this second problem that the Sanskrit segmenter
has to solve, since sandhi, while mostly deterministic in generation,
is strongly ambiguous in analysis. Below, we provide a brief summary
of the solution proposed by Huet (2005). The basic data structures
used by the system are Tries, Decos, and variations on applicative data
structures to represent finite automata and transducers. This method-
ology has recently been extended to a general paradigm of relational
programming, using the notion of effective Eilenberg machines (Huet
and Razet 2015).
Definitions. Tries are tree structures that store finite sets of strings
sharing initial prefixes. We assume that the alphabet of string repre-
sentations is some initial segment of positive integers. Thus a string is
encoded as a list of integers that will from now on be called a word.
Definitions. A word may be associated with a non-empty list of infor-
mation of polymorphic type α, absence of information being encoded
by the empty list. We shall call such associations a decorated trie, or
deco for short.

To solve the sandhi problem for analysis, the inflected form tries
are decorated with the rewrite rules. The algorithm proceeds in one
bottom-up sweep over each inflected form trie. For every accepting
node (i.e. lexicon word), at occurrence z, we collect all sandhi rules2

2The treatment of a contextual rule [x]u|v → w is similar: we check that
z = λxu, but the decorated state is now at occurrence λx . In both kinds of rules,
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σ : u|v→ w such that u is a terminal substring of z: z = λu for some λ.
When we move up the trie, recursively building the automaton graph,
we decorate the node at occurrence λwith a choice point labelled with
the sandhi rule. This builds in the automaton the prediction structure
for rule σ, at distance u above a matching lexicon word. At inter-
pretation time, when we enter the state corresponding to λ, we shall
consider this rule as a possible non-deterministic choice, provided the
input tape contains w as an initial substring. If this is the case, we shall
then move to the state of the automaton at occurrence v (before this,
the program checks that all sandhi rules are plausible in the sense that
occurrence v exists in the inflected trie, i.e. there are some words that
start with string v). When we take this action, the automaton acts as
a transducer, by writing on its output tape the pair (z,σ).

Coming back to the solution word, we may think of s as a pho-
netically correct utterance over vocabulary L, and its analysis S =
〈z1,σ1〉; . . . ; 〈zp,σp〉 as one of its possible segmentations. Analysis S
is completely explicit, in the sense that s may be computed from S,
applying sandhi rules σi in sequence, going from left to right. Con-
versely, there may be many possible segmentations S of a given utter-
ance s, typically thousands for a moderately long sentence, although
it is proven in Huet (2005) that they are always finite in number. We
write Segs(s) for the set of segmentations of s. The algorithm described
in Huet (2005) shows how to enumerate the complete set Segs(s) from
a given input string s. In view of its possibly enormous size, attempts
have been made, e.g. Huet (2007), to filter out non-sensible segmenta-
tions by a semantic analysis in the manner of dependency grammars.
This method works well for simple sentences, but is not sufficient
for more complex sentences, particularly in the presence of ellipses
and other anaphoric or discourse operators where dependencies are
context-sensitive. Furthermore, the set Segs(s) is not easily amenable
to sharing, and as a consequence the segmentation-cum-tagging Web
service of the Sanskrit Heritage site3 has not been of practical use so
the choice point is put at the ancestor of z at distance u. This suggests as imple-
mentation to compute at the accepting node z a stack of choice points arranged by
the lengths of their left component u. Furthermore, once the matching is done,
the context x may be dropped when stacking a contextual rule, since it is no
longer needed.

3http://sanskrit.inria.fr/
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far on real corpus data, since it tended to generate very long Web
pages, even to the point of choking the server. Wading through such
long lists of segmentations was very tedious and error-prone. The new
interface described in the present paper completely solves this prob-
lem. We shall now explain its main concepts.

4 aligned segmentations
The key idea behind the new interface is to represent an abstraction of
the union of all segmentation decompositions, realigned on the input
utterance. This new representation is now amenable to sharing, and
may thus be represented very compactly on one computer screen.
Definition. We consider a sandhi analysis S as above, generalized to
allow empty sequences. It may be defined inductively, as being either
empty or of the form S = 〈z1,σ1〉; S′, with S′ a similar sequence. Let n
be a natural number. We define the alignment of S with offset n, noted
as S ,→ n, as a set of pairs of aligned segments of the form (k, z), with
k ∈ N and z ∈ L, as follows. If S is the empty sequence, then S ,→ n= ;.
Otherwise, let S = 〈z,σ〉; S′ with σ = [x]u|v → w. We define S ,→ n =
{(n, z)} ∪ S′ ,→ n′, where n′ = n+ |z|+ |w| − (|u|+ |v|).

If S is a segmentation analysis of utterance s, we define its cor-
responding aligned segment collection as the set of aligned segments
S = S ,→ 0. Note that in this new notion we leave aside the precise
sandhi rules used in the analysis S, keeping only the tabulation infor-
mation that allows us to present its set of segments aligned with the
original input s.

Let S be a set of segmentation analyses of utterance s. We define
the tabulated display of S , noted D(S ), as the set of aligned segments
obtained as the union of all its corresponding aligned segment collec-
tions:

D(S ) = ∪
S∈S

S

We say that an aligned segment (k, z) is relevant to a segmentation
analysis S iff (k, z) ∈ S. Let S be a non-empty set of segmentation anal-
yses of some utterance s, and (k, z) ∈ D(S ). We define the restriction
of S to (k, z), noted S ↓ (k, z), as the set of all segmentation analyses
in S to which (k, z) is relevant:

S ↓ (k, z) = {S ∈ S | (k, z) ∈ S}
We obtain of course S ↓ (k, z) ⊆ S .
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Fact 1. (k, z) ∈ D(S )⇒S ↓ (k, z) ̸= ;.
Proof. Trivial compactness property of union.

Let S be a non-empty set of segmentation analyses of some ut-
terance s, and (k, z) ∈ D(S ). We say that (k, z) is critical in D(S ) iff it
is not relevant to some S′ ∈ S . This implies that

|D(S ↓ (k, z))|< |D(S )|
Thus, selecting a critical segment in the interface will effectively

reduce the search space. In practice, it will reduce it by half or more,
and convergence will be ensured in log(N) steps, where N is the total
number of segmentation solutions. Let us now give a sufficient condi-
tion for criticality.

Let (k, z) and (k′, z′) be two distinct aligned segments in some
tabulated display D(S ). We say that (k, z) and (k′, z′) conflict if k ≤
k′ < k+ |z| − 1 or k′ ≤ k < k′ + |z′| − 1.
Fact 2. Let (k, z) and (k′, z′) conflict in D(S ). They are both critical,
as they are mutually exclusive – no segmentation may contain both.
Proof. By inspection of sandhi rules, we may check that every rule
[x]u|v→ w is such that |u|+|v| ≤ |w|+1. Thus any overlap of a segment
with its successor in any segmentation is at most of length one. Since
every segment is of length at least one, overlap of a segment with some
other segment in the same segmentation solution may be at most of
length one. Let (k′, z′) be an aligned segment of D(S ) conflicting with
(k, z). No segmentation analysis to which (k′, z′) is relevant may belong
to S ↓ (k, z), and thus (k′, z′) /∈ D(S ↓ (k, z)).

Note that the conflicting condition is sufficient to show that two
segments may not appear in a common segmentation solution, but that
this is not a necessary condition, even for contiguous segments. The in-
terest of this notion is that it is easy to check visually, whereas the nec-
essary and sufficient criterion is not, since sandhi rules are not shown.

We now state a fact which may not be true of all lexical junc-
ture systems, but is verified for Sanskrit sandhi, as we shall argue in
Section 7.3.
Fact 3. If D(S ) has no critical aligned segment, S is a singleton.

5 a graphical interface
Let s be the utterance under consideration. Initially, we compute the
set S = Segs(s) of all its possible segmentations, and we display D(S ),
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where every aligned segment (k, z) is represented as the segment z
displayed with an offset of k spaces from the left margin. When two
aligned segments overlap, we represent them in separate rows of the
display. We sort all segments, so that longer segments are listed above
shorter ones. Each segment is displayed either with a blue check sign,
if it does not conflict with any other segment, or else with two signs, a
green check sign to select the segment, and a red cross sign to discard
it. These green check and red cross signs are mouse-sensitive; they
trigger as call-back the segmentation routine that will compute all
segmentation analyses consistent with this particular choice, that is,
for which all aligned segments currently selected with green check
signs are present, and those segments discarded with red cross signs
are absent. If s is segmentable at all, S is non-empty, and so is D(S ).
At any point in the computation, the current display D(S ) represents
the union of a non-empty set S of segmentations of s, by repeated
application of Fact 1. Consequently, selecting or discarding a segment
can never fail.

Furthermore, if the user selects or discards a critical segment,
there is visible progress, since all conflicting segments vanish when a
segment is selected, while any segment vanishes when discarded. This
corresponds to the case where it conflicts with some other segment,
which is easy to see in the visual display, since it covers a column that
is strictly inside the conflicting segment.

When a segment is selected using the green check sign, both the
check and cross signs are replaced by a single blue check sign, which
is mouse-insensitive, thus making the segment inert for the rest of the
interaction. On the other hand, if a segment is discarded using the
red cross sign, it vanishes and in the particular case where it conflicts
only with one other segment, the other segment will become inert.
Note that the user cannot select a non-critical segment, since these
are presented with blue check signs, which are not mouse-sensitive.
When there are no more critical segments, we have reached a unique
segmentation solution, consistent with Fact 3.

Several other actions, besides the selection of a segment, are pos-
sible at any moment. Firstly, users may undo the previous selections,
up to an arbitrary depth. Secondly, they may revert to the old in-
terface, which gives a linear listing of all segmentations consistent
with the segments currently selected. A counter indicates how many
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distinct segmentations remain. Users may also opt to use the seman-
tic pruning mechanism to provide machine assistance, for potentially
faster convergence. Finally, it is possible to send the remaining set of
segmentations to the more complete dependency parser under devel-
opment at the University of Hyderabad (Kulkarni et al. 2010; Kulkarni
and Ramakrishnamacharyulu 2013).

A complexity analysis of the interface is presented in the Ap-
pendix. From experimental evidence, it has been observed that the
number of solutions grows exponentially with the length of the ut-
terance and the bound O(Cn) has actually been reached for the real
corpus (see Figure 10). For instance, the following sentence, excerpted
from the Vikramorvaśī play by Kālidāsa, has 6,967,296,000 (≈ 232) seg-
mentations. The sentence has 240 phonemes, and the desired solution
has 40 segments. This sentence can be managed by our interface in
17 clicks, so the convergence is quite fast.
yā tapasviśeṣapariśaṅkitasya sukumāram praharaṇam mahendrasya
pratyādeśaḥ rūpagarvitāyāḥ śriyaḥ alaṃkāraḥ svargasya sānaḥ priyasakhī
urvaśī kuberabhavanāt pratinivartamānā samāpattidṛṣṭenakeśinā dānave-
nacitralekhādvitīyā bandigrāhaṃ gṛhītā. ‘Our dear friend Ūrvaśī, who
is the youthful weapon of Mahendra, the one fearful of the power of
extra-ordinary penance, who is an overshadower of Śrī, who is proud
of her beauty, and who is an ornament of heaven, was taken captive,
together with Citralekhā, by the demon Keśī, who had appeared by
chance, while she was returning from the house of Kubera.’ (English
translation by Brendan Gillon)

More example cases will be presented in Section 8.

6 graphical rendering of the display

Figure 1 presents the graphical rendering presented by our system for
the following sentence:
satyaṃbrūyātpriyaṃbrūyānnabrūyātsatyamapriyaṃpriyaṃcanānṛtambrū-
yādeṣadharmaḥsanātanaḥ.
This is the well-known saying (subhāṣitam): ‘One should tell the truth,
one should say kind words; one should neither tell harsh truths, nor
flattering lies; this is a rule for all times.’

As indicated in the display, this diagram summarizes 120 distinct
segmentations. The colour code used for the segments indicates var-
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Figure 1: Initial display of the aligned segments for the sentence
satyaṃbrūyātpriyaṃbrūyānnabrūyātsatyamapriyaṃpriyaṃcanānṛtambrūyādeṣa-
dharmaḥsanātanaḥ

ious lexical categories, e.g., blue for substantives, red for finite verb
forms, purple for adverbs, pale blue for pronouns and yellow for com-
pounds.

The main notion behind the interface is that of the display D(S )
for a consistent set of segmentations S . Initially, we take S = Segs(s),
and we progressively select aligned segments (k1, z1), . . . , (kn, zn). The
only data kept in memory are the initial sentence s, and the stack
of choices Cn = (k1, z1), . . . , (kn, zn). The interface interaction is imple-
mented as a CGI coroutine, which receives arguments s and Cn in its
invoking URL. The server recomputes the sequence of all segmenta-
tions Segs(s) at every step, keeping only those consistent with the stack
of choices Cn, sorted by alignments into a sorted list of checkpoints.
The display of all consistent segmentations is stored in an array ‘dis-
play’ of size |s|. The display value at index i is the list of all segments
z such that (i, z) is an aligned segment of some segmentation solution
consistent (i.e. not conflicting) with all the checkpoints Cn. This test is
easy, since Cn is sorted. One may think of the display as a shared repre-
sentation of D(S ), for S , the set of segmentation solutions consistent
with the current stack of choices. Actually the array ‘display’ may be
thought of as a hashcoding array for the set D(S ), with the hashcode
of an aligned segment (k, z) being its alignment k in the input string.
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What is crucial for the efficient sharing of the tree of all segmen-
tations as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) is the abstraction of sandhi
rules. Indeed, our methodology is reminiscent of parsers based on tab-
ulationmethods, which use such dynamic programmingmethods (Ear-
ley 1983; Tomita 1985; Billot and Lang 1989; Stolcke 1995).

Implementation of ‘Undo’ is trivial, since it consists in calling the
interface with the same stack of choices minus the last choice.

Note the simplicity of this implementation: at every step, all the
information is recomputed with the standard segmenter but, since the
technology is very fast, this is not noticeable to the user as the reaction
seems instantaneous (at least on a localhost server).

Presenting the tabulated display of the aligned segmentations as
an HTML page was not entirely trivial. The segmentation analysis
gives us all possible segments, appearing at various offsets. First, for
an arbitrary offset ki, the number of segments may be quite large.
Also, the length |zi | of the largest segment (ki , zi) at offset ki might
be such that it conflicts with the aligned segments at the next offset
ki+1. Since the objective was to have a compact display, keeping the
alignment intact, the problem of where to fit the aligned segments at
offset ki+1 remains, in such a case, once the HTML display has been
populated with the segments at offset ki. The second issue is related to
the fact that, while the maximum size of the display array is fixed as
the length of the utterance (|s|), the size of an aligned segment (ki , zi)
is |zi |, a variable depending on the segment zi. Thus, the problem is to
show the aligned segment as a single entity.

Now, a simplistic implementation to keep the alignment in-
tact would have been to list all the segments corresponding to
the offset ki+1, starting from the next row after all the segments
at offset ki have been enumerated. This would obviously not lead
to a compact display. Similarly, a very simple implementation to
handle variable-sized segments would be to define an array of |s|
columns and display each solution (ki , zi) in |zi | columns, starting
from the ki

th column. The problem with this approach is that the
display of a word does not appear continuous here. Also, depend-
ing upon the transliteration scheme used, some phonemes would
require more space than others, so the row length will be vari-
able. And the segment zi cannot be treated as a single HTML en-
tity in this case, which is a requirement for user-friendly display
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of morphological tags, as well as for the callbacks, initiating user
interaction.

To alleviate these problems, we sorted the segments at each off-
set according to length.4 Thus, the longer segments appear at the top.
Now, while filling the segment (ki+1, zi+1) at offset ki+1, we search for
the first row from the top where the last filled segment does not con-
flict with (ki+1, zi+1), and fill this segment in that row. This gives a
much more compact display.

Similarly, to handle the second issue, instead of using |zi | columns
for an aligned segment (ki , zi), we used the HTML ‘colspan’ attribute
to use variable width columns in a row. Thus, an aligned (ki , zi) is
displayed, using a |zi |width column at offset ki. This allows continuous
display of a segment, as well as treating it as a single HTML entity.

7 lexical categories and tagging

7.1 Dealing with lemmatized segments
Since our method is lexicon-directed, our candidate forms are mor-
phologically generated, and may be kept along with their lemmas.
Furthermore, we may restrict our segmenter to recognize only mor-
phologically correct sequences, according to a regular grammar ex-
pressing morphological constraints. This refinement is also necessary
because the sandhi relation after preverbs (upasarga) is different from
the external sandhi between words or compound components. This
grammar is compiled into the state-transition graph of a finite automa-
ton/transducer, which expresses the control of our lexical scanner in
the usual manner. The states of this automaton, called phases, corre-
spond to the lexical categories associated with colours in the interface.
We may refine the above formalization to this new situation easily,
replacing the notion of aligned segment (k, z) by the finer notion of
aligned lemmatized segment (k, (l, z)), where l is the lemmatization of
segment z.

We can go back to the example sentence in Section 6, for which
the initial display summarizing 120 distinct segmentations is pre-
sented in Figure 1. At the right side of the diagram, one sees the long

4Note that this sorting is prioritized from left to right, as this is the most
natural order for reading Sanskrit text.
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segment sanātanas (‘eternal’) and below it several choices of smaller
words that are obviously overgenerated items. Clicking on the green
sign under the blue segment sanātanas removes all this noise, and the
number of potential solutions drops to 12, generating the display given
in Figure 2 – note the blue unlinked check sign indicating the previ-
ously selected segment.

Similarly, one immediately notices the segment satyam (‘truth’),
together with conflicting noisy alternatives. Similarly, for cana (‘and
not’), these two selections will leave us with only one choice between
segments brūyāt and brūyām (two forms of root brū ‘to say’ in the opta-
tive mood of the present active voice in the singular number, respec-
tively in the 3rd and 1st person). By obvious symmetry with its other
occurrences in the sentence, brūyātmust be chosen, obtaining the cor-
rect segmentation in a total of 4 easy clicks, shown in Figure 3. At this
point, one may click on the explicit button “Unique Solution”, where
fine tuning of the final morphological parameters, such as ambiguities
of gender of substantival forms, may be effected through a final user
interface, shown in Figure 4. This last stage is necessary, because our
lemmas label a given form with a multi-tag, factoring out all values of
morphological parameters usable to generate this form. The user can
select the appropriate options to produce the final unambiguous tag-
ging of the sentence as a list of lemmas, where segments are hyperlinks
to the digital lexicon, as shown in Figure 5.

This page may be stored, and the next sentence may then be read
from the corpus input stream, in order to progressively annotate the
digital library.

Sometimes it is useful for annotators to see the lemmatization of
a segment in order to make a decision with more information than
merely its lexical category (indicated by the colour code). This facility

Figure 2: Aligned segments after selection of segment sanātanas
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Figure 3: Aligned segments after 4 clicks

Figure 4: The interface for selecting unique tags from multi-tags
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Figure 5:
Final tagging
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is available in the interface: every segment is mouse-sensitive, and
clicking on it yields its lemma, as shown in Figure 6 for the segment
brūyāt.

Figure 6: Asking for the lemma of the segment brūyāt

Note that, in this lemma, the root brū is itself mouse-sensitive; it
is a hyperlink to its lexical entry, allowing access to its meaning. We
provide two aligned digital lexicons, our original Sanskrit-to-French
Heritage dictionary, and also the more complete classical Sanskrit-
to-English Monier-Williams (MW) dictionary (Monier-Williams et al.
1899).5 Thus annotators have all available information at their dis-
posal at any point, but with minimal cluttering of the workspace.

It should be noted that this interface is not only easy to use, it
is actually fun to play with. It may be thought of as some kind of
electronic game.

7.2 Rationale for using the cross signs
The cross signs presented for conflicting segments are used to discard
a particular segment. However, it may be argued that this result may
more efficiently be achieved by selecting the correct segment. While
this would be the appropriate in majority of cases, there are a few
instances where one would need to use a cross sign to select the ap-
propriate solution. Figure 7 describes the possible segmentations for
the utterance, ihehi, which can be analysed either as iha + ā + ihi
or as iha + ihi. The interface presents the segments iha and ihi with
blue check signs, indicating that these do not conflict with any other
segment, but the segment ā is presented with a green check and a
red cross sign. If we had used only a green check sign, it would not
have been possible for the annotator to select the solution iha + ihi,

5The protocol for the non-trivial task of mutually linking these lexical re-
sources has been discussed in Goyal et al. (2012)
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Figure 7:
The aligned segmentations
for ihehi.

since there would have been no opportunity to discard the ā segment.
With this facility, the annotator is free to choose either of these two
analyses.6

7.3 Justifying Fact 3
In the example just shown, we assumed implicitly that when no more
choices were available to the user, there was only one segmentation
solution left, and we could then proceed to the final disambiguation
of the remaining multi-tags of this unique solution. This assumption
is precisely what we called Fact 3 above, and that we now restate:
Fact 3. If D(S ) has no critical aligned segment, S is a singleton.
Proof. Assume that D(S ) has no critical aligned segment. In other
words, all the segments are marked with a blue mark, indicating that
they belong to all remaining solutions. Thus, all remaining solutions
have the same segments. We shall need to prove that all the aligned
segments are strictly ordered within one unique solution. Consider any
two remaining segments (k, z) and (k′, z′)where, without loss of gener-
ality, we may assume k ≤ k′. If k < k′, the z segment must precede the
z′ one. Now let k = k′. It is not the case that both |z| > 1 and |z′| > 1,
since the two segments would conflict with each other. Assume with-
out loss of generality |z|= 1. If |z′|> 1, the z segment must precede the
z′ one. We are left to consider the case where |z| = |z′| = 1. The only
relevant mono-phonemic segments in classical Sanskrit are the pri-
vative prefix a, forming so-called nañ-tatpuruṣa compounds, and the

6Another possible way to achieve this would have been to use null segments
and allow the annotators to choose between the null segment or the other pos-
sibility. We, however, prefer to use the cross sign, since it also helps a reader to
reduce the number of possibilities by discarding some nonsensical combinations.
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preposition ā, used as prefix (upasarga) to final (tiṅanta) and propo-
sitional (kṛdanta) verbal forms.7 We thus only have to consider the
proper ordering of co-aligned a and ā segments. The privative particle
a can prefix only consonant-initial nouns, since it alternates with the
form an for vowel-initial ones. The preposition ā is assumed not to be
iterated, which would be redundant. Thus, the only possible ordering
is that an ā segment could precede an a segment (but we do not know
of even one concrete example). This explanation justifies Fact 3 in the
case of classical Sanskrit.

7.4 Robustness
The interface is remarkably robust for realistic sentences, as shown
in the example in Section 5. Figure 8 shows the initial display of our
interface, where the sentence from the Vikramorvaśī play by Kālidāsa,
as mentioned in Section 5, is processed by the Sanskrit reader. The
interface shows all the 6,967,296,000 possible solutions in a compact
display. The display presents various choice points to the user, and is
manageable in 17 clicks. A full evaluation of the interface, for robust-
ness as well as convergence analysis, is presented in the next section.

8 evaluation

To evaluate the robustness of the proposed system, we used a dataset
consisting of 1,500 sentences from Pañcatantra. These sentences were
annotated, using a software-assisted human interface for morpholog-
ical tagging, built on top of the Sanskrit Heritage Reader (Goyal et al.
2012). The annotators were allowed to give their own annotations,
when the correct segmentation did not appear in the system. The
length distribution of the sentences used in this study is shown in
Figure 9. Clearly, many of the sentences contained more than 90 char-
acters.

To study its robustness, we checked whether the sets of segmen-
tation analyses for these sentences contained the segmentations iden-
tified by the annotators. When these sentences were given as input
to the system, the system gave a summary page in each of the cases.

7Vedic Sanskrit offers additional difficulties, with autonomous prepositions
and the mono-phonemic interjection u.
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Figure 9:

Distribution of length for
the sentences used in the

evaluation

Figure 10 plots the log of the number of solutions identified by the
system, with respect to the length of the sentence. The plot is trun-
cated at 125 characters both for the sake of visibility and also because
few sentences exceed that limit. We can clearly see that the number
of solutions increased exponentially with the length of the sentence.

On further analysis, we found that in 1,092 out of 1,500 sentences,
all the segmentations from the gold standard were present in the set
of segmentation analyses, returned by the summary interface of the
system. On analysing the rest of the cases, we found that, in 59 cases,
the annotated sentence did not match the input sentence, and a few
changes had been introduced by the annotators. We therefore studied
the performance of the system on the remaining 1,441 sentences. First,
we measured the recall of the system by identifying how many of the
words in the segmentation were also present in the summary inter-
face. We measured both micro- and macro-averaged recall. As per the
standard definition, for macro-averaged recall, we computed recall for
each of the sentences and then took an average for all 1,441 values,
one for each sentence. For micro-averaged recall, we computed the
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Figure 10:
Scatter plot showing the
distribution of the number
of solutions (log) with
respect to the length of the
sentence

fraction of words present overall. These values were found to be high:
0.96 and 0.97 respectively.

For 349 cases, one or more words in the gold-standard segmen-
tations could not be mapped to the segmentations returned by the
summary interface. A further analysis revealed that, in 204 of these
cases, the system could not recognize a word from the sentence, mostly
because of the incompleteness of the lexicon used by the Sanskrit Her-
itage system. This problem can be solved by supplementing the lexicon
with new words specific to the particular corpus under consideration.
In the next section, we describe how the current system helps annota-
tors to do this in an interactive manner. For most of the other cases, the
main issue was that the original sentence contained a quote, or that
a punctuation mark occurred in the middle of the sentence, e.g., the
sentence,8 tatas tayā, manorathānām apy agamyam, iti matvā, tathā, iti
pratipannam was pre-processed and the following was the input to the
system: tatas tayā manorathānām apy agamyam iti matvā tathā iti prati-

8And she assented, for she thought: “It is a thing beyond my fondest aspira-
tions.” (English translation)
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pannam, resulting in the words tathā iti being separated by a space in
‘sandhied’ mode.9 This was not recognized by the system, as it de-
notes the pada-pāṭha (‘unsandhied’) form and not the sandhied form.
In ‘sandhied’ mode, the correct input would have been tatheti, as tathā
iti leads to other interpretations, such as tathās + iti, tathau + iti, etc.
In future, we might be able to auto-detect this, along the lines of spell-
correction.

In many such cases, the system could not make use of sentence
breaks and punctuation information, which were removed during pre-
processing. The system has to be adapted to allow such informa-
tion in the input, to be able to make adjustments during segmen-
tation.

Further, to empirically evaluate the convergence time to get the
unique solution out of all the possible segmentations returned by the
system, we took a sample of 10 sentences of length ≥ 100, and the
annotators were asked to use the summary interface to come up with
the unique solution. We noted down the actual time taken, as well as
the number of clicks used by the evaluators. The details are provided
in Table 1 below. The length of the sentences varied between 113 and
224, and the total solutions were as high as 3,736,212,480. However,
in all cases, at most 19 clicks were required to achieve the unique

Table 1:
Empirical evaluation of the

convergence time for
10 different sentences

S. No. Sentence Total Number Time
length solutions of clicks (in sec.)

1 150 22,394,880 14 59.2
2 115 4,368 6 28.2
3 156 19,051,200 17 56.3
4 224 248,832,000 17 73.6
5 149 18,662,400 14 42.9
6 149 3,736,212,480 19 78.7
7 113 2,880 8 32.3
8 122 9,216 8 17.0
9 122 17,600 10 36.4

10 169 167,215,104 17 65.8

9This is one of the parameters of the system. The user can choose the mode
‘sandhied’ to read a sentence that is not segmented and the mode ‘unsandhied’
to read text that has already been sandhi analysed (pada-pāṭha form).
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solution, and the maximum time taken was 78.7 seconds, which is
quite fast, as well as practical.

The segmentation method is lexicon-directed. Thus, for any
aligned segment (ki , zi) to appear in the segmentation solution, the
segment zi must belong to the vocabulary L. It will thus be incomplete,
if the generative lexicon does not completely cover the vocabulary of
the targeted corpus. In the next section, we will describe how our
interface is robust enough to handle the cases when a chunk (part of
the utterance s, which is segmentable, independent of the rest of the
utterance) is not recognized by the system.

9 partial segmentation, error recovery,
lexical acquisition

In general, given an utterance s, a chunk may remain ‘unanalysed’ or
‘ill-analysed’. The case of ‘unanalysed’ chunks might occur due to one
of the following reasons:
• The utterance s contains an invalid chunk zi, not allowed by the
grammar, or

• s contains a segment (chunk) zi, which is a valid segment, but does
not appear in the vocabulary L, due to the incompleteness of the
lexicon.10

A chunk may remain ill-analysed if the desired solution does not
appear in the segmentation returned by the system. This mostly occurs
because of the incompleteness of the lexicon.

In order to deal with this incompleteness, and make our interface
robust, we extended it in such a way that it will report the unanalysed
chunks of input, and allow for their correction. This facility has been
provided by adding a supplementary phase to the lexer, allowing any
phonemic string. Thus, when the system is unable to recognize a seg-
ment zi in utterance s at offset ki, this unanalysed segment is displayed
in grey along with a spade sign. This spade sign triggers as callback an-
other CGI routine called ‘user-aid’, initiating an interaction loop with
the user.

10Note however that our lexicon is ‘generative’ to a certain extent: most par-
ticiples (kṛdantas) are systematically generated from root entries, and compounds
are analysed, and thus do not need to be explicitly listed in the lexicon.
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For the ‘ill-analysed’ chunks, since there is at least a partial solu-
tion, no explicit link is provided to the ‘user-aid’ CGI. Instead, if the
user decides that the analysis presented by the system is not correct
for some particular chunk, clicking on the chunk will provide access
to the ‘user-aid’ CGI for the given chunk. This routine provides the
following options:
Edit and resubmit the sentence. If the user has entered a wrong
sentence s (for instance due to misspelling), this option allows the
user to edit the sentence s and submit it to the system for re-analysis.
Edit and resubmit the chunk. This option allows the user to edit
only the wrong chunk in s and does not disturb the rest of the sen-
tence. The user can edit the chunk and the system will show the anal-
ysis corresponding to the modified chunk, keeping the segmentation
solution of the other chunks intact.
Show partial solution without this chunk. This option appears
only when there are at least two chunks in the sentence. This op-
tion allows the user to see the partial solution without using that
chunk.
Select among possible lemmatizations. This module tries to guess
the possible lemmatizations (analyses) of a segment from the ‘Un-
known’ phase. This module is developed using finite state methods
and will be discussed in Section 9.1 below.
Enter your own lemmatization. If users feel that none of the sug-
gested lemmatizations are correct, this option allows them to enter
the lemmatizations of their choice. This module will be discussed in
Section 9.2 below.

9.1 Experimental Stemmer
We have implemented an experimental stemmer, in order to attempt
semi-automatic lexicon acquisition, at least for substantive stems. This
is a very difficult problem, in the presence of retroflexion rules by in-
ternal morphology. This progressive assimilation of the retroflex ar-
ticulatory feature operates on a non-bounded left context of the rule
application, and thus cannot be directly modelled as an invertible reg-
ular transduction. Fortunately, retroflexion rules do not cross word
boundaries, and thus do not pollute external sandhi.

The experimental module for guessing the possible lemmatiza-
tions for an ‘unanalysed’ chunk is built using the suffix segmentation
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rules, learnt from the database of inflected forms, available with the
Heritage lexicon. To give an example of the rules learnt, consider the
following entry in the database of inflected noun forms:

rāmas nom.sg.m. [rāma] ‘Rama, name of a person’
The entry has three different parts, the inflected form rāmas, the

stem corresponding to this form rāma and the morphological informa-
tion of this inflected entry ‘nom.sg.m.’. This entry is used to learn the
following rule:

x .a
nom.sg.m.−−−−−→ x .as (1)

where x .a denotes any phonetic string ending in the phoneme ‘a’. Sim-
ilarly, for the entry,

takṣan loc.sg.m. [takṣṇi] ‘carpenter’
The rule learnt would be

x .an
loc.sg.m.−−−−−→ x .ṇi (2)

Note that, in both these cases, the context (right context, or ending)
is chosen based on the following criteria:

• The context should not be empty. This condition was used so that
the rule would not cause an over-generation. Thus we will not
learn the rule x .ϕ

nom.sg.m.−−−−−→ x .s in the first case where ϕ denotes a
null context.

• The minimum possible context should be used to describe the
rule. This condition was used to avoid the segmenter failing be-
cause of having too long a context. Thus we will not learn the rule
x .ma

nom.sg.m.−−−−−→ x .mas in the first case, because then it would not
allow us to recognize that the word mohanas is a declined form of
the stem mohana ‘Mohana, name of a person’ because the context
nas would not match the one used in the rule (mas).
Now, since the database also contains very special rules, which

might be applicable to only a few stems, a simple probabilistic model
is used to filter these rules. The first filter is based on the frequency
count of a certain rule, that is, howmany times this rule is encountered
while declining the nominal forms in the lexicon. Rule 1, above, is used
5079 times, while rule 2 is used only 13 times.

The next filter is based on the conditional probability of a stem
and morphological analysis being associated with a given suffix. Thus,
a rule is selected only if the probability of the stem and morphologi-
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cal analysis given the suffix is greater than the threshold. For rules 1
and 2 discussed above, these probability values were found to be 0.96
and 0.05 respectively. For rule 2, this probability was low because,
given the ending ṇi, the stem ending in n with the same morphology
is more likely (probability of 0.63). An example of one such entry in
the database is: dīrghasūtrin loc.sg.m. [dīrghasūtriṇi] ‘spinning a long
yarn, procastinating’.

Thus, two different thresholds are used, frequency count and
probability. The criteria for selecting these thresholds involved a
trade-off. A low value for these thresholds would allow too many un-
necessary solutions for a given segment. A very high threshold, on the
other hand, might not be able to provide the desired solution. Thus,
these values were tuned on a corpus,11 resulting in optimal values of
3 for frequency and 0.02 for probability.

Once these rules were learnt from the database, they were fed
into a finite-state transducer, which could then be used to guess all
the possible stems along with the morphological analysis for a previ-
ously unanalysed form. All the possible lemmatizations produced by
the transducer are displayed to the user. The interaction loop for lex-
icon acquisition is discussed in the next section.

9.2 Lexicon acquisition
For a segment in the ‘Unknown’ phase, various lemmatizations are pro-
posed by the transducer. They are presented to the user accompanied
by radio buttons. These radio buttons allow the user to select among
the various suggested lemmatizations. It should be noted that one of
the objectives of this module is to acquire the stems that appear in
the corpus but are not available in the Heritage lexicon. To assist the
user, we search for each suggested stem in the Monier-Williams (MW)
dictionary, which is one of the most complete lexicons for Sanskrit.
If a stem appears in the MW, the stem is displayed with a hyperlink
to the online MW dictionary, and the radio button corresponding to
this entry is preset. This is based on the intuition that, among all the
possible choices, any choice that is already present in a more complete
lexicon is more likely to be correct, and will, in any case, be verified

11We collected examples of unanalysed segments from the Bhagavad Gītā text.
These examples were used to tune the thresholds.
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by the user. If the user selects any of these suggestions, the base entry
and gender information are saved in a ‘cache’ database.

If the users cannot find the desired solution among the suggested
lemmatizations, they are allowed to enter their own lemmatization.
A text area is provided for the user to enter the stem, with various
select boxes, to be completed with morphological information, such
as gender, case and number. Once the user submits this information,
the base entry and gender information is saved in the ‘cache’ database.

To illustrate this procedure, we input the following sentence from
Pañcatantra into the Sanskrit reader: ye punar ātmīyāḥ śṛgālā āsan te
sarve ’py ardhacandraṃ dattvā niḥsāritāḥ. ‘But to all the jackals, his
own kindred, he administered a cuffing, and drove them away.’

Figure 11 shows the aligned segments as returned by the system.
The system does not present any analysis for the segment ātmīyāḥ (his
own kindred), which is displayed in grey, along with a spade sign.

Once the annotator clicks on the spade sign, it opens the ‘user-aid’
CGI routine. Various options presented to the annotator by this routine
are shown in Figure 12. In this particular case, the segment ātmīyāḥ is
a valid segment, which remains unanalysed because the stem ātmīya
is not present in the lexicon. Thus, we will focus on the option ‘Se-
lect among possible lemmatizations’. The annotator is presented with
various possible analyses but the specific analysis with the stem āt-
mīya present in MW has been shown with a hyperlink. The annotator
can select the radio button corresponding to the first analysis in the

Figure 11: The partial segmentations for the sentence ye punar ātmīyāḥ śṛgālā āsan
te sarve ’py ardhacandraṃ dattvā niḥsāritāḥ with the segment ātmīyāḥ remaining
unanalysed
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Figure 12:
Options provided
to the annotator

for the
unanalysed

chunk ātmīyāḥ

Figure 13:
Revised interface
for the annotator

with ātmīyāḥ
analysed as

chosen, using the
options shown
in Figure 12
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second row (nom. pl. m. [ ātmīya ]) and click on the button ‘Submit
Morphology’.

This information provided by the annotator is stored in the ‘cache’
database. The morphological generator is used to generate all the
forms corresponding to the stems stored in this database. This cache
database augments the lexicon L, and thus enables the system to
recognize a segment that was previously unanalysed or ill-analysed.
Figure 13 shows the revised interface that is presented to the annota-
tor, with the segment ātmīya analysed as chosen. Now the annotator
can complete the tagging by going through the normal process, as al-
ready described in detail.

It is to be noted that, once this stem is processed to augment the
lexicon L, the system can recognize all other inflected forms corre-
sponding to this base stem as well.12 This feature is particularly use-
ful for annotators working on a specific corpus, since an unanalysed
stem is likely to appear in that corpus again, possibly as a different
utterance in another morphological context. The information about
the selected stem and gender is stored in a local file on the annota-
tor’s workstation, which may be passed on to the lexicon manager for
lexicon acquisition.

9.3 Evaluating the experimental stemmer
To evaluate the experimental stemmer, we used the 53 nominal forms
that were not recognized by the system. These 53 words were passed
to the ‘user-aid’ CGI routine. Among the suggestions provided by the
system, we selected the particular lemma that corresponds to the stem
in the Monier-Williams dictionary, which would have given that nom-
inal form. Onmanual verification, we found that, in 52 out of 53 cases,
the lemma matched the one provided by the annotators. This confirms
that this experimental stemmer can be used very effectively by the an-
notators to deal with words that are unknown to the system.

12All the paradigms for generating the nominal and verbal forms are already
available in the system. Thus, given a new nominal stem as input, the system can
generate all its inflected forms, which are added to the database. At the time of
analysis, all these forms are therefore recognizable.
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10 conclusion

We have presented a new interface for interactive segmentation-cum-
tagging of Sanskrit sentences. This technology is not limited to San-
skrit. It can be adapted for interactive feedback, with a segmenter,
tagger or parser, where sentences are presented as a finite collection
of sequences of annotated word forms (lemmas). It may also operate
at the generative morphology level, where words are presented as a
combination of morphemes.

This interface enables a human annotator to visualise a sentence
as a sequence of words, readable in one compact hypertext page. Word
forms are vertically aligned with the original input. This allows the
sharing of lemmas, and avoids cluttering the visual display with re-
dundant information. Segments at a given offset are sorted by length,
in decreasing order, which permits easy selection, with a heuristic of
maximum overlap of segments with the input sentence. This heuristic,
which tends to minimize the number of segments, is very often cor-
rect. Small word forms or morphemes, which agglutinate by chance
into larger chunks of the input, get relegated as noise to the bottom of
the display screen.

Fast recomputation of solutions respecting selection or rejection
of a given segment achieves an exponential convergence rate. Even
for long sentences admitting billions of solutions, the effect of these
selections is instantaneous. Selection mistakes may be fixed rapidly
using the undo facility. Morphological information is hidden in order
not to clutter the screen, since appropriate use of colours for lexical
categories usually facilitates the right decision. In case of doubt, the
annotator may click on any puzzling segment and instantly obtain its
full lemmatization, including lexicon access, if required, to check the
meaning.

The main concept behind the data structure containing the dis-
play information is dynamic programming, i.e. sharing a tree structure
as a directed acyclic graph, a standard technique in tabulated parsers.
The originality of our approach is that the tree structure is not the for-
est of parse trees, but the union of all possible segmentation solutions,
from which sandhi justification has been erased. This representation
allows exponential savings, both in space (the displayed graph) and
in time (the number of disambiguation operations).
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The main ideas of this interface have been reused to summa-
rize all possible dependencies between word forms in the dependency
parser developed at the Sanskrit Studies Department of the University
of Hyderabad.13 This parser may be accessed as a second pass of our
segmenter, leading to a smooth combination of the two processes –
the user switches seamlessly between tagging and parsing (Huet and
Kulkarni 2014). When to call the parser is actually an interesting trade-
off. If we call it too early, it will just choke under the enormous number
of possible taggings. On the other hand, if we use our manual inter-
face until we have produced a single set of tags, we lose many of the
benefits of automation, since the dependency analysis would discard
many inconsistent word combinations.

We have presented a novel technique for lexicon acquisition dur-
ing corpus tagging by annotators, which makes our interface robust
to lexicon incompleteness, but also to corpus mistakes and to non-
standard enunciations (non-Paninian forms, Prakrit,14 onomatopoeia,
foreign words, etc.). The current module is developed only for nom-
inal forms and needs to be extended to handle verbal forms as well.
Another limitation of this module is that the system would only be
able to guess a stem if the unanalysed chunk contains only one word.
Handling cases where the unanalysed chunk contains more than one
word is the next logical goal for our project.

Our interface has been tested successfully by the Sanskrit Library
team15 for the annotation of a variety of classical Sanskrit texts (Scharf
et al. 2015).

appendix: complexity analysis

The convergence of the selection via the interface is very fast. Since the
method is dichotomic, it converges on average in log(N) steps, where
N is the total number of segmentation solutions. Indeed, when the in-
put may be split as s = s1 ·s2, with s1 and s2 independently segmentable,
with respectively n1 and n2 segmentations, presented with displays of
sizes respectively d1 and d2, the global display has a size of d1+ d2 for

13http://sanskrit.uohyd.ac.in/scl/
14By the term ‘Prakrit’, we mean Middle Indo-Aryan languages such as Pāli.
15http://sanskritlibrary.org/
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a total of n1× n2 segmentations. This interface thus gives an exponen-
tial improvement over the recursive dove-tailing of the segmentation
process. In any case, the number of selections will be smaller than the
number of words of the intended segmentation, i.e. of the order of
the length of the sentence divided by the average length of a word. In
practice, convergence is very fast.
Theorem. Let S be the set of segmentation analyses of some utter-
ance s of length n. |S | is of asymptotic order O(Cn), whereas |D(S )|
is of asymptotic order O(n).
Proof. This theorem depends on the lexicon being used and can have,
at best, an average complexity analysis. Let m be the length of an av-
erage segment of an utterance s. For our analysis, we will also assume
that each segment in a valid solution has length ≥ 2.

Consider s of length n. We will try to find an upper bound on
the number of segmentation solutions for this utterance. Let us con-
sider the ith phoneme of this utterance. A valid solution can have
this phoneme participating in a segment of length 2, 3, . . . up to m.
Analysing further, a segment of length 2 can start at 2 possible offsets,
i−1 or i. Similarly, a segment of length 3 can start at 3 possible offsets,
and so on. In general, let of j denote the number of offsets at which a
segment of length j may start for the ith phoneme. Then, of j ≤ j for
j ∈ {2, 3, . . . , m}. Every such offset k for a segment of length j defines
a set with aligned segments (k, zl) such that |zl | = j. Thus, for the ith

phoneme, an upper bound on the number Nssi
of possible sets is:

Nssi
≤ of2 + of3 + · · ·+ ofm
≤ 2+ 3+ · · ·+m

<
m(m+ 1)

2
(3)

For each of these Nssi
sets, the possible number of segments depends

on the sandhi rules R. For any segment in such a set, permutations
are possible only at the first and last phonemes because of the sandhi
rules applied at the junction. Let leftw denote the number of possible
v’s, such that u|v→ w ∈ R for an arbitrary u. Similarly, let rightw denote
the number of possible u’s, such that u|v → w ∈ R for an arbitrary v.
Now let maxleft be the maximum of all such leftw and maxright be
the maximum of all such rightw. Thus, such a set can contain at most
|ssi | = (maxleft×maxright) segments. Then, the maximum number of
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segments Ni that the ith phoneme can participate in is:

Ni ≤ |ssi | · Nssi
(4)

Now that we have the maximum number of possible segments for the
phoneme at position i, we can use this to obtain an upper bound on
the number of segments |S | for the utterance s. We will use the fact
that the set |S | will be a subset of all the possible segments in which
phonemes at various positions can participate. Thus

|S | ≤ N1 × N2 × · · · × Nn

= (|ssi |)n · Nssi

n

=
�

C · m(m+ 1)
2

�n
(5)

Similarly, an upper bound on the number of segments in the tab-
ulated display is the sum of all possible segments at various positions.
Thus

|D(S )| ≤ N1 + N2 + · · ·+ Nn

=
�

C · m(m+ 1)
2

�
· n (6)

Hence, it follows from Equations 5 and 6 that |S | is of asymptotic
order O(Cn) at worst, whereas |D(S )| is of asymptotic order O(n).
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Linguistic description and language modelling need to be formally
sound and complete while still being supported by data. We present a
linguistic framework that bridges such formal and descriptive require-
ments, based on the representation of syntactic information by means
of local properties. This approach, called Property Grammars, provides
a formal basis for the description of specific characteristics as well
as entire constructions. In contrast with other formalisms, all infor-
mation is represented at the same level (no property playing a more
important role than another) and independently (any property being
evaluable separately). As a consequence, a syntactic description, in-
stead of a complete hierarchical structure (typically a tree), is a set of
multiple relations between words. This characteristic is crucial when
describing unrestricted data, including spoken language. We show in
this paper how local properties can implement any kind of syntactic
information and constitute a formal framework for the representation
of constructions (seen as a set of interacting properties). The Property
Grammars approach thus offers the possibility to integrate the descrip-
tion of local phenomena into a general formal framework.

1 introduction

The description and modelling of local language phenomena con-
tributes to a better understanding of language processing. However,
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this data-driven perspective needs to provide a method of unifying
models into a unique and homogeneous framework that would form
an effective theory of language. Reciprocally, from the formal per-
spective, linguistic theories provide general architectures for language
processing, but still have difficulty in integrating the variability of lan-
guage productions. The challenge at hand is to test formal frameworks
using a large range of unrestricted and heterogeneous data (includ-
ing spoken language). The feasibility of this task mainly depends on
the ability to describe all possible forms, regardless of whether they
are well-formed (i.e. grammatical) or not. Such is the goal of the lin-
guistic trend known as usage-based (Langacker 1987; Bybee 2010),
which aims to describe how language works based on its concrete
use. Our goal is to propose a new formal framework built upon this
approach.
Moving away from the generative framework. Addressing the ques-
tion of the syntactic description independently of grammaticality rep-
resents an epistemological departure from the generative approach in
many respects. In particular, it consists in moving away from the rep-
resentation of competence towards that of performance. Several recent
approaches in line with this project consider grammar not as a device
for generating language, but rather as a set of statements, making it
possible to describe any kind of input, addressing at the same time
the question of gradience in grammars (Aarts 2004; Blache and Prost
2005; Fanselow et al. 2005). To use a computational metaphor, this
comes to replace a procedural approach where grammar is a set of op-
erations (rules), with a declarative approach where grammar is a set of
descriptions. This evolution is fundamental: it relies on a clear distinc-
tion between linguistic knowledge (the grammar) and parsing mecha-
nisms that are used for building a syntactic structure. In most current
formalisms, this is not the case. For example, the representation of
syntactic information with trees relies on the use of phrase-structure
rules which encode both a syntactic relation (government) and oper-
ational information (the local tree to be used in the final structure).
Such merging of operational information within the grammar can also
be found in other formalisms such as Tree-Adjoining Grammars (Joshi
et al. 1975) in which the grammar is made of sub-parts of the final
syntactic tree. It is also the case in Dependency Grammars (Tesnière
1959) with the projectivity principle (intended to control tree well-
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formedness) as well as in HPSG (Pollard and Sag 1994; Sag andWasow
1999) and its feature percolation principles.

We propose disentangling these different aspects by excluding in-
formation solely motivated by the kind of structure to be built. In other
words, linguistic information should be encoded independently of the
form of the final representation. Grammar is limited then to a set of de-
scriptions that are linguistic facts. As explained by Pullum and Scholz
(2001), doing this enables a move away from Generative-Enumerative
Syntax (GES) towards a Model-Theoretic Syntax (MTS) (Cornell and
Rogers 2000; Blackburn and Meyer-Viol 1997; Blache 2007).

Several works are considered by Pullum and Scholz (2001) to ex-
hibit the seeds of MTS, in particular HPSG and Construction Grammars
(Fillmore 1988; Kay and Fillmore 1999). These two approaches have
recently converged, leading to a new framework called Sign-Based Con-
struction Grammars (Sag 2012; Sag et al. 2012). SGBG is motivated
by providing a formal basis for Construction Grammars, paving the
way towards modelling language usage. It starts to fulfill the MTS re-
quirements in that it proposes a monotonic system of declarative con-
straints, representing different sources of linguistic information and
their interaction. However, there still remains a limitation that is in-
herent to HPSG: the central role played by heads. Much information is
controlled by this element, as the theory is head-driven. All principles
are stipulated on the basis of the existence of a context-free skeleton,
implemented by dominance schemas. As a consequence, the organi-
zation of the information is syntacto-centric: the interaction of the lin-
guistic domains is organized around a head/dependent hierarchical
structure, corresponding to a tree.

In these approaches, representing the information of a domain,
and more to the point the interaction among the domains, requires
one to first build the schema of mother/daughters. Constraints are
then applied as filters, so as to identify well-formed structures. As a
side effect, no description can be given when no such structures can
be built. This is a severe restriction both for theoretical and cognitive
reasons: one of the requirements of MTS is to represent all linguistic
domains independently of each other (in what Pullum and Scholz 2001
call a non-holistic manner). Their interaction is to be implemented di-
rectly, without giving any priority to any of them with respect to the
others. Ignoring this requirement necessarily entails a modular and se-
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rial conception of language processing, which is challenged now both
in linguistics and in psycholinguistics (Jackendoff 2007; Ferreira and
Patson 2007; Swets et al. 2008). Evidence supporting this challenge
includes: language processing is very often underspecified; linguistic
information comes from different and heterogeneous sources that may
vary depending on usage; the understanding mechanisms are often
non-compositional; etc.

One goal of this paper is to propose an approach that accommo-
dates such different uses of language so as to be able to process canon-
ical or non-canonical, mono- or multimodal inputs.
Describing any kind of input. Linguistic information needs to be
represented separately when trying to account for unrestricted mate-
rial, including non-canonical productions (e.g. in spoken language).
The main motivation is that, whatever the sentence or the utterance
to be parsed, it becomes then possible to identify its syntactic char-
acteristics independently of the structure to be built. If we adopt this
approach, we still can provide syntactic information partly describing
the input even when no structure can be built (e.g. ill-formed real-
izations). In other words, it becomes possible to provide a descrip-
tion (in some cases a partial description) of an input regardless of
its form.

This type of approach allows one to describe any type of sentence
or utterance: it is no longer a question of establishing whether the
sentence under question is grammatical or not, but rather of describing
the sentence itself. This task amounts to deciding which descriptions
present in the grammar are relevant to the object to be described and
then to assessing them.
Grammar as set of constructions.One important advance for linguis-
tic theories has been the introduction of the notion of construction (Fill-
more 1988; Kay and Fillmore 1999). A construction is the description
of a specific linguistic phenomenon, leading to a specific form-function
pairing that is conventionalized or even not strictly predictable from
its component parts (Goldberg 2003, 2009). These pairings result from
the convergence of several properties or characteristics, as illustrated
in the following examples:

1. Covariational conditional construction
The Xer the Yer: “The more you watch the less you know”
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2. Ditransitive construction
Subj V Obj1 Obj2: “She gave him a kiss”

3. Idiomatic construction: “kick the bucket”
Several studies and new methodologies have been applied to syn-

tactic description in the perspective of modelling such phenomena
(Bresnan 2007). The new challenge is to integrate these constructions,
which are the basic elements of usage-based descriptions, into a homo-
geneous framework of a grammar. The problem is twofold: first, how
to represent the different properties characterizing a construction; and
second, how to represent the interaction between these properties in
order to form a construction.
Our proposal.We seek an approach where grammars comprise usage-
based descriptions. A direct consequence is to move the question away
from building a syntactic structure to describing the characteristics of
an input. Specifically, grammatical information should be designed in
terms of statements that are not conceived of with the aim of building
a structure.

We propose a presentation of a theoretical framework that inte-
grates the main requirements of a usage-based perspective. Namely, it
first integrates constructions into a grammar and secondly describes
non-grammatical exemplars. This approach relies on a clear distinc-
tion of operational and declarative aspects of syntactic information.
A first step in this direction has been achieved with Property Gram-
mars (Blache 2000; Blache and Prost 2014), in which a grammar is
only made of properties, all represented independently of each other.
Property Grammars offer an adequate framework for the description
of linguistic phenomena in terms of interacting properties instead of
structures. We propose going one step further by integrating the notion
of construction into this framework. One of the contributions of this
paper, in comparison to previous works, is a formal specification of
the notion of construction based on constraints only, instead of struc-
tures as in SBCG. It proposes moreover a computational method for
recognizing them.

In the first section, we present a formal definition of the syntactic
properties; these are used for describing any type of input. We then
discuss more theoretical issues that constitute obstacles when trying to
represent basic syntactic information independently of the rest of the
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grammar.1 We explore in particular the consequences of representing
relations between words directly, without the mediating influence of
any higher-level structures or elements (i.e. without involving the no-
tion of phrases or heads). Last, we describe how this framework can
incorporate the notion of construction and detail its role in the parsing
process.

2 new properties for grammars

We seek to abstract the different types of properties that encode syn-
tactic information. As explained above, we clearly separate the rep-
resentation of such information from any pre-defined syntactic struc-
ture. In other words, we encode this information by itself, and not
in respect to any structure: a basic syntactic property should not be
involved in the building of a syntactic structure. It is thus necessary
to provide a framework that excludes any notion of hierarchical in-
formation, such as heads or phrases: a property is a relation between
two words, nothing more. Disconnecting structures and relations is the
key towards the description of any kind of input as well as any type
of construction.

Unlike most syntactic formalisms, we limit grammar to those as-
pects that are purely descriptive, excluding operational information.
Here, the grammatical information as well as the structures proposed
for representing syntactic knowledge are not determined by how they
may be used during analysis. We want to avoid defining (e.g. as in
constituency-based grammars) a phrase-structure rule as a step in the
derivational process (corresponding to a sub-tree). In this case, the
notions of projection and sisterhood eclipse all other information (lin-
ear order, co-occurrence, etc.), which becomes implicit. Likewise, in
dependency grammars, a dependency relation corresponds to a branch
on the dependency tree. In this context, subcategorization or modi-
fication information becomes dominant and supersedes other infor-
mation which, in this case too, generally becomes implicit. This issue
also affects modern formalisms, such as HPSG (Pollard and Sag 1994;
Sag and Wasow 1999; Sag 2012) which, strictly speaking does not use

1Pullum and Scholz (2001) emphasize this characteristic as a requirement
for moving away from the holistic nature of generative grammars.
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phrase-structure rules but organizes syntactic information by means
of principles in such a way that it has to percolate through the heads,
building as a side-effect a tree-like structure.

Our approach, in the context of Property Grammars (hereafter PG)
consists in identifying the different types of syntactic information in
order to represent them separately. At this stage, we will organize
grammatical statements around the following types of syntactic infor-
mation:

• the linear order that exists among several categories in a con-
struction

• the mandatory co-occurrence between two categories
• the exclusion of co-occurrence between two categories
• the impossibility of repeating a given category
• syntactic-semantic dependency between two categories (generally
a category and the one that governs it)
This list of information is neither fixed nor exhaustive and could

be completed according to the needs of the description of specific lan-
guages, for example with adjacency properties, completing linearity,
or morphological dependencies.

Following previous formal presentations of Property Grammars
(Duchier et al. 2010; Blache and Prost 2014) we propose the following
notations: x , y (lower case) represent individual variables; X , Y (upper
case) are set variables. We note C(x) the set of individual variables in
the domain assigned to the category C (cf. Backofen et al. (1995) for
more precise definitions). We use the binary predicates ≺ and ≈ re-
spectively for linear precedence and equality.

2.1 Linearity
In PG, word order is governed by a set of linearity constraints, which
are based on the clause established in the ID/LP formalism (Gazdar
et al. 1985). Unlike phrase-structure or dependency grammars, this
information is, therefore, explicit. The linearity relationship between
two categories is expressed as follows (pos(x) being the function re-
turning the position of x in the sentence):

Prec(A, B) : (∀x , y)[(A(x)∧ B(y)→ pos(x)< pos(y))] (1)
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This is the same kind of linear precedence relation as proposed
in GPSG (Gazdar et al. 1985). If the nodes x and y, respectively of
category A and B, are realized,2 then y cannot precede x .

For example, in a nominal construction in English, we can specify
the following linearity properties:

Det ≺ Adj; Det ≺ N ; Adj≺ N ; N ≺WhP; N ≺ Prep (2)

Note that, in this set of properties, relations are expressed directly
between the lexical categories (the notion of phrase-structure category
is no longer used). As such, the N ≺ Prep property indicates precedence
between these two categories regardless of their dependencies. This as-
pect is very important and constitutes one of the major characteristics
of PG: all properties can be applied to any two items, including when
no dependency or subcategorization link them.

The following example illustrates all the linearity relationships
in the nominal construction “The very old reporter who the senator at-
tacked” (the relative clause is not described here):

Det
l

%%

l

""

l

""
Adv l ** Adj l ))

l
%%

N l ,, WhP (3)

In this example, the linearity properties between two categories
are independent of the rection (government) relations that these cate-
gories are likely to have. The linearity between Det and Adj holds even
if these two categories have other dependencies (for example between
the Adj and amodifier such as Adv). In theory, it could even be possible
that a word dependent from the second category of the relation is real-
ized before the first one: as such, there is no projectivity in these rela-
tions.3 The same situation can be found for non-arguments: a linearity
can be directly stipulated for example between a negative adverb and
a verb. This is an argument in favour of stipulating properties directly
between lexical categories rather than using phrase-structures.

2A word or a category is said to be realized when it occurs in the sentence to
be parsed.

3Such a phenomenon does not exist in languages with fixed word order such
as English or French.
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In addition to the representation of syntactic relations, proper-
ties may be used to instantiate attribute values. For example, we can
distinguish the linearity properties between the noun and the verb,
depending on whether N is subject or object by specifying this value in
the property itself:

N[subj] ≺ V ; V ≺ N[obj] (4)
As we shall see, all properties can be used to instantiate certain

attribute values. As is the case in unification grammars, attributes can
be used to reduce the scope of a property by limiting the categories
to which it can be applied. Generally speaking, a property (playing
the role of a constraint) has a dual function: control (limiting a def-
inition domain) and instantiation (assigning values to variables, by
unification).
2.2 Co-occurrence
In many cases, some words or categories must co-occur in a domain,
which is typically represented by subcategorization properties. For ex-
ample, the transitive schema for verbs implies that a nominal object
(complement) must be included in the structure. Such co-occurrence
constraint between two categories x and y specifies that if x is real-
ized in a certain domain, then ymust also be included. This is formally
represented as follows:

Req(A, B) : (∀x)[A(x)→∃yB(y)] (5)
If a node x of category A is realized, so too is a node y of cate-

gory B. The co-occurrence relation is not symmetric.
As for verbal constructions, a classical example of co-occurrence

concerns nominal and prepositional complements of ditransitive
verbs, which are represented through the following properties:

V ⇒ N ; V[dit]⇒ Prep (6)
As described in the previous section, a property is stipulated over

lexical categories, independently of their dependents and their order.
Co-occurrence represents not only complement-type relations; it

can also include co-occurrence properties directly between two cate-
gories independently from the head (thus regardless of rection rela-
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tions). For example, the indefinite determiner is not generally used
with a comparative superlative:4

(1) a. The most interesting book of the library
b.*A most interesting book of the library
In this case, there is a co-occurrence relation between the deter-

miner and the superlative, which is represented by the property:
Sup⇒ Det[de f ] (7)

Furthermore, this example shows that we can also specify variable
granularity properties by applying general or more specific categories
by means of attribute values.

A key point must be emphasized when using co-occurrence prop-
erties: the notion of head does not play a preponderant role in our
approach. Moreover, we do not use sets of constituents within which,
in constituency-based grammar, the head is distinct and indicates the
type of projection. Classically in syntax, the head is considered to be
the governing category, which is also the minimummandatory compo-
nent required to create a phrase. This means that the governed compo-
nents must be realized together with the head. As such, this informa-
tion is represented by properties establishing co-occurrence between
the head and its complements. Defining a specific property that iden-
tifies the head is, therefore, not necessary.

In the case of nominal construction, the fact that N is a mandatory
category is stipulated by a set of co-occurrence properties between the
complements and the adjuncts to the nominal head:

Det⇒ N[common]; Adj⇒ N ; WhP⇒ N ; Prep⇒ N (8)
The set of co-occurrence properties for the nominal construction

described so far can be represented by the following graph:

The

c

!!
mostcss

c !!
interesting

c ""
book of the library

cyy
(9)

4This constraint is limited to comparative superlatives. In some cases the use
of an indefinite determiner entails a loss of this characteristic. In the sentence
“In the crowd, you had a former fastest man in the world.” the superlative becomes
absolute, identifying a set of elements instead of a unique one.
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We shall see later how the conjunction between co-occurrence
and dependency properties is used to describe the syntactic charac-
teristics of a head, without the need for other types of information.
As such (unlike previous versions of PG), using specific properties for
describing the head is not required.

At this stage, we can note that different solutions exist for rep-
resenting non-headed constructions, for example when no noun is re-
alized in a nominal construction. As we will see later, all constraints
are violable. This means that a nominal construction without a noun
such as in “The very rich are different from you and me” can be de-
scribed with a violation of the co-occurrence properties stipulated
above. This comes to identify a kind of implicit relation, not to say
an empty category. Another solution consists in considering the adjec-
tive as a possible head of the nominal construction. In such a case, the
grammar should contain another set of co-occurrence and dependency
properties that are directly stipulated towards the adjective instead of
the noun.
2.3 Exclusion (co-occurrence restriction)
In some cases, restrictions on the possibilities of co-occurrence be-
tween categories must be expressed. These include, for example, cases
of lexical selection, concordance, etc. An exclusion property is defined
as follows:

Excl(A, B) : (∀x)(∄y)[A(x)∧ B(y)] (10)
When a node x of category A exists, a sibling y of category B can-

not exist. This is the exclusion relation between two constituents, that
corresponds to the co-occurrence restriction in GPSG. The following
properties show a few co-occurrence restrictions between categories
that are likely to be included in nominal constructions:

Pro⊗ N ; N[prop] ⊗ N[com]; N[prop] ⊗ Prep[inf] (11)
These properties stipulate that, in a nominal construction, the fol-

lowing co-occurrences cannot exist: a pronoun and a noun; a proper
noun and a common noun; a proper noun and an infinitive construc-
tion introduced by a preposition.

Likewise, relative constructions can be managed based on the syn-
tactic role of the pronoun. A relative construction introduced by a sub-
ject relative pronoun, as indicated in the following property, cannot
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contain a noun with this same function. This restriction is compulsory
in French, where relative pronouns are case marked:

WhP[subj] ⊗ N[subj] (12)
It is worth noting that a particularity of this type of property is

that it can only be verified when the entire government domain (i.e.
a head and its complements/adjuncts) is known. We will discuss later
the different cases of constraint satisfiability, which depend on their
scope.
2.4 Uniqueness
Certain categories cannot be repeated inside a rection domain. More
specifically, categories of this kind cannot be instantiated more than
once in a given domain. This property is defined as follows:

Uniq(A) : (∀x , y)[A(x)∧ A(y)→ x ≈ y] (13)
If one node x of category A is realized, other nodes y of the same

category A cannot exist. Uniqueness stipulates that constituents can-
not be replicated in a given construction. Uniqueness properties are
common in domain descriptions, although their importance depends
upon the constructions to which they belong. The following example
describes the uniqueness properties for nominal constructions:

Uniq= {Det, Rel, Prep[inf ], Adv} (14)
These properties are well established for the determiner and the

relative pronoun. They also specify here that it is impossible to repli-
cate a prepositional construction that introduces an infinitive (“the
will to stop”) or a determinative adverbial phrase (“always more evalu-
ation”).

Uniqueness properties are represented by a loop:

The
u
��

book that
u
��

I read (15)
2.5 Dependency
The dependency relation in PG is in line with the notion of syntactic-
semantic dependency defined in Dependency Grammars. It describes
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dep

mod spec comp

subj obj iobj xcomp

aux conj

Figure 1:
The hierarchy of the dependency relation

dep generic relation, indicating dependency between a constructed
component and its governing component

mod modification relation (typically an adjunct)
spec specification relation (typically Det-N)
comp themost general relation between a head and an object (including

the subject)
subj dependency relation describing the subject
obj dependency relation describing the direct object
iobj dependency relation describing the indirect object
xcomp other types of complementation (for example between N and

Prep)
aux relation between the auxiliary and the verb
conj conjunction relation

Table 1:
The sub-types of
the dependency
relation

different types of relations between two categories (complement, mod-
ifier, specifier, etc.). In terms of representation, this relation is arbi-
trarily oriented from the dependent to the head. It indicates the fact
that a given object complements the syntactic organization of the tar-
get (usually the governor) and contributes to its semantic structure. In
this section, we we leave aside semantics and focus on the syntactic
aspect of the dependency relation.

Dependency relations are type-based and follow a type hierarchy
(Figure 1); note that this hierarchy can be completed according to
requirements of specific constructions or languages.

Since the dependency relation is a hierarchy, it is possible to use in
a description one of these types, from the most general to the most spe-
cific, depending on the required level of precision. Each of these types
and/or sub-types corresponds to a classic syntactic relation (Table 1).

Dependency relations (noted ;) possibly bear the dependency
sub-type as an index. The following properties indicate the depen-
dency properties applied to nominal constructions:
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Det;spec N[com]; Adj;mod N ; WhP;mod N (16)
The following example illustrates some dependencies into a nom-

inal construction:

The

spec

��
most

mod $$
interesting

mod %%
book of

mod
��

the
spec ""
library

comp

��
(17)

In this schema, we can see the specification relations between
the determiners and the corresponding nouns, and the modification
relations between the adjectival and prepositional constructions as
well as between the adverb and the adjective inside the adjectival
construction.
Feature control: The types used in the dependency relations, while
specifying the relation itself, also provide information for the depen-
dent element. In PG, the dependency relation also assigns a value to
the function attribute of the dependent. For example, a subject de-
pendency between a noun and a verb is expressed by the following
property:

N[subj];subj V (18)
This property instantiates the function value in the lexical struc-

ture [function subject]. Similarly, dependency relations (as it is also
the case for properties) make it possible to control attribute values
thanks to unification. This is useful, for example, for agreement at-
tributes that are often linked to a dependency. For instance, in French,
a gender and number agreement relation exists between the deter-
miner, the adjective and the noun. This is expressed in the following
dependencies:

Det[agri];spec N[agri]; Adj[agri];mod N[agri] (19)
Formal aspects: Unlike dependency grammars, this dependency re-
lation is not strict. First of all, as the dependencies are only a part of
the syntactic information, a complete dependency graph connecting
all the categories/words in the sentence is not required. Moreover,
dependency graphs may contain cycles: certain categories may have
dependency relations with more than one component. This is the case,
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for example, in relative constructions: the relative pronoun depends
on the main verb of the construction (a complementation relation with
the verb of the relative, regardless whether it is the subject, direct ob-
ject, or indirect object). But it is also a dependent of the noun that it
modifies.

In PG, a cycle may also exist between two categories. Again, this
is the case in the relative construction, between the verb and the rela-
tive pronoun. The relative pronoun is a complement of the main verb
of the relative. It is also the target of the dependency relation orig-
inating from the verb. This relation indicates that the verb (and its
dependencies) will play a role in establishing the sense of the relative
construction. In this case, the dependency relation remains generic (at
the higher level of the type hierarchy). The dependency properties of
the relative construction stipulate:

WhP[comp];comp V ; WhP;mod N ; V ;dep WhP (20)
It should be noted that the dependency relation between WhP

and V bears the comp type. This generic type will be specified in the
grammar by one of its sub-types subj, obj or iobj, each generating dif-
ferent properties (in particular exclusion) for the relative. The follow-
ing schema illustrates an example of a relative construction, with two
particularities (the double dependency for the WhP, and the cycle be-
tween WhP and V ):

The
spec

��reporter who
mod��

obj

��
the

spec
��senator

subj ""
attacked

dep
ff (21)

As we can see, the dependency graph in PG (as with the other
properties) is not necessarily connected or cycle-free. Table 2 summa-
rizes the main characteristics of the dependency relation.

It should be noted that these relations are stipulated taking into
account the precise type of the dependency relations: they are true

Antisymmetric: if A;x B, then B ̸;x A

Antireflexive: if A; B, then A ̸= B

Antitransitive: if A;x B and if B ;x C then A ̸;x C

Table 2:
Characteristics of the
dependency relation
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only for a given type, but not as a general rule. For example, a sym-
metric complementation relation cannot exist (if A is a complement
of B, then B cannot be a complement of A). However, a cycle can
appear when the dependency types are different (as seen above for
V −WhP dependencies).

Apart from the type-based restrictions, properties are identical to
those found in dependency grammars. The main difference in PG is
that the dependency graph is not necessarily connected and does not
necessarily have a unique root.

Furthermore, we can see that when two realized categories (i.e.
each corresponding to a word in the sentence) are linked by a prop-
erty, they are usually in a dependency relation, directly or otherwise.
Formally speaking, this characteristic can be expressed as follows:

Let P be a relation expressing a PG property, let x , y and z be
categories:

If x P y, then x ; y ∨ y ; x ∨ [∃z such that x ; z ∧ y ; z] (22)
Finally, dependency relations comprise two key constraints, rul-

ing out some types of dual dependencies:
• A given category cannot have the same type of dependency with
several categories5:

If x ;depi
y, then ∄ z such that y ̸≈ z ∧ x ;depi

z (23)
Example : Proi ;subj Vj; Proi ;subj Vk

The same pronoun cannot be subject of two different verbs.
• A given category cannot have two different types of dependencies
with the same category:

If x ;depi
y, then ∄ dep j ̸= depi such that x ;type_dep j

y (24)
Example : Proi ;obj Vj; Proi ;subj Vj

A given pronoun cannot simultaneously be the subject and object
of a given verb.
Note that such restrictions apply for dependencies at the same

level in the dependency type hierarchy. In the above example, this is
5This constraint is to be relaxed for some phenomena such as coordination,

depending on the conjuncts are considered at the same level or not.
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Det ≺ {Det,Adj,WhP,Prep, N} Det;spec N

N ≺ {Prep,WhP} Adj;mod N

Det⇒ N[com] WhP;mod N

{Adj,WhP,Prep} ⇒ N Prep;mod N

Uniq= {Pro,Det, N ,WhP,Prep} Pro⊗ {Det,Adj,WhP,Prep, N}
N[prop] ⊗Det

Table 3:
Properties of the nominal
construction

the case for subj and obj: such dual dependency cannot exist. Also note
that these constraints do not rule out licit double dependencies such
as that encountered in control phenomena (the same subject is shared
by two verbs) or in the case of the relative pronoun which is both the
modifier of a noun and the complement of the verb of the relative:

WhP;comp V ; WhP;mod N (25)

In this case, the relation types represent dependencies from both
inside and outside the relative clause.

2.6 A comprehensive example
Each property as defined above corresponds to a certain type of syn-
tactic information. In PG, describing the syntactic units or linguistic
phenomena (chunks, constructions) in the grammar consists in gath-
ering all the relevant properties into a set. Table 3 summarizes the
properties describing the nominal construction.

In this approach, a syntactic description, instead of being orga-
nized around a specific structure (for example a tree), consists in a set
of independent (but interacting) properties together with their status
(satisfied or violated). The graph in the figure below illustrates the PG
description of the nominal construction: “The most interesting book of
the library”.

The
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l
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l
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��
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mod %%

c`` c 44
l

__interesting
mod &&

l
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��
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spec ##
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(26)
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In PG, a syntactic description is therefore the graph containing all
the properties of the grammar that can be evaluated for the sentence to
be parsed. As illustrated in the example, this property graph represents
explicitly all the syntactic characteristics associated to the input; each
is represented independently of the others.

3 bringing constructions into
property grammars

A construction is defined as the convergence of several properties. For
example, the ditransitive construction is, among other features, char-
acterized by the fact that the argument roles are filled by two nominal
objects in a specific order. The first step towards the recognition of a
construction consists in identifying such basic properties. At this stage,
no other process but the spotting of the properties needs to be used.
This means that all properties should be identified directly and inde-
pendently of the rest of the grammar. For example, in the case of the
ditransitive construction, this consists in identifying the linear order
between the nominal objects.

The issue, then, is to describe such local and basic properties,
without relating them to any higher level information. As a conse-
quence, we propose a representation in which all properties are self-
contained (as presented in the previous section) in the sense that their
evaluation should not depend on the recognition of other elements or
structure. However, the two classical means of representing syntactic
information (constituency or dependency) consist either in structuring
higher-level groups (phrases in the case of constituency-based gram-
mars) or assigning a specific role to the head in the definition of a
branching structure (in the case of dependency grammars). In this sec-
tion, we explore in greater detail these aspects and their consequences
when trying to represent basic properties directly. Our analysis is built
around three issues: the notion of syntactic group, the status of the
head, and the kind of information to be encoded in the lexicon for the
representation of basic properties.
3.1 Constructions as sets of properties
Constituency-based approaches rely on the definition of syntactic
properties in terms of membership: a syntactic object is characterized
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by its set of constituents. This approach offers several advantages in
describing the distributional properties of syntactic groups, for exam-
ple. Moreover, it constitutes a direct framework for controlling the
scope of local properties (such as linearity or co-occurrence restric-
tion): they are valid within a domain (a phrase).

Using this notion of domain proves interesting for constraint-
based frameworks in which a phrase is described by a set of cate-
gories to which several constraints apply (offering a direct control of
the scope of constraints). However, such an approach requires the or-
ganization of syntactic information into two separate types, forming
two different levels: on the one hand, the definition of the domain (the
set of categories, the phrase) and, on the other hand, their linguistic
properties. In terms of representation (in the grammar), this means
giving priority to the definition of the domain (the identification of
the set of constituents, for example by means of rules or schemas). The
constraints come on top of this first level, adding more information. In
terms of parsing, the strategy also follows this dual level organization:
first recognizing the set of categories (for example Det, N, Rel, ... for
the NP), then evaluating constraint satisfaction.

The problem with this organization is that it gives priority to a
certain type of information, namely constituency, that is motivated by
operational matters (representation and construction of the syntactic
structure) more than by linguistic considerations: sisterhood in itself
does not provide much syntactic knowledge or, more precisely, is too
vague in comparison with the syntactic properties binding two cat-
egories (e.g. co-occurrence, restriction, dependency). Moreover, this
organization has a severe drawback: a linguistic description is only
possible when the first level (identification of the set of categories) is
completed. In other words, it is necessary to build a phrase before be-
ing able to evaluate its properties. This approach does not fit with the
notion of construction for several reasons. First, a construction is not
necessarily composed of adjacent constituents. A constituency-based
grammar cannot handle such objects directly. Moreover, constructions
can be formed with a variable structure (elements of varying types,
non-mandatory elements, etc.), due to the fact that they encode a con-
vergence of different sources of information (phonology, morphology,
semantics, syntax, etc.). An organization in terms of constituents re-
lies on a representation driven by syntax, which renders impossible a
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description in terms of interaction of properties and domains as is the
case with construction-based approaches.

Our goal is to integrate a multi-domain perspective, based on
a description in terms of constructions, that is capable of dealing
with any kind of input (including ill-formed or non-canonical re-
alizations). We propose a representation of the linguistic informa-
tion in terms of properties that are all at the same level. In other
words, all information needs to be represented in the same manner,
without any priority given to one type of information over another.
No domain, set of categories or phrase should be built before being
able to describe the linguistic characteristics of an input: a linguis-
tic property should be identified directly, independently of any other
structure.

As a consequence, properties need to be represented as such in
the grammar (i.e. independently of any notion of constituency) and
used directly during parsing (i.e. without needing to build a set of
categories first). This goal becomes possible provided that the scope
of the property is controlled. One way to do this consists in speci-
fying precisely the categories in relation. Two types of information
can be used with this perspective: the specification of certain features
(limiting the kinds of objects to which the property can be applied),
and the use of an HPSG-like category indexing (making it possible to
specify when two categories from two properties refer to the same
object).

As such, integrating the notion of construction should not make
use of the notion of constituency but rather favour a description based
on direct relations between words (or lexical categories). Thus, we
fall in line with a perspective that is akin to dependency grammars,
except for the fact that we intend to use a larger variety of properties
to describe the syntax and not focus exclusively on dependency. In
the remainder of this section we will present a means of representing
constructions only using such basic properties.
3.2 The question of heads: to have or not to have?
The notion of head plays a decisive role in most linguistic theories:
syntax is usually described in terms of government or dependency be-
tween a head and its dependents. In constituency-based grammars, the
head bears a special relation to its projection (the root of the local tree
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it belongs to). In dependency grammars, a head is the target of the rela-
tions from the depending categories. The role of the head can be even
more important in lexicalized theories such as LFG (Bresnan 1982)
or HPSG. In this case, the head is also an operational element in the
construction of the syntactic structure: it represents the site through
which all information (encoded by features) percolates. All exocentric
syntactic relations (between a phrase constituent and another compo-
nent outside this phrase) are expressed as feature values which, as a
result of a number of principles, move from the source constituent to
the target, passing through the head.

A direct consequence is that when heads play a central role, syn-
tactic information needs to be represented in a strictly hierarchical
manner: as the head serves as a gateway, it is also a reduction point
from which all information relating to the head’s dependents may be
accessed. Such a strict hierarchical conception of syntax has a formal
consequence: the syntactic structure must be represented as a hier-
archical (or a tree-like) structure in which every component (word,
category, phrase, etc.) is dependent on a higher-level element. Such a
syntactic organization is not suited for the description of many phe-
nomena that we come across in natural language. For example, many
constructions have no overt head:

(2) a. John sets the red cube down and takes the black.
b. First trip, New York.
c. Monday, washing, Tuesday, ironing, Wednesday, rest.

Example (2a) presents a classical elision as part of a conjunction:
the second NP has no head. This is also the case in the nominal sen-
tences in examples (2b) and (2c), which correspond to binary struc-
tures where each nominal component holds an argumentative position
(from the semantic point of view) without a head being realized. We
already gave some arguments towards the non-headed construction
analysis in the second section. In the case of the last two examples,
little information can be given at the syntactic level; it mainly comes
from the interaction of morphology, prosody and discourse. The solu-
tion in PG (not developed in this paper) consists in implementing inter-
action constraints for controlling the alignment of properties coming
from the different domains (Blache and Prévot 2010).
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This raises the issue of structures that can be adapted to the repre-
sentation of linguistic relations outside the head/dependent relation.
The example of collective nouns in French illustrates such a situation:
(3) a. un ensemble de catégories (a set of categories)

b. *un ensemble des catégories (a set of-plu categories)
c. l’ensemble de catégories (the set of categories)
d. l’ensemble des catégories (the set of-plu categories)
If a collective noun is specified by an indefinite determiner, then

the complex category preposition-determiner de (“of”) – which, in this
case, is a partitive – can only be used in its singular form. This con-
struction is controlled by the exclusion property:

Det[ind] ⊗ {Prep+Det[plu]} (27)
Inside a nominal construction with a collective noun, we have a

direct constraint between the type of determiner (definite or indefi-
nite) and the preposition agreement feature without any mediation of
the head. In order to be complete, this property has to be restricted
to those determiners which specify a collective noun. This is imple-
mented by a co-indexation mechanism between categories, that is de-
scribed in section 3.4 below.

Generally speaking, the head plays a fundamental role in specify-
ing the subcategorization or the argument structure. It is not, however,
necessary to give it an operational role when constructing the syntac-
tic structure. We shall see that the head, even with no specific role,
can be identified only as being the category to which all dependency
relations converge.
3.3 The structure of lexical entries
As in unification grammars, the lexical information is highly impor-
tant. Nonetheless, the lexicalization of syntactic information (empha-
sized in theories such as LFG or HPSG) is more limited in PG. In par-
ticular, the lexicon does not play a direct role in the construction of
the syntactic structure; rather, all information is borne by the proper-
ties. Lexical information, although rich, is only used on the one hand
to control the scope of the properties (as described above) and on the
other hand to instantiate the subcategorization or the specific depen-
dencies that one category can have with others.
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Figure 2: Inheritance in nominal and verbal categories

In general, a lexical entry is associated with an attribute-value
matrix which basically contains the category, agreement, morpho-
syntactic features, subcategorization list and grammatical function
(when relevant). This structure can be enriched with other features,
for example those describing semantics, phonology, etc. It can also be
completed depending on the category, with more specific information
such as mood, tense, person, or the valence feature that gives the list
of arguments required.

Figure 2 summarizes the main features of nominal and verbal cat-
egories. It represents a type hierarchy, while the subtypes inherit “ap-
propriate” features from the higher-level types.

The most general type, cat, comprises features appropriate to the
description of all categories: the category label as well as the descrip-
tion of its dependency with other categories. This relation is described
by the type of the dependency and the target value of the relation. In
the above example, the lower level subtypes describe the features ap-
propriate to N and V: both categories take agreement. Moreover, the
verb has an argument structure which specifies its valence as well as
its form attributes. As for the noun, it is associated with case features.

3.4 The role of features
Properties are relations between two lexical categories (that may po-
tentially have other dependencies). For example, a linear property
such as V ≺ N[obj] indicates that the verb precedes the direct object.
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This relation holds regardless of the other dependency relations of
V and N . However, in this example, specifying the function value is
mandatory: without it, the property would not be valid (V ≺ N is not
licit as such in English).

The instantiation of feature values of a category involved in a
property reduces its definition domain and, as a side effect, the scope
of the property. Moreover, with all properties being independent of
each other, it is necessary to provide as much information as possible
to identify precisely the categories to be linked. Representing a prop-
erty in this way renders them absolute, in the manner of Optimality
Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993), in which all constraints are uni-
versal. In this approach, a property can be evaluated directly, without
needing any knowledge of the context or the rest of the syntactic struc-
ture. This condition is imperative when trying to consider a grammar
as a set of properties.

We present two series of examples illustrating how feature instan-
tiation helps in controlling the application of a property.
Control by feature values. The specification of feature values in
properties can be used in order to describe certain phenomena di-
rectly. For example, the argument structure can be described by means
of linearity and dependency properties, assigning subcategorization
and case feature values:

V ⇒ N[subj] V[trans]⇒ N[obj]
V[intrans] ⊗ N[obj] V[ditrans]⇒ N[iobj]

(28)

Likewise, the different possible constructions of the relative in
French can be described by specifying the case of the relative pronoun:

WhP[nom] ⊗ N[subj] WhP[nom];subj V
WhP[acc] ⊗ N[obj] WhP[nom];obj V (29)

These properties stipulate that the nominative relative pronoun
qui (“who”) excludes the possibility to realize a subject within the
relative construction and specifies a subject-type dependency relation
between the relative pronoun and the verb. The same type of restric-
tion is specified for the accusative pronoun que (“which”) and could
also be extended to the dative pronoun dont (“of which/of whom”).
These properties implement the long-distance dependency between
WhP and the “gap” in the argument structure of the main verb.
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Construction Properties Example Property graph

Prepositional Prep≺ N
N ;xcomp Prep “on the table” Prep

l
  

Det l ((
dc 66

N

xcomp
aa

c

XX

Nominal N ≺ Prep
Prep;mod N

“the book on ...” Det l ((
dc 66

N
l ��
Prep

mod
\\

c

TT

Table 4:
Inverse
dependencies
between Prep
and N

Control by co-indexation. We illustrate here the possibility of con-
trolling the application of properties thanks to the co-indexation of
the categories involved in different properties. The following example
describes the relative order between Prep and N , which is governed by
the type of construction in which they are involved: the preposition
precedes the noun in a prepositional construction whereas it follows it
in a nominal one. Table 4 presents a first description of these different
cases, illustrated with an example.

As such, it is necessary to specify the linearity and dependency
properties between Prep and N according to the construction they be-
long to. In order to distinguish between these two cases, we specify
the syntactic functions. The following feature structures specify the
dependency features of N , illustrating here the cases of the subject of
a V and a complement of a Prep:

(a) N
dep
function mod
target V

 (b) N
dep
function xcomp
target Prep


(30)

Using this representation, the distinction between the two cases
of dependency between N and Prep relies on the specification of the
function and target features of the categories (Table 5). Moreover, a
co-indexation makes it possible to link the properties.

These properties stipulate an order and a dependency relation;
these are determined by the syntactic roles. In a nominal construc-
tion, the noun precedes the prepositional construction that modifies
it, whereas the preposition precedes the noun in the other construc-
tion. Two classical mechanisms, based on unification, are used in these
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Table 5:

Co-indexation between constraints Construction type Constraints

Nominal

Ni ≺ Prep
fct mod
tgt Ni


Prep
fct mod
tgt Ni

;mod Ni

Prepositional

Prepi ≺ N
fct xcomp
tgt Prepi


N
fct xcomp
tgt Prepi

;xcomp Prepi

properties: first, the specification of the dependency attribute controls
the application of the properties (the N following Prep is its comple-
ment, the Prep that follows N modifies it). Moreover, index unifica-
tion (marked by the use of the same index i in the previous exam-
ples) ensures that the category is identical across all relations: the
co-indexation of the categories in the different properties imposes a
reference to the same object.

4 representing and processing
constructions

Syntactic information is usually defined with respect to a specific do-
main (a set of categories). For example, the precedence property be-
tween Det and N only makes sense within a nominal construction.
The following example illustrates this situation, showing the possible
relations corresponding to the linearity property Det ≺ N . These rela-
tions are represented regardless of any specific domain (i.e. between
all the determiners and nouns of the sentence). Same-category words
are distinguished by different indices:

Det1
The

l ,,
l

**N1

man
V
reads

Det2
the

l ,, N2

book (31)

In this example, the relation Det1 ≺ N2 connects two categories
that clearly do not belong to the same domain. More generally, the
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subsets of categories {Det1, N1} and {Det2, N2} form possible units, un-
like {Det1, N2}. The problem is that, as explained in the previous sec-
tion, properties need to be assessed and evaluated independently of
any a priori knowledge of a specific domain: a property in the gram-
mar is not specifically attached to a set of categories (a phrase or a de-
pendent). However, linguistic description relies mainly on the identi-
fication of local phenomena that corresponds to the notion of construc-
tion such as that specified in Construction Grammars (Fillmore 1988).
It is, therefore, necessary to propose an approach fulfilling both re-
quirements: the representation of properties independently and the
description of local phenomena as sets of properties.

We propose in the next two sections to examine constructions
through two different perspectives: one concerning their representa-
tion and the other describing their processing. In the first perspective,
constructions are described as sets of interacting properties. In the lat-
ter, constructions are recognized on the basis of topological character-
istics of the property graph (representing sets of evaluated properties).
4.1 In grammar: construction = set of properties
Grammars organize syntactic information on the basis of structures
to which different relations can be applied. In phrase-structure gram-
mars, the notion of phrase implicitly comprises the definition of a do-
main (the set of constituents) in which the relations are valid. This
notion of domain also exists in theories like HPSG, using generic tree
schemata that are completed with the subcategorization information
borne by lexical entries (both pieces of information together effec-
tively correspond to the notion of constituency). Dependency gram-
mars, in contrast, integrate syntactic information in the dependency
relation between a head and its dependents. In both cases, the ques-
tion of the scope of syntactic relations relies on the topology of the
structures: a relation is valid inside a local tree. Therefore, a domain
typically corresponds to a set of categories that share common prop-
erties.

Our approach relies on a decentralized representation of syntactic
information bymeans of relations that can be evaluated independently
of the entire structure. In other words, any property can be assessed
alone, without needing to evaluate any other. For example, the as-
sessment of linearity between two categories is done without taking
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into account any other information such as subcategorization. In this
case, we can evaluate the properties of a construction without hav-
ing to create a syntactic tree: PG is based on a dynamic definition of
the notion of construction. This means that all properties are assessed
separately, a construction being the set of independently evaluated
properties.6

In Construction Grammars, a construction is defined by the interac-
tion of relations originating from different sources (lexical, syntactic,
semantic, prosodic, etc.). This approach makes it possible to describe a
wide variety of facts, from lexical selection to syntactico-semantic in-
teractions (Goldberg 2003; Kay and Fillmore 1999; Lambrecht 1995).
A construction is then intended as a linguistic phenomenon that is com-
posed of syntactic units as well as other types of structures such as
multi-word expressions, specific turns, etc. The notion of construction
is, therefore, more general than that of syntactic unit and not neces-
sarily based on a structured representation of information (e.g. a tree).
PG provides an adequate framework for the representation of con-

structions. First, a syntactic description is the interaction of several
sources of information and properties. Moreover, PG is a constraint-
based theory in which each piece of information corresponds to a con-
straint (or property). The description of a construction in a PG gram-
mar is a set of properties connecting several categories. This definition
gives priority to the relations instead of their arguments, which means
that a prior definition of the set of constituents involved in the con-
struction is not necessary.7 As a consequence, the notion of constraint
scope is not directly encoded: each property is specified independently
and the grammar is a set of constructions, each described by a set of
properties.

The following example illustrates the encoding of the ditransitive
construction, focusing on the relation between the type of categories
(N or Prep), their linear order and their function:

6A direct implementation of this mechanism consists in assessing all the pos-
sible properties, for all the combinations of words/categories, which is exponen-
tial. Different possibilities of controlling this complexity exists, such as delayed
evaluation or probabilistic selection.

7 In previous versions of PG, all categories belonging to a construction were
indicated in a list of constituents.
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V[ditrans]⇒ N[obj] N[obj];obj V[ditrans]
V[ditrans]⇒ X[iobj] N[iobj];iobj V[ditrans]
N[iobj] ≺ N[obj] Prep[iobj];iobj V[ditrans]
N[obj] ≺ Prep[iobj]

The two first co-occurrence properties stipulate that the ditransi-
tive verb governs a nominal object plus an indirect object of unspeci-
fied category encoded by X (that could be, according to the rest of the
properties, either a nominal or a prepositional construction). Linearity
properties stipulate that in the case of a double nominal construction,
the nominal indirect object should precede the direct object. Other-
wise, the direct object precedes the indirect prepositional construc-
tion. Finally, the dependency relations instantiate, according to their
function, the type of the dependency with the verb.

4.2 In analysis: construction = government domain
The theoretical and naïve parsing principle in PG consists in evaluat-
ing all properties that may exist between all categories corresponding
to the words in a sentence. This set of properties contains consider-
able noise: most of the properties evaluated in this way link categories
which do not belong to the same domain. The issue is to elicit the con-
structions existing in this set. Concretely, the set of properties forms a
graph from which the connected categories may correspond to a con-
struction. In the following, we put forward a formal characterisation
of the notion of construction in terms of graph topology.

Generally speaking, two types of properties can be distinguished,
based on the number of categories they involve:

• Binary properties, where two categories are connected: linearity,
dependency, co-occurrence

• Unary properties: uniqueness, exclusion

Unary relations, because of their specificity, do not have any fea-
tures that may be used to identify the construction. On the contrary,
the three types of binary properties are the basis of the domain iden-
tification mechanism. The following graph illustrates the characteri-
sation of the sentence “A very old book is on the table.”:
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(32)
It is noteworthy that in this graph, it is possible to identify several

subgraphs in which all the categories are interconnected. Formally,
they are referred to as being complete: a complete graph is a graph
where all nodes are connected8. In this example, the nodes labelled
by Adv and Adj form a complete subgraph: both categories are con-
nected. On the other hand, the set of categories {Det,Adv,Adj} does
not form a complete subgraph, the Det and Adv categories being dis-
connected.

Furthermore, when eliciting a construction, it is necessary to take
into account all the categories of the same constraint network. For
example, the Adj and N nodes could form a complete subgraph, but
it would be a subset of another more complete subgraph {Det,Adj, N}
subset. As a consequence, we only take into consideration maximal
complete subgraphs.

The maximal complete subgraphs in the previous example cor-
respond to the subsets of the following nodes (Table 6) to which we
have associated a construction type.

Table 6:
Constructions as complete subgraphs

Adv−Adj Adjectival construction
Det −Adj− N Nominal construction
N − V Subject/verb construction
V − Prep Verb/indirect object construction
Prep− N Prepositional construction
Det − N Nominal construction

As such, based on a graph topology, we can identify constructions
for which the following definition can be given:

8For clarity’s sake, only such subgraphs have been represented here. A com-
plete graph would bear all possible relations, including not relevant ones, such
as linearity between the first Det and the lat N . This would not change the iden-
tification and the properties of the complete subgraphs such as described here.
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Definition: A construction is a maximal complete subgraph of the property
graph.

Concretely, these subsets correspond to syntactic units. Yet, where
classical approaches rely on the definition of constructions a priori in
the grammar, this definition proposes a dynamic and a posteriori de-
scription. This is fundamental: it makes it possible to describe any
type of sentence, regardless of its grammaticality. Analyzing a sen-
tence consists in interpreting the property graph. This structure may
contain constructions that lead directly to a semantic interpretation.
But it can also be the case that the property graph contains subparts
that are not necessarily connected with the rest of the sentence. This
situation occurs with ungrammatical sentences.

At this stage, exhibiting the set of relevant constructions for the
description of a sentence consists in identifying, among the set of max-
imal complete subgraphs, those that cover the set of words: in the op-
timal case, the set of nodes of the exhibited constructions corresponds
to the set of words in the sentence. Note that in theory, constructions
can overlap, which means that the same node could belong to different
constructions. This characteristic is useful when combining different
domains of linguistic description, including prosody, discourse, etc.
However, when studying a single domain, for example syntax, it is
useful to reduce overlapping: a category belonging to a construction
can contribute to another construction provided it is its head. The
task is therefore to exhibit the optimal set of constructions, covering
the entire input.

5 parsing by satisfying constraints

Parsing a sentence S consists in firstly determining and evaluating the
set of properties relevant for the input and secondly in exhibiting the
constructions. In the second stage, it is necessary to establish all the
partitions of the suite of categories that correspond to S. The issue
is to know which parts correspond to a construction and whether an
optimal partition exists.

In the first stage, an operational semantics describing conditions
of satisfiability must be assigned to the properties. In this perspective,
we introduce some preliminary notions:
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• Set of property categories: Let p be a property. We define a
function Cat(p) building the set of categories contained in p. For
example, Cat(Det ≺ N) = {Det, N}.

• Applicable properties: Given a grammar G and a set of cate-
gories C , the set of C-applicable properties is the set of all the prop-
erties of G in which the categories of C appear. More specifically,
a property p is applicable when its evaluation becomes possible.
Two types of properties can be distinguished: those requiring the
realization of all the categories they involve (uniqueness, linear-
ity and dependency) and the properties needing at least one of
their categories to be evaluated (co-occurrence and exclusion).
As such, we have:
Definition: Let p ∈ G:
– p is a uniqueness, linearity or dependency property: p is an
applicable property for C iff [Cat(p) ⊂ C]

– p is a co-occurrence or exclusion property: p is an applicable
property for C iff [Cat(p)∩ C ≠ ;]

• Position in the string : We define a function Pos(c,C), returning
the rank of c in the category suite C

An operational semantic definition may be assigned to each prop-
erty as in Table 7 (C being a set of categories).

Table 7:
Properties’
operational
semantics

• Uniqueness: Uniqx holds in C iff ∀y ∈ C − {x}, then x ̸≈ y

• Exclusion: x ⊗ y holds in C iff ∀z ∈ C − {x}, then z ̸≈ y

• Co-occurrence: x ⇒ y holds in C iff {x , y} ⊂ C

• Linearity: x ≺ y holds in C iff pos(x , C)< pos(y, C)

These definitions provide the conditions of satisfiability of the
different properties. It now becomes possible to illustrate how the de-
scription of the syntactic structure can be built.

The construction of the syntactic description (called the charac-
terisation) of a construction consists in evaluating the set of its appli-
cable properties. In more general terms, parsing a sentence consists in
evaluating all the relevant properties and then determining the corre-
sponding constructions. Formally:

let S be the set of categories of a sentence to be parsed,
let PartS be a partition of S,
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let p be one subpart of PartS,
let Propp be the set of applicable properties of p.

The categories belonging to p part are instantiated: their feature val-
ues, as determined by the corresponding lexical entries, are known
insofar as they correspond to the words of the sentence to be parsed.
The properties in Propp stipulate constraints in which the categories
are fully instantiated (by the unification of the categories of the prop-
erties in the grammar and those realized in the sentence). We define
Sat(Propp) as the constraint system formed by both applicable proper-
ties and the state of their satisfaction after evaluation (true or false).

Table 8 presents two examples of nominal constructions along
with their characterisations; the second example contains a linear con-
straint violation between Det and Adj.

This example illustrates a key aspect of Property Grammars: their
ability to describe an ill-formed sentence. Furthermore, we also note
that in this description, in spite of the property violation, the nomi-
nal construction is characterized by a large number of satisfied con-
straints. This characteristic allows one to introduce a crucial element
for usage-based grammars: compensation phenomena between positive
and negative information. We know that constraint violation can be
an element of difficulty for human or automatic processing. The idea
is that the violation of constraints can be compensated by the satis-

Table 8: Characterisations of nominal constructions

Property graph Characterisation

Det
The

l
&&

l

$$

d
77

c

::

Adv
very

l ,,

dc 22
Adj
old

l ,,

d 22
N
book

P+ = {Det ≺ Adj, Det ≺ N ,
Adv ≺ Adj, Adj≺ N ,
Det; N , Adj; N , Adv; Adj,
Det⇒ N , Adv⇒ Adj, Adj⇒ N}

P− = ;

Adv
very

l ,,

dc 22
Adj
old

l

  

d

>>

Det
the

lvv
l ,,

d 22
c 66

N
new-
line
book

P+ = {Det ≺ N , Adv ≺ Adj,
Adj≺ N , Det; N , Adj; N ,
Adv; Adj, Det⇒ N ,
Adv⇒ Adj, Adj⇒ N}

P− = {Det ≺ Adj}
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faction of some others. For example, the violation of a precedence
constraint can be compensated by the satisfaction of co-occurrence
and dependency ones. PG offers the possibility to quantify these com-
pensation effects, on the basis of complexity evaluation (Blache et al.
2006; Blache 2011).

One important issue when addressing the question of parsing is
that of ambiguity. The problem is twofold: how to represent ambiguity
and how to deal with it. With syntactic information being represented
in terms of graphs, it is theoretically possible to represent different
types of attachment at the same time. It is possible to have in the
property graph two dependency relations of the same type, which are
then mutually exclusive. The control of ambiguity resolution can be
done classically, thanks to preference options implemented by prop-
erty weights.

6 an application to treebanking

The use of treebanks offers a direct framework for the experimentation
and the comparison of syntactic formalisms. Most of them have been
developed using classical constituency or dependency-based represen-
tations. They have then to be adapted when studying more specific
proposals. We present in this section an approach making it possible
to extract properties from existing treebanks.

Most of the properties presented in this paper can be extracted
automatically under some conditions, following a method presented
in Blache et al. (2016). This is in particular the case with linearity,
uniqueness, co-occurrence and exclusion, on which we focus in this
section. The three first properties can be inferred fully automatically,
the last one has to be filtered manually after its automatic extraction.
The mechanism consists of two steps:
1. Extraction of the implicit context-free grammar
2. Generation of the properties from the CFG

In order to validate the approach, we have tested the method on
several treebanks that offer different representations. We used first
a set of four large constituency-based treebanks: the Penn Treebank
(Marcus et al. 1994) itself, the Chinese Treebank (Xue et al. 2010),
the Arabic Treebank (Maamouri et al. 2003), and the French Treebank
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SENT

Pct

.

VP

NP:OBJ

Noun

ans

Det

dix-sept

VN

Verb

a

NP:SUJ

Clit

Elle

SENT → NP:SUJ VP Pct
NP:SUJ → Clit
VP → VN NP:OBJ

VN → Verb
NP:OBJ → Det Noun

Figure 3:
Constituent tree and
inferred CFG rules

(Abeillé et al. 2003). In a second stage, we have applied property ex-
traction to the Universal Dependencies Treebank (Nivre et al. 2015). We
offer a brief overview of this ongoing work presently.

The extraction of a context-free grammar (CFG) from a con-
stituency treebank is based on a simple method described in Charniak
(1996). Each internal node of a tree is converted into a rule in which
the left-hand side (LHS) is the root and the right-hand side (RHS) is
the sequence of constituents. The implicit grammar is composed of the
complete set of rules. Figure 3 shows the syntactic tree associated with
the French sentence Elle a dix-sept ans (“She is seventeen”), together
with the corresponding CFG rules.

We applied a similar approach to dependency treebanks. In this
case, a root node (LHS of a rule) is a head, while the constituents
(RHS) form its list of dependents, following the projection order by
which the head is added (encoded with the symbol *).

Figure 4 illustrates the dependency tree of the same sentence as
in Figure 3 with the extracted CFG rules.

Using these grammars, it is straightforward to extract the proper-
ties that we consider in this experiment, which we describe in Figure 5.

The treebanks and the generated resources are serialized as XML;
this facilitates editing and visualization. We have developed software
to view the different types of information: treebanks, tagset, extracted
grammar, rules, and properties. Each type of information is associated
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Figure 4:
Dependency tree

and inferred
CFG rules

Clit Verb Det Noun Pct
Elle a dix-sept ans .

SUJ

OBJ

DET

PUNCT
ROOT

Verb:ROOT → Clit:SUJ * Noun:OBJ Pct:PUNCT
Noun:OBJ → Det:DET *

Figure 5:
Property

extraction
procedures

Linearity: the precedence table is
built while verifying – for each
category preceding another cat-
egory into a construction (or a
right-hand side) – whether this re-
lation is valid throughout the set
of constructions

∀ rhsm ∈ RHS(XP)
if ((∃ (ci , c j) ∈ rhsm | ci ≺ c j)
and (∄ rhsn ∈ RHS(XP) | (ci , c j) ∈ rhsn

∧ci ≺ c j))
then add prec(ci, cj)

Uniqueness: the set of categories
that cannot be repeated in a right-
hand side

∀ rhsm ∈ RHS(XP)
∀ (ci , c j) ∈ rhsm

if ci ̸= c j then add uniq(ci)

Requirement: identification of
two categories that co-occur sys-
tematically in all constructions of
an XP

∀ rhsm ∈ RHS(XP)
bool← ((ci ∈ rhsm)∧ (c j ∈ rhsm))
if bool then add req(ci, cj)

Exclusion: when two categories
never co-occur in the entire set
of constructions, they are sup-
posed to be mutually exclusive;
this is a strong interpretation,
which causes an overgeneration
of such constraints, but there is
no other way to identify this phe-
nomenon automatically

∀ rhsm ∈ RHS(XP)
bool←¬((ci ∈ rhsm)∧ (c j ∈ rhsm))
if bool then add excl(ci, cj)
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Figure 6: Properties from the Chinese Treebank

with a link to a corresponding example in the treebank. Figure 6 illus-
trates some properties of a N P extracted from the Chinese Treebank.

In our interface, the left part of the window lists the set of cat-
egories of the grammar, together with frequency information. Non-
terminals are hyperlinked to their corresponding syntactic description
(corresponding PS-rules and properties). This information is displayed
in the top right of the window. Each property (in this example Obliga-
tion and Uniqueness) comes with the set of rules starting from which
it has been generated. Links to the different occurrences of the corre-
sponding trees in the treebank are also listed. The lower right side of
the window contains a graphical representation of the tree structure.
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7 conclusion

Describing linguistic phenomena by means of atomic, low-level, and
independent properties makes possible the joining of formal and de-
scriptive linguistics. We are now in position to propose a general ac-
count of language processing, capable of integrating the description
of local phenomena into a global architecture and making it possible
to benefit from the best of the descriptive and formal approaches.
Usage-based theories describe language starting from the data,

identifying different linguistic phenomena and gathering them into
a set of descriptions. In the same perspective, Construction Grammars
represent phenomena in terms of constructions. We have proposed in
this paper an extended version of Property Grammars (PG), that repre-
sents all syntactic information by means of properties that can inter-
act. PG has the advantage of being very flexible: properties are local
and independent of each other, able to represent any local relation be-
tween words or categories. This characteristic solves the issue raised
by Pullum and Scholz (2001), showing the limits of a holistic approach
in grammars, in which all statements are dependent on each other (for
example, a phrase-structure rule is not considered in and of itself, but
rather as a step in the derivation process corresponding to a piece of
the final syntactic tree). In PG all information is described by means
of properties; these can remain local or can interact with other prop-
erties.
PG thus offers a formal framework for representing constructions,

which are considered as a set of interacting properties. It also con-
stitutes a homogeneous approach integrating both views of syntac-
tic description: a usage-based one, aimed at describing specific phe-
nomena; and a formal one that proposes a general organization in
terms of grammars. Moreover, a syntactic description given in terms
of properties makes it possible to describe ill-formed inputs: a prop-
erty graph is not necessarily connected, and can even contain violated
properties.

As a perspective, on top of being an adequate framework for a pre-
cise description of unrestricted linguistic material, Property Grammars
also offer a framework for an evaluation of the quality of syntactic in-
formation associated to an input, based on an analysis of the syntactic
description (the quantity and the importance of satisfied properties,
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their coverage, etc.). This also paves the way towards a cognitive ac-
count of language processing, capable of evaluating the relative im-
portance of local phenomena within a general description.
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Adverbial clauses of time are positioned either before or after their
associated main clauses. This study aims to assess the importance of
discourse-pragmatics and processing-related constraints on the posi-
tioning of adverbial clauses of time in research articles of applied
linguistics written by authors for whom English is considered a na-
tive language. Previous research has revealed that the ordering is
co-determined by various factors from the domains of semantics and
discourse-pragmatics (bridging, iconicity, and subordinator) and lan-
guage processing (deranking, length, and complexity). This research
conducts a multifactorial analysis on the motivators of the positioning
of adverbial clauses of time in 100 research articles of applied lin-
guistics. The study will use a random forest of conditional inference
trees as the statistical technique to measure the weights of the afore-
mentioned variables. It was found that iconicity and bridging, which
are factors associated with discourse and semantics, are the two most
salient predictors of clause ordering.

1 introduction

Previous research on subordinate adverbial clauses has revealed that
the majority of these clauses are mainly put in initial and final posi-
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tions (Aarts 1988; Kirk 1997; Diessel 1996, 2001; Givón 2011). These
two clause positions serve different discourse functions.

Adverbial clauses that are sentence-final usually play a local func-
tion. They illustrate the conditions of their matrix clause by specify-
ing reason, temporal circumstances, result, etc. Further, such adver-
bial clauses are usually unidirectional; they are linked to their main
clauses as already stated. Post-posed adverbial clauses offer informa-
tion which is more integrated with the matrix clause at the local level
(Thompson et al. 2007). Moreover, such adverbial clauses are mostly
placed in the middle position of a paragraph; that is, adverbial clauses
in final position are usually in the middle of a firmly coherent thematic
chain (Givón 2001). In terms of semantics, the information encoded
in sentence-final clauses tends to be in line with the information ex-
pressed in clauses that are in coordination (Ford 1993; Givón 2001).

On the other hand, sentence-initial adverbial clauses play a strin-
gently local function, but have broader discourse-organizing func-
tions by dint of enumerating a new frame for the coming discourse
or connecting it to the preceding discourse. Furthermore, the cohe-
sive function of pre-posed clauses may occur at different levels, from
the whole discourse to inter-paragraph and inter-sentential levels. The
inter-sentential function may be deemed as a local back-referencing
function yielding a close connection between two sentences, “while
the higher-level function marks the episode boundary or thematic dis-
continuity” (Thompson et al. 2007, p. 289). It should be observed
that whether local or global, initial adverbial clauses play a bidirec-
tional function, connecting what has been stated before to what is to
be expressed. In addition, semantic information offered by pre-posed
clauses is less significant due to the fact that they often repeat or give
predictable information from what has already been stated (Thomp-
son et al. 2007).

Thus, the two ordering patterns of adverbial clauses are not nec-
essarily interchangeable in the academic discourse and writers of re-
search articles should be cognizant of when to employ each of these
positions in their texts.

The present study intends to examine the constraints on the po-
sitioning of temporal adverbial clauses in research articles of ap-
plied linguistics. Further, this research seeks to measure the weight
of processing-based and discourse-pragmatics constraints on the po-
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sitioning of finite, temporal adverbial clauses by means of a random
forest of conditional inference trees, which has proved to be more effi-
cient than ordinary regression models (Tagliamonte and Baayen 2012;
Wiechmann and Kerz 2013).

2 background
Two approaches have attempted to account for the positioning ten-
dency of adverbial clauses in English. The first approach is grounded
upon the fact that the order of linguistic items, including finite adver-
bial clauses, is primarily influenced by the information structure of the
string. Proponents of this discourse-based account (e.g., Chafe 1984;
Birner and Ward 1998) have put forward the argument that users of
a language tend to produce new, inaccessible information, which is
reflected in the main clause, after given, accessible information that
is expressed by the subordinate clause.

Two factors encourage speakers and writers to place adverbial
clauses in the initial position, namely the ‘bridging’ function and the
‘setting the stage’ function. Sentence-final adverbial clauses serve local
functions, whereas sentence-initial adverbial clauses play discourse-
organizing functions. Two instances of discourse-organizing functions
are connecting the sentence to the preceding discourse and introduc-
ing new frames for upcoming discourse (Ford 1993; Verstraete 2004;
Thompson et al. 2007; Givón 2011).

The current study, like Wiechmann and Kerz (2013), only focuses
on one discourse-pragmatic factor: bridging. It refers to a context in
which an initial adverbial clause acts like a bridge between the previ-
ous and the upcoming discourse. The presence of an anaphoric item
in an adverbial clause marks the bridging function of that clause. In
example (1), the underlined part is a sentence-initial temporal clause
and the anaphoric item THEIR plays a bridging function, connecting
the previous sentence to the upcoming discourse.
(1) This article explores the citing behaviours of 16 undergraduates

in a North American university. After completing a research paper
for their disciplinary courses, each participating student was inter-
viewed to identify in his/her writing words and ideas borrowed
from source texts and to explain why and how the relevant texts
were appropriated with or without citations. (Shi, 2010)
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The semantic nature of the subordinate clauses is the other fac-
tor examined in the discourse-based approach. To put it differently,
the semantic difference observed among different types of adverbial
clauses (such as adverbial clauses of time, condition, concession, etc.)
cause them to occupy different positions within a complex sentence
(Quirk et al. 1985; Biber et al. 1999; Diessel 2005, 2008; Wiechmann
and Kerz 2013). For example, Diessel (2001) showed that conditional
clauses usually precede their associated matrix clauses, causal clauses
are usually sentence-final, and there is a roughly even distribution be-
tween initial and final temporal adverbial clauses. Diessel (2001) also
revealed that adverbial clauses of reason and purpose are predomi-
nantly placed in the final slot. Moreover, concessive clauses show a
slight preference for the final position (Biber et al. 1999; Diessel 2001;
Wiechmann and Kerz 2013). Clauses headed by different subordina-
tors display slight differences in meaning. Thus, any subordinator se-
lected for adverbial clauses is deemed as a predictor of the position-
ing of these clauses (Wiechmann and Kerz 2013). For example, IF and
UNLESS are the most common subordinators for adverbial clauses;
however, IF is the most versatile conditional subordinator, According
to Quirk et al. (1985), WHEN, AFTER, and BEFORE are the most fre-
quent temporal subordinators in academic English, which will be the
focus of this study.

Iconicity is another factor that affects the order of temporal ad-
verbial clauses. According to Croft (2003), the main idea underlying
iconicity is that the structure of language is a reflection of the structure
of experience. Haiman (2015) has asserted that some of the most basic
principles and rules of language tend to be ironically motivated. “The
meaning of a complex expression is in some way the sum of the mean-
ings of its parts”, “Conceptual closeness of ideas is reflected in physical
closeness of their expression”, “The same form is used for same mean-
ing”, and “More form reflects more meaning” (Haiman 2015, p. 512)
are some of the iconic principles of language.

It has been suggested that the order of clauses in complex sen-
tences often corresponds to the order of events they describe (Diessel
2008; Haiman 2015). Previous studies have demonstrated that this
tendency is able to account for the positioning of some types of subor-
dinate clauses. For instance, Haiman (1983) showed that conditional
clauses are usually placed in the sentence-initial position since the
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event they describe is conceptually prior to the one denoted by the
matrix clause. Similarly, Greenberg (1963) has argued that purpose
clauses follow their associated matrix clause because they express the
upshot of the action denoted in the main clause. In a similar vein, it
has been suggested that AFTER clauses are put in initial position more
frequently than BEFORE clauses, because the former denote an event
that takes place prior to the one in the matrix clause, while BEFORE
clauses describe a posterior event (Clark 1971).

The other approach attempting to account for the ordering of de-
pendent clauses considers processing-related factors. These accounts
expound the positioning of an adverbial clause on the grounds of con-
straints like the relative length of the clause, complexity, and derank-
ing. The most prominent supporter of this account is John Hawkins
(Hawkins 1994, 2004), claiming that the constituent order is basi-
cally determined by processing difficulty. Hawkins has explained that
information structure comes to the scene only when two alternative
orders are equally demanding with regard to processing.

The first processing-related factor co-determining the order of
temporal adverbial clauses is the length of the constituents. Past re-
search has clearly demonstrated that in languages like English longer
constituents usually come after shorter ones (Quirk et al. 1985). This
tendency can be explained based on the notion that the processing of
the whole construction (complex sentence) appears to be more smooth
with this order (Hawkins 1994, 2004; Gibson 1998, 2000). In line with
Hawkins’ performance-based theory of constituent ordering (Hawkins
2004), constituents deemed to be heavy tend to appear in the final
slot, because this ordering is cognitively more efficient in languages
which are head-initial, rendering both production and parsing easier.

In a similar vein, the dependency locality theory propounded by
Gibson (2000) assumes that the processing complexity of a linguistic
string rests on the length of its syntactic dependencies. The complexity
effects on ordering follow from the integration cost component deter-
mining that longer distance attachments are more demanding to pro-
duce in comparison with shorter distance ones (Hawkins 1994). Tem-
poral adverbial clauses that are placed in the initial slot yield longer
dependencies and are hence more burdensome to process.

We may also resort to a pragmatics, information-structural ac-
count to shed light on the tendency of ‘lighter’ constituents to precede
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‘heavier’ ones in accordance with the ‘given-new’ principle (Arnold
et al. 2000), paying attention to the fact that new information requires
more linguistic materials to be encoded compared to given informa-
tion. The discourse-pragmatics account has also revealed that the in-
formativeness increases towards the end of each grammatical unit,
for both clauses and multi-clause expressions. Thus, length is a salient
predictor of the positioning of adverbial clauses.

The second predictor of clause positioning that is related to pro-
cessing difficulty is complexity. There are a number of definitions
and accounts of complexity such as relative complexity (Vulanovic
2007), absolute complexity (Miestamo 2004), language complexity
(Hawkins 1994, 2004), and complexity in terms of informativeness
(Li and Vitányi 1997). Adverbial clauses of time may show different
degrees of complexity. It may be expected that pre-posed adverbial
clauses are structurally less complex. Following Diessel (2008) and
Wiechmann and Kerz (2013), in this study we consider only those de-
pendent clauses as complex that contain at least another dependent
clause of any kind. We should bear in mind that linguistic complex-
ity and the length of adverbial clause are closely tied to each other.
Adverbial clauses containing another subordinate clause – complex
adverbial clauses – tend to be longer and hence are more demanding
to process. Consequently, it can be assumed that complex adverbial
clauses of time are usually post-posed.

Wiechmann and Kerz (2013) have noted that deranking is an-
other processing-related factor affecting the ordering of temporal ad-
verbial clauses. Based on Stassen (1985), languages may apply two
basic strategies in coding two linked clauses coming in a fixed tempo-
ral order. In the first strategy, called balancing, the two clauses have
verb forms that are structurally equivalent, each of them occurring in
one independent clause. Example (2) is an illustration of this strategy.
(2) His father died before he was born.

In the second strategy, deranking, a verb form that cannot come
in an independent clause is used in the dependent clause. A deranked
verb form is different from its balanced counterpart in two ways: (1)
the categorical distinctions usually associated with verbs in language,
like tense, aspect, mood, or person distinctions, are totally or partially
absent, (2) particular markings that are not allowed to be used in in-
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dependent clauses are used in dependent clauses (Cristofaro 2003).
Consider example (3):
(3) Coming home, he directly went to bed.

In other words, an adverbial clause in English is ‘balanced’ if it
is tensed, whereas it is perceived as ‘deranked’ provided that it is not
tensed but reduced in some way. Deranked adverbial clauses consist
of a non-finite verb form or are used as a verbless construction (Wiech-
mann and Kerz 2013). Consider Example (4):
(4) The findings indicate that a significant percentage of the subjects

experience difficulties when studying content subjects through the
medium of English. (Evans and Green 2007)
In Example (4), the italic part is a deranked temporal adverbial

clause in which ‘studying’ is a verb without tense. It might be assumed
that balanced adverbial clauses tend to be longer than deranked ones
and consequently their processing can be more difficult. However,
this is not always true; as Cristofaro (2003) and Wiechmann and Kerz
(2013) have noted, non-finite or verbless adverbial clauses present
information in a more condensed format. Therefore, reduced or der-
anked adverbial clauses involve greater syntactic integration andmore
informational compactness and can be much more demanding in pro-
cessing, which can move them to the final slot.

Recent inquiries on clause positioning have demonstrated that a
variety of constraints, the effects of which may be in conflict, condi-
tion the ordering of finite adverbial clauses. They have revealed that
the ordering of main and adverbial clauses is determined by the in-
teraction between processing, discourse, pragmatics, and semantics
(Wasow 2002; Diessel 2005, 2008; Wiechmann and Kerz 2013).

Diessel (1996) examined the processing factors of initial and fi-
nal adverbial clauses. Particularly, Diessel examined the ordering of
finite adverbial clauses (such as adverbial clauses of condition, con-
cession, time, reason, and manner) in light of Hawkins’ processing
principles (Hawkins 1994). Diessel (2008) also explored the impact of
several factors (including: length, complexity, pragmatic import, and
the principle of iconicity) on the ordering of adverbial clauses of time,
and demonstrated that iconicity of sequence is the most powerful pre-
dictor of the positioning of temporal adverbial clauses. Finally, Wiech-
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mann and Kerz (2013) made an assessment of the weight of discourse-
pragmatics and processing-based constraints on the ordering of con-
cessive adverbial clauses. They revealed that discourse-pragmatics fac-
tors, namely bridging and subordinator choice, are the stronger factors
predicting the positioning of concessive adverbial clauses.

3 method

3.1 Corpus
A corpus of 100 research articles written by native speakers of English
was compiled for this experiment.

The articles were randomly sampled1 from a set of articles pub-
lished in each of ten applied linguistics/language learning/language
teaching journals.2 Ten articles were selected from each journal.
All these articles were filtered so that only those with the standard
IMRD (Introduction, Methods, Results, and Discussion) format were
included.

3.2 Data annotation
In this study, the position of temporal adverbial clauses (POS) is the
dependent variable which is measured as a binary factor having two
levels that are final (POS 1) and initial (POS 0). In addition, the pre-
dictors of clause ordering are bridging, subordinator, iconicity, length,
complexity, and deranking. Bridging (BRG) is measured on a binary
basis with two levels that are containing an anaphoric item indicating
a bridging context (BRG 1) and absence of such an item (BRG 0). Sub-
ordinator is a categorical variable with three levels, namely WHEN
(SUB 0), AFTER (SUB 1), and BEFORE (SUB 2). According to Quirk

1We enumerated all articles published in all ten journals between 2001 and
2014, then performed stratified random sampling using random number tables
from Stat Trek (http://stattrek.com/Tables/Random.aspx).

2The ten journals from which we sampled articles are: Annual Review of Ap-
plied Linguistics; Applied Linguistics; ESP Journal; EAP Journal; Language Learn-
ing; Language Teaching Research; System; Second Language Research; Second
Language Writing; and TESOL Quarterly. These journals may contain different
types of articles (research articles, reviews, editorials); only research articles were
included in the corpus compiled.
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et al. (1985), these three subordinators are the most frequent tempo-
ral subordinators in the academic register. Iconicity is also measured
on a categorical basis with three levels that are clauses referring to a
prior event (ICN 0), clauses denoting a simultaneous event (ICN 1),
and clauses expressing a posterior event (ICN 2).

As in Wiechmann and Kerz (2013), the relative length of depen-
dent clauses (LNG) is measured as a continuous variable, which is de-
fined as the proportion of the number of words in the adverbial clause
to that of the whole complex sentence containing that clause. Com-
plexity (COM) is binary variable with two categories: simple (COM 0)
and complex (COM 1). Finally, deranking (DRK) is similarly a binary
variable encoding balanced (DRK 0) and deranked (DRK 1).
3.3 Data analysis
The present research uses a random forest of conditional inference trees.
Each forest is a large number of decision trees used for variable selec-
tion. Each decision tree is able to cope with missing values; nonethe-
less, use of one single tree may be unreliable due to the fact that minor
changes in the input variables may bring about significant changes in
the output. Therefore, selecting variables by means of a random forest
of such trees is a far more efficient tool (Breiman 2001).

The preference for random forest modelling with conditional in-
ference trees is rooted in the fact that it provides an unbiased tool for
variable selection in the individual classification trees, enabling us to
reliably assess the relative importance of variables coded on different
scales or different with regard to the number of their factor levels. This
is a salient deficiency of traditional tree-based models. In addition, the
coefficients of logistic regression models are far more complex to in-
terpret (Hothorn et al. 2006; Strobl et al. 2007).

Classification trees generally try to predict a binary outcome on
the basis of a group of predictors. The algorithms by which classifi-
cation trees operate work through the data and determine a number
of if-then logical (split) conditions yielding definite classification of
cases. To put it another way, in the initial step, the algorithm will
split the data based on the most significant predictor. The algorithm
will go on separating each resulting subset of the data until it can no
longer find significant associations between the dependent variable
and any of the predicting variables (Wiechmann and Kerz 2013).
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By contrast, mixed effects models are grounded upon various as-
sumptions concerning the distribution of the data and require the data
to satisfy given requirements in order that such models’ parameters
be estimable: whereas random forests are non-parametric, rendering
them a more flexible tool allowing the researcher to incorporate all
potential predictors in the analysis concurrently, even if there exist
severe interactions among these factors, there are highly unequal cell
counts or even empty cells, or are collinear. If, instead, a linear mod-
elling framework were to be used, it could result in potentially unsolv-
able computational problems (Strobl et al. 2007).

4 results

The findings of this study demonstrate that the majority of adverbial
clauses of time (64.8%) are in final position. In addition, a consider-
able proportion of them are simple (88.4%), balanced (72.8%), have
no anaphoric item suggesting a bridging context (91.6%), and be-
gin with WHEN as the subordinator (80.8%). Moreover, their average
length relative to the size of the whole complex sentence is 0.43. In
addition, more than half of the adverbial clauses of time in this corpus
(52.9%) denote a simultaneous event. Furthermore, temporal clauses
expressing a prior event (37.8%) are far more frequent that those re-
ferring to a posterior event (9.3%). Table 1 reports some descriptive
statistics with regard to the sample.

Figure 1 illustrates the distribution of these predictors across
the two clause positions in this corpus of adverbial clauses of time.
Figure 1 depicts that there is a significant distribution difference be-
tween initial and final adverbial clauses with regard to iconicity and
bridging, and to a lesser extent, length. In addition, Figure 1 sug-
gests that temporal adverbial clauses without a bridging function are
mostly in final position, whereas those involving a bridging context
are mainly sentence-initial. With regard to complexity, it is observed
that in both simple and complex clauses, post-posed adverbial clauses
outnumber pre-posed ones. Likewise, in both balanced and deranked
clauses, temporal clauses in final position are more frequent than those
in initial position. Further, in the three subordinators, sentence-final
clauses are more frequent than sentence-initial ones. Finally, Figure 1
shows that temporal adverbial clauses expressing a prior event are
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Dependent variable POS Initial Final
35.2% 64.8%

Predictors BRG Bridging Non-bridging
91.6% 8.4%

COM Simple Complex
88.4% 11.6%

DRK Balanced Deranked
72.8% 27.2%

SUB When After Before
80.8% 11.9% 7.3%

ICN Prior Simultaneous Posterior
37.8% 52.9% 9.3%

LNG Mean Standard Deviation
0.43 0.16

Table 1:
Descriptive
statistics

more often in sentence-initial position, while temporal clauses refer-
ring to a simultaneous or posterior event usually follow their associ-
ated main clauses.

Figure 2 depicts the conditional inference tree. The analysis of
this tree reveals that three of the predictors of the positioning of tem-
poral clauses (subordinator, bridging, and iconicity) turn out to be
significant predictors. Each oval denotes a split variable and the cor-
responding p value estimating the significance level. Moreover, the
numbers on the lines linking the nodes of the tree show the particular
categories of the nominal predictors or the value range of the numer-
ical predictors.3

In order to interpret the tree, we should examine it from top to
bottom. At the top of the tree representing all data in the first subset,
the first split is made based on iconicity. Temporal adverbial clauses
that are prior (ICN≤0) are split based on bridging (Node 2), whereas
adverbial clauses of time that are simultaneous or posterior (ICN>0)
are further split based on their subordinator (SUB, Node 5).

The conditional inference tree clearly demonstrates that among
the prior adverbials that lack a bridging context (BRG≤0), sentence-

3 It should be noted that the only numerical variable in this research is length.
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Figure 1:

The distribution
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 initial clauses slightly outnumber sentence-final ones (Node 3,
468 cases), whereas those with a bridging context are mostly in the
initial position (Node 4, 40 cases). On the other hand, among tem-
poral clauses that are simultaneous or posterior (ICN>0), those that
are headed by WHEN or AFTER (SUB ≤1) are predominantly in final
position. This is observed in Node 6 with 128 cases. Moreover, adver-
bial clauses of time that are introduced by BEFORE are all post-posed
(Node 7, 20 cases).
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A salient point with regard to a single-tree model is that such a
model can yield problematic results. In order to solve this problem,
a forest of such trees – rather than a single one – is built. This will
produce more robust and generalizable findings (Breiman 2001). In
this study a total set of 500 trees is built by means of a bootstrapping
technique, in which 500 different random subsamples are taken from
the original data.

In order to measure how salient each variable is for predicting
the ordering of concessive clauses, a permutation variable importance
measure is calculated. We used the conditional variable importance
measure implemented in the cforest function of the Party package in R.
In this estimation, the original values of the predictor are permutated
to decouple the original association of the predictor and the response.
This will demonstrate how much the overall classification accuracy of
the model drops. The greater the decrease in classification accuracy is,
the more useful that predictor is for modelling clause positioning. The
superiority of the conditional variable importance measure over alter-
natives (e.g., Gini importance) lies in the fact that it is not biased in
cases where explanatory variables are different in terms of their num-
ber of categories or scale of measurement (Breiman 2001). Figure 3
illustrates the variable importance plot for the six predictors measured
by the random forest model.

Figure 3 demonstrates that iconicity is by far the most important
variable for predicting the ordering of adverbial clauses of time in

model
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LNG
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Figure 3: The variable importance plot
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academic English. To put it differently, whether a temporal adverbial
clause refers to a prior, simultaneous, or posterior event is themost sig-
nificant factor determining the ordering of these constructions. Initial
clauses mostly suggest a prior event and final clauses usually denote
a simultaneous or posterior event. As depicted in Figure 3, bridging
(whether temporal adverbial clauses contain an anaphoric item indi-
cating a bridging context or not) is the second most important predic-
tor of the positioning of adverbial clauses of time. Initial clauses mostly
suggest a bridging context and final clauses usually do not have such
a function. The conditional variable importance plot (Figure 3) also
revealed that discourse-pragmatics motivators play a more important
role in sequencing adverbial clauses of time.

5 discussion

The results of this research revealed that sentence-final adverbial
clauses of time are more frequent than sentence-initial ones. In ad-
dition, the random forest of conditional inference trees demonstrated
that iconicity of sequence is the most powerful predictor of the po-
sitioning of temporal clauses. Further, bridging turns out to be the
second most important variable for predicting the position of these
clauses. Consequently, factors associated with discourse and pragmat-
ics can offer a better explanation for the ordering of adverbial clauses
of time. Finally, among the motivators of clause order that are related
to processing, length is a more powerful predictor of clause position-
ing in research articles of applied linguistics.

On the descriptive side, the findings of this research indicated that
in adverbial clauses of time produced by native writers, sentence-final
clauses (64.8%) outnumber sentence-initial ones (38.2%). This is sup-
ported by previous research (Chafe 1984; Quirk et al. 1985; Diessel
1996; Biber et al. 1999; Diessel 2001, 2005, 2008; Wiechmann and
Kerz 2013). The descriptive analysis also revealed that in both bal-
anced and simple clauses post-posed temporal clauses are more fre-
quent than pre-posed ones. In addition, in all of the three temporal
subordinators, final constructions are more frequently observed than
initial ones. Therefore, adverbial clauses of time mostly follow their
matrix clauses in the academic corpus of this study.
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The findings of this study revealed that iconicity of sequence has
a strong impact on the linear ordering of adverbial clauses of time.
Temporal clauses expressing a prior event are more often in sentence-
initial position, while temporal clauses referring to a simultaneous or
posterior event usually follow their associated main clauses. This is in
line with Diessel (2008) who has claimed that iconicity of sequence,
in spite of being semantic by nature, can be regarded as a processing
principle affecting the overall processing load of a complex sentence
since a clause order that is not iconic is more demanding to process.
This is also supported by Ohtsuka and Brewer (1992) who demon-
strated that temporal clauses headed by NEXT are easier to store and
retrieve than non-iconic clauses headed by BEFORE.

Random forest modelling of the competing motivators of the or-
dering of adverbial clauses of time also indicated that the presence of
an anaphoric item with a bridging context is the second most powerful
predictor of clause ordering in this corpus of temporal clauses written
by researchers of applied linguistics for whom English is deemed as
a native language. This is supported by Wiechmann and Kerz (2013)
in which bridging emerged as the first predictor of positioning in ad-
verbial clauses of concession. This finding corroborates the idea that
adverbial clauses of time are mostly put in the initial position when
their function is to organize the flow of information in the ongoing
discourse, and their use is affected by factors related to information
structuring and cohesion (Givón 2001; Verstraete 2004; Diessel 2005,
2008; Wiechmann and Kerz 2013). Consider Example (5):
(5) This second rater reviewed 15% of the data and then results

were compared with those obtained by the researcher. A mini-
mum of an 80% coincidence was needed. When this 80% was not
achieved, which only happened in one case, the case was dis-
cussed until both raters agreed on the mark.

(Llanes and Muñoz 2009)
In Example (5), the underlined part is a temporal adverbial clause

in which ‘this 80%’ is an anaphoric item indicating a bridging context.
The anaphoric item and the adverbial clause of time in which it is
embedded establish a link between the main clause and the previous
discourse. The results of this research demonstrated that the majority
of these bridging-functioning clauses precede their main clauses.
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The relative length of the adverbial clauses of time investigated
in this study was the most closely associated variable among those
motivated by processing-based theories. It only emerged as the third
predictor of the ordering of these constructions. This is in line with
Diessel (2008) and Wiechmann and Kerz (2013) who also found that
length plays a marginal role in predicting temporal ordering. Accord-
ing to Hawkins’ parsing theory, it can be assumed that post-posed ad-
verbial clauses are easier to process than pre-posed ones since complex
sentences containing final adverbial clauses enjoy a shorter recogni-
tion domain than complex sentences involving initial adverbial clauses
(Hawkins 2004). This offers a cogent explanation for the predomi-
nance of sentence-final adverbial clauses of time in English (Diessel
2008). This also provides further support for the fact that the order-
ing of adverbial clauses of time is first and foremost determined by
discourse-pragmatic and semantic constraints rather than processing-
based explanations.

6 conclusion

The findings of this research demonstrated that in a corpus of 100 re-
search articles in the field of applied linguistics written by those for
whom English is considered as a native language, post-posed tempo-
ral clauses outnumber pre-posed ones. In addition, this study provided
further support for previous research on clause positioning (Diessel
2005; Wasow 2002; Diessel 2008; Wiechmann and Kerz 2013) sug-
gesting that the ordering of adverbial clauses is co-determined by
constraints of cognitive processing and discourse-pragmatics. More-
over, discourse-pragmatics motivators (iconicity and bridging) are
significantly better predictors of the position of temporal adverbial
clauses than processing-related constraints. Further, the length of
these clauses, as a processing-related factor, emerged as the third sig-
nificant predictor of the positioning of temporal clauses in this corpus.
Finally, the random forest of conditional inference trees technique was
found to be a robust statistical means for assessing the relative weight
of these constraints.
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In this article we consider the phenomenon of answering a query with
a query. Although such answers are common, no large-scale, corpus-
based characterization exists, with the exception of clarification re-
quests. After briefly reviewing different theoretical approaches on this
subject, we present a corpus study of query responses in the British
National Corpus and develop a taxonomy for query responses. We
identify a variety of response categories that have not been formal-
ized in previous dialogue work, particularly those relevant to adver-
sarial interaction. We show that different response categories have
significantly different rates of subsequent answer provision. We pro-
vide a formal analysis of the response categories within the framework
of KoS.

1 introduction

Responding to a query with a query is a common occurrence, repre-
senting on a rough estimate more than 20% of all responses to queries
found in the British National Corpus (BNC).1 Research on dialogue
has long recognized the existence of such responses. However, with
1 In the spoken part of the BNC, using SCoRE (Purver 2001), we found 9,279

?/? cross-turn sequences, whereas 41,041 ?/. cross-turn sequences, so the ?/?
pairs constitute 22.61%.
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the exception of one of its subclasses – albeit a highly substantial one
– the class of query responses has not been characterized empirically
in previous work.
The class that has been studied in some detail is that of Clarifica-

tion Requests (hereafter referred to as CRs) (see e.g., Purver et al. 2001;
Rodriguez and Schlangen 2004; Rieser and Moore 2005). However,
CRs can be triggered by any utterance, interrogative or otherwise. Re-
searchers working on the semantics and pragmatics of questions (see
e.g., Carlson 1983; Wiśniewski 1995) have been aware for many years
of the existence of one class of query responses – responses that express
questions dependent in some sense on the question they respond to,
as in (1a,b). This led Carlson to propose (1d) as a sufficient condition
for a query response (cf. (1a,c)).
(1) a. A: Who murdered Smith? B: Who was in town?
b. A: Who is going to win the race? B: Who is going to partici-
pate?

c. Who killed Smith depends on who was in town at the time.
d. q2 can be used to respond to q1 if q1 depends on q2.
How to define question dependence is an important issue if the

criterion in (1d) is to have much substance. A number of proposals
concerning dependence have been made in the literature, for instance
Ginzburg (2012) offers the definition in (2):
(2) q1 depends on q2 iff any proposition p such that p resolves

q2, also satisfies p entails r such that r is about q1. (Ginzburg
2012, (61b), p. 57)

For Ginzburg, this notion of dependence is an agent-relative no-
tion, given the agent-relativity of the relation resolves.2 An arguably
more open-ended view is taken by Roberts (1996), who suggests that
a query move m is relevant in a context where q is the question under
discussion if m is part of a strategy to answer q (Roberts 1996, p. 17). In
similar fashion, Larsson (2002) and Asher and Lascarides (2003) argue
2The agent-relativity of the relation resolves is argued for in great detail in

Ginzburg 1995. resolves is the answerhood notion implicated in examples such as
‘… knows where she is’ and ‘… knows who came to the talk’, which is, arguably,
relativized by agent goals and background knowledge.
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that the proper characterization of query responses is pragmatically
based. Asher and Lascarides (2003) propose to characterize non-CR
query responses by means of the rhetorical relation of question elabo-
ration (Q-Elab), with stress on the plan-oriented relation between the
initial question and the question expressed by the response. Q-Elab
might be informally summarized as follows:
(3) If Q-Elab(α,β) holds between an utterance α uttered by A,

where g is a goal associated by convention with utterances of
the type α, and the question β uttered by B, then any answer
to β must elaborate a plan to achieve g.

Q-Elab, motivated by interaction in cooperative settings, is vul-
nerable to examples such as those in (4). There is a reading of (4a)
that can be characterized by using dependence (What I like depends on
what you like), but it can also be used simply as a coherent retort. (4b)
could possibly be used in political debate without necessarily involv-
ing any attempt to discover an answer to the first question
(4) a. A: What do you like? B: What do you like?
b. A: What is Sarkozy going to do about it? B: Well, what is Pa-
pandreou going to do?

In the field of the logic of questions we can mention approaches
proposed within Inferential Erotetic Logic (IEL) (Wiśniewski 1995,
2013) and inquisitive semantics (INQ) (Groenendijk 2009; Groe-
nendijk and Roelofsen 2011). Although INQ and IEL represent dif-
ferent approaches to questions, both frameworks share a similar treat-
ment of question dependency. In IEL, the central notion used to ex-
press dependency between questions is erotetic implication. Erotetic
implication is a semantic relation between a question, Q, a (possibly
empty) set of declarative well-formed formulae, X , and a question,
Q1. Intuitively, erotetic implication ensures the following: (i) if Q has
a true direct answer and X consists of truths, then Q1 has a true direct
answer as well (‘transmission of soundness3 and truth into soundness’
– cf. Wiśniewski 2003, p. 401), and (ii) each direct answer to Q1, if
true, and if all elements of X are true, narrows down the class for
3A question Q is sound iff it has a true direct answer (with respect to the

underlying semantics).
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which a true direct answer to Q can be found (‘open-minded cognitive
usefulness’ – cf. Wiśniewski 2003, p. 402).
In the framework of inquisitive semantics, the dependency rela-

tion has been analysed in terms of compliance. Roughly speaking, INQ
treats questions as sets of possibilities or, in other words, as an issue
to be resolved. The intuition behind the notion of compliance is to
provide a criterion to “judge whether a certain conversational move
makes a significant contribution to resolving a given issue” (Groe-
nendijk and Roelofsen 2011, p. 167).
Other question generation mechanisms in a broadly dialogical

context have been proposed in the literature. One such notion is ask-
ability. The intuition behind askability relates to the issue – when is it
reasonable to (publicly) ask a question? Peliš and Majer (2010), ap-
plying a dynamic epistemic logic of questions combined with a public
announcements’ logic for modelling communicative interaction and
knowledge revision during this process, propose three conditions that
have to be met by an agent in order to ask a question within a group
of agents: (i) the answer is not known to the agent posing the question
(non-triviality); (ii) each direct answer is considered as possible by the
agent (admissibility); and (iii) at least one of the direct answers must
be the right one in a given context (context condition).
Van Kuppevelt (1995) proposes topicality as the general organiz-

ing principle in discourse. The topic (for a discourse unit) is pro-
vided by an explicit or implicit question. Van Kuppevelt does not
consider simple question – query response pairs, but rather speaks
about discourse units. However, the relation between such units is
determined by the relation between the previously mentioned topic-
providing questions. From the current perspective, the most interest-
ing is the notion of subtopic-constituting sub-question:
(5) An explicit or implicit question Qp is a subtopic-constituting

subquestion if it is asked as the result of an unsatisfactory an-
swer Ap−n to a preceding questionQp−n and is intended to com-
plete Ap−n to a satisfactory answer to Qp−n. (Kuppevelt 1995,
p. 125)

Graesser et al. (1992) propose four question generation mecha-
nisms for natural settings (especially in educational contexts). The first
group consists of knowledge deficit questions. The other three groups
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are: common ground questions, social coordination questions and con-
versation control questions. Common ground questions, like ‘Are we
working on the third problem?’ or ‘Did you mean the independent
variable?’, are asked to check whether knowledge is shared between
dialogue participants. Social coordination questions relate to differ-
ent roles of dialogue participants, such as in student – teacher con-
versations. Social coordination questions are requests for permission
to perform a certain action or might be treated as indirect request for
the addressee to perform such an action (e.g., ‘Could you graph these
numbers?’, ‘Can we take a break now?’). Conversation control ques-
tions, as it is indicated by their name, aim at manipulating the flow
of a dialogue or the attention of its participants (e.g., ‘Can I ask you a
question?’).
How many kinds of query responses are there and what aspects of

context or agents’ information states are needed to characterise them?
In order to better understand the nature of query response, we ran a
corpus study on one large, balanced corpus, the British National Cor-
pus (BNC), and several smaller, more domain-specific corpora, a se-
lection from CHILDES (parent/child interaction; MacWhinney 2000),
AMEX (interactions in the travel domain; Kowtko and Price 1989),
and BEE (tutor/student interaction; Rosé et al. 1999). The results we
obtained, discussed in Section 3 of this paper, show that, apart from
CRs, dependent questions are indeed by far the largest class of query
responses. However, our results reveal also the existence of a number
of response categories characterisable neither as dependent questions
nor as plan-supporting responses. These include:
• a class akin to what Conversation Analysts refer to as counters
(Schegloff 2007) – responses that attempt to foist on the conver-
sation an issue that differs from the current discourse topic and
• situation-relevant responses – responses that ignore the current
topic but address the situation it concerns.
Just as wide coverage is an important goal for any computational

theory of sentential grammar (tempered by some notion of ‘strong gen-
erative capacity’, i.e., attaining this in a principled way), the same goal
mutatis mutandis applies to theories of dialogue; their corresponding
aim is to characterise in a principled way the relevance or coherence
of a wide range of utterance sequences. Attaining wide coverage for
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the particular case of the response space of a query naturally has sig-
nificant practical importance for dialogue management and the design
of user interfaces. Beyond that general goal, a better understanding of
e.g., counters and situation-relevant responses is important for adversar-
ial interaction (e.g., courtroom, interrogation, argumentation, certain
games).
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we

present the taxonomy underlying our corpus study; Sections 3 and 4
describe the results, whereas issues concerning annotation reliability
are discussed in Section 5; in Section 6 we show how to analyse the
relevance of each of the response categories emergent in the corpus
study. We do this in terms of information state transitions of two in-
terlocutors participating in a dialogue, using the dialogue framework,
KoS.4 We conclude with a brief cross-theoretical evaluation of poten-
tial analyses of the various response classes, and with possibilities for
future work.

2 a corpus based taxonomy
of query responses

In this section, we present a corpus-based taxonomy of query re-
sponses. It was designed on the basis of 1,051 examples of query –
query-response pairs obtained from the BNC. Initially, examples were
obtained using the search engine SCoRE (Purver 2001). Subsequently,
cross talk and tag questions were eliminated manually. The annota-
tion was performed by the first author; we discuss the reliability of
this annotation in Section 5. In what follows, we describe and exem-
plify each class of the resulting taxonomy. To make the description
clearer we use q1 for the initial question and q2 for a question given
as a response to q1. The taxonomy is focused on the function of q2 in
a dialogue.
2.1 Clarification requests (CR)
Clarification requests are all query responses that concern any aspect
pertaining to the content or form of q1 that was not completely un-
4KoS is a toponym – the name of an island in the Dodecanese archipelago

– bearing a loose connection to conversation-oriented semantics (Ginzburg 2012,
p. 2).
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derstood. This class contains intended content queries (see example
(6a)), repetition requests (example (6b)) and relevance clarifications
(example (6c)). In this article, we will not consider this class in detail,
mainly because of existing, detailed work on this subject (see e.g.,
Purver 2006; Ginzburg 2012).
(6) a. A: What’s Hamlet about?

B: Hamlet? [KPW, 945–946]5
b. A: Why are you in?

B: What?
A: Why are you in? [KPT, 469–471]

c. A: Is he knocked out?
B: What do you mean? [KDN, 3170–3171]

2.2 Dependent questions (DP)
By a dependent question, we understand q2 where a dependency state-
ment as in (1d) (see page 246) could be assumed to be true. The fol-
lowing examples illustrate this:
(7) a. A: Do you want me to <pause> push it round?

B: Is it really disturbing you? [FM1, 679–680]
(cf. Whether I want you to push it around depends on whether it
really disturbs you.)

b. A: Any other questions?
B: Are you accepting questions on the statement of faith at this
point? [F85, 70–71]
(cf. Whether more questions exist depends on whether you are
accepting questions on the statement of faith at this point.)

c. A: Does anybody want to buy an Amstrad? <pause>
B: Are you giving it away? [KB0, 3343–3344]
(cf. Whether anybody wants to buy an Amstrad depends on
whether you are giving it away.)

2.3 ‘How should I answer this?’ questions (FORM)
This class consists of query responses addressing the issue of the way
the answer to q1 should be given. In other words, whether the answer
5This notation indicates the sentence numbers (945–946) of a BNC file

(KPW).
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to q1 will be satisfactory to A depends on q2. This relation between
q1 and q2 is illustrated in the following examples. Consider (8a). The
way B answers A’s question in this case will be dictated by A’s answer
to q2 – whether or not A wants to know details point by point.
(8) a. A: Okay then, Hannah, what, what happened in your group?

B: Right, do you want me to go through every point? [K75,
220–221]

b. A: Where’s that one then?
B: Erm, you know Albert Square? [KBC, 506–507]

c. A: Another thing I found out today was do we know where
our main supplier of our coffee is.
Any guesses?
B: Which country? [G3U, 251–253]

2.4 Requests for underlying motivation (MOTIV)
In the case of requests for underlying motivation, q2 addresses the issue
of the motivation underlying asking q1. Whether an answer to q1 will
be provided depends very much on receiving a convincing answer to
q2 (i.e., one that provides good reasons for asking q1). In this respect
this class differs from the previous classes, where we may assume that
an agent wishes to provide an answer to q1. Most query responses of
this kind are of the form ‘Why?’ (32 out of 41 examples, see e.g., (9a))
but also other formulations were observed (9 out of 41, see e.g., (9b)
and (9c)). Most direct questions of this kind are:What’s it got to do with
you?, What’s it to you?, Is that any of your business?, What’s that gotta
do with anything?.
(9) a. A: What’s the matter?

B: Why? [HDM, 470–471]
b. A:Out, howmuchmoney have you got in the building society?

B: What’s it got to do with you? [KBM, 2086–2087]
c. A: Just what the fucking do you think you’re doing?

B: Is that any of your business? [KDA, 1308–1309]

2.5 ‘I don’t want to answer your question’ (NO ANSW)
The role of query responses of this class is to signal that an agent does
not want to provide an answer to q1, at least at the current stage of the
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conversation. Instead of answering q1, the agent provides q2 and at-
tempts to “turn the table” on the original querier, as in examples (10).
(10) a. A: Yeah what was your answer?

B: What was yours? [KP3, 636–637]
b. A: come on Stacey get on with it <pause> can you move up
a bit?
B: What? <unclear> why didn’t you pull the bench out?
[KCG, 378–379]

c. A: What about my fifty p?
B: Fucking hell, where’s my tenner? [KDA, 3527–3528]

d. A: Why is it recording me?
B: Well why not? [KSS, 43–44]

2.6 Indirect responses (IND)
This class consists of query responses, which provide (indirectly) an
answer to q1. Interestingly, providing an answer to q2 is not necessary
in this case. Consider (11a). By asking the question Do you know how
old this sweater is?, B clearly suggests that the answer to A’s question is
negative. Moreover, B does not expect to obtain an answer to his/her
question. This may also be observed in examples (11b) (of course I am
Gemini) and (11c) (no, my job is not safe).
(11) a. A: Is that an early Christmas present, that sweater?

B: Do you know how old this sweater is? [HM4, 7–8]
b. A: Are you Gemini?

B: Well if I’m two days away from your, what do you think?
[KPA, 3603–3604]

c. A: Is your job safe?
B: Well, whose job’s safe? [G5L, 130–131]

Another means of providing indirect answers can also be observed
in the corpus data. These are cases where by asking q2 an agent already
presupposes the answer to q1. (12a) illustrates this – we note that a
positive answer to q1 is presupposed in B’s question. A similar situation
can be observed in examples (12b) (no, I have not tasted this) and (12c)
(I will help you).
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(12) a. A: I’ve got to do the washing up?
B: Shall I, shall I come and help you? [KPU, 1861–1862]

b. A: have you tasted this?
B: are they nice? [KPY, 653–654]

c. A: Will you help with the <pause> the paint tonight?
B: What can I do? [KE4, 3263–3264]

2.7 ‘I ignore your question’ (IGNORE)
The final class in the taxonomy involves cases where q2 does not ad-
dress q1, but is, nonetheless, related to the situation associated with
q1. This is evident in example (13c). A and B are playing Monopoly.
A asks a question, which is ignored by B. It is not that B does not wish
to answer A’s question and therefore asks q2. Rather, B ignores q1 and
asks a question related to the situation (in this case, the board game).

(13) a. A:Well do you wanna go down and have a look at that now?
<pause> While there’s workmen there?
B: Why haven’t they finished yet? [KCF, 617–619]

b. A: Just one car is it there?
B: Why is there no parking there? <unclear> [KP1, 7882–
7883]

c. A: I’ve got Mayfair <pause> Piccadilly, Fleet Street and Re-
gent Street, but I never got a set did I?
B:Mum, how much, how much do you want for Fleet Street?
[KCH, 1503–1504]

2.8 Summary
In this section, a corpus-based taxonomy of query responses was pre-
sented. Seven classes of query-responses were described. The classifi-
cation is focused on the function q2 (the question given as a response)
serves in relation to q1 (the initial question). In what follows, we
present the corpus study that led to the classification. First, a study
using the BNC is discussed, then the class distribution over specific
genres is presented. Subsequently, we consider the issue of annota-
tion reliability.
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3 results

As we noted, this study used a sample of 1,051 query – query response
pairs from the BNC. The procedure for obtaining the sample was the
following. First the search engine SCoRE was used on the whole spo-
ken part of the BNC using as the search string: ? $ | ? $.6 Following
this, the search results were checked manually. The collected sample
covers a wide range of dialogue domains, including interviews, radio
and TV broadcasts, tutorials, meetings, training sessions or medical
consultations (blocks D, F, G, H, J, and K of the BNC). The summary
of dialogue domains for the sample is presented in Table 1.

Domain Frequency % of
the Total

free conversation 940 89.44
educational context (lesson, tutorial, training) 36 3.43
meeting (public meeting, seminar, conference) 27 2.57
radio broadcast 25 2.38
interview 15 1.43
medical consultation 4 0.38
TV broadcast 4 0.38

Total 1,051 100

Table 1:
Dialogue
domains in the
research sample
(BNC)

The sample was classified and annotated by the first author with
the tags presented in Table 2.

Tag Query-response type
CR clarification requests
DP dependent questions
FORM questions considering means of answering q1
MOTIV questions about the motivations underlying asking q1
NO ANSW questions aimed at avoiding to answer q1
IND questions with a presupposed answer
IGNORE questions ignoring q1

Table 2:
Tags used to
annotate the
query – query
response sample

6The expression ‘? $’ matches any sentence/turn with a question mark at
the end and the pipe character matches the break between sentences/turns. For
more details about the SCoRE syntax see http://www.dcs.qmul.ac.uk/imc/
ds/score/help.html.
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Table 3:

Frequency of query – query response
categories in the BNC (The

parenthesized percentage is the
percentage recalculated once the CRs

are excluded from the sample.)

Category Frequency % of the Total
1. CR 832 79.16
2. DP 108 10.28 (49.31)
3. MOTIV 41 3.90 (18.72)
4. NO ANSW 26 2.47 (11.87)
5. FORM 16 1.52 (7.31)
6. IND 22 2.09 (10.05)
7. IGNORE 6 0.57 (2.74)

Total 1,051 (219) 100

To guide the classification process, we used the following ques-
tions:
1. (CR) Is q2 a query about something not completely understood
in q1?

2. (DP) Is it the case that the answer to q1 depends on the answer
to q2?

3. (MOTIV) Does q2 address the motivation underlying asking q1?
4. (NO ANSW) Is it the case that q2 enables the speaker to avoid an-
swering q1 while attempting to force the other speaker to answer
q2 first?

5. (FORM) Is it the case that the way the answer to q1 will be given
depends on the answer to q2?

6. (IND) Is it the case that q2 is rhetorical and in this sense does not
need to be answered and provides (indirectly) an answer to q1?

7. (IGNORE) Does q2 relate to the situation described by q1?
The results of the classification are presented in Table 3. The

parenthesized percentage is the percentage recalculated once the CRs
are excluded from the sample.
The largest class after CRs is DP. What is rather striking is the

relatively large frequency of adversarial responses (the classes MOTIV,
NO ANSW, and IGNORE).
We also compared which query categories lead to a subsequent

answer, either about q2 or about q1. Bearing in mind that our taxon-
omy is focused on the function of q2 in a dialogue, we would expect
the following results.
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Category Ans. to q2 Ans. to q1

DP 76.85 62.96
MOTIV 78.05 51.22
NO ANSW 80.77 11.54
FORM 68.75 81.25
IND 53.85 100
IGNORE 50 16.67

Table 4:
Answers provided to query responses
in % of the total per category

DP Answering q2 should lead to answer concerning q1. The figures for
q1 and q2 should be similar.

FORM Whether the answer to q1 will be useful for A depends on q2.
q2 addresses only the form of the answer to q1, so is somewhat
less important than with DP. Hence, the number of answers to q1
could be higher than for q2.

MOTIV Whether an answer to q1 will be provided depends on a satis-
factory answer to q2. The numbers for q1 and q2 should be com-
parable, though q1 may be somewhat smaller.

NO ANSW Instead of answering q1, the agent provides q2 and attempts
to “turn the table” on the original querier. The original querier is
pressured to answer q2 and put q1 aside. Hence, the numbers for
q1 should be significantly smaller than for q2.

IND q2 (indirectly) provides an answer to q1, so the latter is answered
by definition. Providing an answer to q2 is not necessary in this
case, so the numbers should be low here.

IGNORE The person posing q2 shows a lack of interest in q1, but since
q2 relates to the situation associated with q1, there is some expec-
tation that q2 be responded to. Thus, the numbers for q1 should
be significantly smaller than for q2. Moreover, the numbers for
q2 should also be rather low (asking q2 is not very cooperative).
The results of the data analysis are presented in Table 4. They are

in line with the intuitions underlying the taxonomy.

4 class distribution over specific genres

We conducted our study using the BNC since it is a general corpus
with a variety of domains and genres. However, we also wanted to
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Table 5:

Frequency of query – query response categories
(CHILDES) (The parenthesized percentage is the

percentage recalculated once the CRs are
excluded from the sample.)

Category Frequency % of the Total
CR 319 88.12
DP 11 3.04 (25.58)
MOTIV 2 0.55 (4.65)
NO ANSW 5 1.38 (11.63)
FORM 3 0.83 (6.98)
IND 5 1.38 (11.63)
IGNORE 17 4.70 (39.53)

Total 362 (43) 100

Table 6:
Frequency of query – query response categories
(BEE) (The parenthesized percentage is the
percentage recalculated once the CRs are

excluded from the sample.)

Category Frequency % of the Total
CR 10 22.22
DP 28 62.22 (80)
NO ANSW 6 13.33 (17.14)
IGNORE 1 2.22 (2.86)

Total 45 (35) 100

check how the classes are distributed in more genre-specific corpora.
To do this, we decided to study the following corpora:
• the Child Language Data Exchange System (CHILDES; MacWhin-
ney 2000), which contains adult-child conversations,
• the Basic Electricity and Electronics Corpus (BEE; Rosé et al.
1999), which contains tutorial dialogues from electronics courses,
• the SRI/CMU American Express dialogues (AMEX; Kowtko and
Price 1989), which contains conversations with travel agents.
As with the BNC study, the data was initially obtained by using the

search engine SCoRE. Subsequently, cross talk and tag questions were
eliminated manually. The annotation was then performed by the first
author. 362 examples were obtained from the sample of the CHILDES
corpus (files bates, belfast, andmanchester/anne); 45 examples were ob-
tained from the whole BEE corpus and 8 from the whole AMEX corpus
(the low numbers for BEE and AMEX are caused by the significantly
smaller size of these corpora in comparison to BNC and CHILDES).
The results of the classification applied to these corpora are presented
in Tables 5, 6 and 7. The parenthesized percentage is the percentage
recalculated once the CRs are excluded from the sample.
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Category Frequency % of the Total
CR 1 12.5
DP 7 87.5 (100)

Total 8 (7) 100

Table 7:
Frequency of query – query response categories
(AMEX) (The parenthesized percentage is the
percentage recalculated once the CRs are
excluded from the sample.)

As is readily apparent, the DP class is the second largest class in
the CHILDES corpus and is the largest class in the task-oriented dia-
logues obtained from the BEE and AMEX corpora. As for the adver-
sarial classes (MOTIV, NO ANSW, IGNORE), these are very rare in task
oriented dialogues. One exception is the NO ANSW class in the case
of the BEE corpus. Here the percentage of NO ANSW questions is even
higher than in the BNC and in CHILDES. This type of query response is
used in a teaching context to encourage a student to provide his/her
answer to the teacher’s question (e.g., Student: can you remind me
which colors mean what on the different resistors?; Tutor: Is that the
first thing you need to know? [log-stud31]). When it comes to the
CHILDES corpus, a large percentage of IGNORE query responses was
observed – in all the examples, it was a child who used this kind of
query response. One can also note that for NO ANSW, FORM and IND,
the frequency is similar for CHILDES and the BNC. The summary of
the distributions for the BNC, CHILDES, AMEX and BEE is presented
in Figure 1.
We also compared which query categories lead to a subsequent

answer, either about q2 or about q1. The results are presented in
Table 8. In terms of answer analysis, task-oriented dialogues are inter-

Table 8: Answers provided to query responses (CHILDES, BEE and AMEX)
in % of the total

CHILDES BEE AMEX
Category Ans. to q2 Ans. to q1 Ans. to q2 Ans. to q1 Ans. to q2 Ans. to q1

DP 72.73 45.45 96.43 96.43 100 100
MOTIV 50 0 −− −− −− −−
NO ANSW 80 20 100 50 −− −−
FORM 100 100 −− −− −− −−
IND 0 100 −− −− −− −−
IGNORE 70.59 5.88 0 0 −− −−
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Figure 1:

Summary of the
distributions in
each corpus (in
% of the total,
without CRs)

BNC: 49%DP
CHILDES: 25.58%

BEE: 80%
AMEX: 100%

BNC: 18%MOTIV
CHILDES: 4.67%

BNC: 12%NO ANSW
CHILDES: 11.67%

BEE: 17.14%

BNC: 7%FORM
CHILDES: 6.98%

BNC: 10.05%IND
CHILDES: 11.63%

BNC: 3%IGNORE
CHILDES: 39.53%

BEE: 2.86%

0% 50% 100%
% without CRs

esting in the context of the DP query response class. For all observed
examples, an answer was provided to q2 and to q1. The NO ANSW cat-
egory also behaves in line with the observations for the BNC. We can
observe the fulfilment of some of our predictions in the case of the
CHILDES corpus. When it comes to interaction with children, neither
maintaining attention nor topic continuity are a given, and this can be
observed in the data. In the case of DP questions, we still have a high
number of answers provided for q2, but the number of answers pro-
vided to q1 is relatively low. As for the IGNORE class, our prediction
in general was that the number of answers provided for q2 should be
low (since the behavior it represents is not very cooperative). How-
ever, for CHILDES we observe a high number of provided answers. In
our sample it was a child who posed the IGNORE query response, and
this offers the basis for an explanation of the results: child-adult con-
versation generally requires an adult to provide answers to a child’s
questions, even if the question somehow deviates from the topic of the
conversation.
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5 annotation reliability

As we mentioned above, the annotation process was performed by
the first author. In order to check the reliability of the classification
process, inter- and intra-annotator studies were performed.
For the inter-annotator study, a sample of 100 randomly chosen

examples of query – query responses (retrieved from all four corpora
we utilised) was used. The distribution of the classes was in line with
the distribution observed by the primary annotator: CR: 31 examples;
DP: 32 examples; MOTIV: 11 examples; NO ANSW: 8 examples; FORM: 5
examples; IND: 7 examples; IGNORE: 6 examples.
All the examples were supplemented with a context. The guide-

line for annotators contained explanations of all the classes and exam-
ples of question-responses for each category. Also the OTHER category
was included. The instruction was to annotate the query response to
the first question in each example. The control sample was annotated
by four annotators (three experienced linguists and a logician with
moderate experience in corpus annotation).
The reliability of the annotation was evaluated using κ (Carletta

1996), established by using the R statistical software (R Core Team
2013; version 3.1.2) with the irr package (Gamer et al. 2012). The
interpretation of the kappa values is based on that of Viera and Garrett
2005.
The Fleiss κ for all five annotators was 0.64 (i.e. substantial) with

51% agreement over 100 cases. The agreements between the main
annotator and others were all substantial:
1. main and second annotator: κ= 0.67 with 73% agreement;
2. main and third annotator: κ= 0.65 with 72% agreement;
3. main and fourth annotator: κ= 0.61 with 69% agreement;
4. main and fifth annotator: κ= 0.63 with 70% agreement.
When it comes to detailed analysis of the annotation we start with

the OTHER category. The annotators were given the option of using
this category and, in fact, this option was not used frequently (from a
sample of 100 cases): annotator 1: 0, annotator 2: 3, annotator 4: 6,
annotator 4: 8, annotator 5: 0.
When we take a closer look at the disagreements between the

main and the fourth annotator (the lowest agreement observed) what
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becomes clear is that the most problematic cases were DP vs. IGNORE
(5 cases). This fact is quite surprising since these categories are rather
distant. This suggests that the fourth annotator had misunderstood the
category IGNORE.
An analysis of the cases involving the most disagreement suggests

that these are not infrequently cases where genuine ambiguities exist
given the intentional nature of many of the dialogical relations tying
together queries. These naturally enough get exacerbated for anno-
tators required to make decisions in a largely context independent
manner.
Thus, (14) was annotated as DP by two annotators, as IGNORE

by two annotators, and as NO ANSW by one annotator; in the context
of adult/child interaction, IGNORE is possibly more likely – the child
observing the same situation as the parent but ignoring politeness in
trying to impose the issue momentarily captivating her own interest;
at the same time a DP reading is potentially plausible given the plau-
sibility of the assumption What a fireman does with his axe depends on
where his axe is.
(14) between DP and IGNORE: Parent: what does a fireman do with

his axe? Child: where’s his axe is?
In a similar fashion, (15) was annotated as DP by three annotators and
by two annotators as NO ANSW. Both are potentially plausible classi-
fications: in a cooperative setting (e.g., a dinner enjoyed by a couple
in a restaurant) DP is more appropriate (What Norrine will have as a
starter depends on what Chris wants), whereas in a more adversar-
ial setting the query response can simply be a means of avoiding the
initial question.

(15) between DP and NO ANSW: Chris: What would you like to have
start with? Norrine: What do you want?

In light of this issue, we hypothesize that a more satisfying ac-
count of annotator reliability for this task would involve developing
an annotation model that accommodates ambiguity in annotation, as
for instance in work on the basis of crowdsourced labels, as pioneered
in Passonneau and Carpenter 2013. This constitutes work we hope to
perform in the future.
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For the intra-annotator study another control sample of 100 ex-
amples was randomly chosen from the data. The distribution of the
classes was similar to that in the first control sample. In this case the
agreement of the coding between the first annotation and that ob-
tained in the study was substantial (κ= 0.78).

6 modeling query response categories
in kos

6.1 Dialogue gameboards, conversational rules,
and dialogical relevance

We offer a formal explication of the coherence that underlies the var-
ious different types of query responses within the framework of KoS
(Ginzburg 2012). We offer here an analogy to formal syntax. When
one discovers a class of constructions C in need of analysis, one means
of showing that a given formalism F is adequate involves showing
that F ’s weak (strong) generative capacity properly includes the string
set (analysis trees, etc.) corresponding to C . Within dialogue similar
desiderata exist, where constructions are replaced by pairs (or longer
sequences) of coherent utterances.7We seek to show that KoS’s notion
7An anonymous reviewer for this journal cautions us about the analogy be-

tween syntactic grammaticality and dialogue coherence. We agree that the anal-
ogy with syntax should not be exaggerated. There are differences. But the analogy
between syntactic ungrammaticality and dialogical incoherence is not entirely
far-fetched: if one says something incoherent, one could be adjudged to be lin-
guistically incompetent, just as with ungrammaticality. With the latter one can
use repair mechanisms to fix ungrammaticality (‘I know who did Mary like, I
mean who she liked.’), just as with the former (A: Who came yesterday? B: I’m
having a coffee. A: Did you hear what I said? B: Oh sorry um yes, no I have no
idea.). Of course, given the possibility of interpreting incoherence as intended
irrelevance, one can often draw that as a possible inference, but grammatical-
ity errors also potentially push us to expect repair, to view the other speaker as
momentarily confused etc. The same reviewer points out that weak/strong gen-
erative capacity are not necessarily notions to be held as some kind of ideal for
scientific explanation. Whatever one thinks of those notions, we think that they
were, nonetheless, useful in stimulating syntactic research in the 60s to 80s, in
trying to figure out which constructions stretch a given formalism to its limit
(e.g., phrase structure grammars and cross-serial dependencies.). Similar consid-
erations apply at present mutatis mutandis to formal dialogue theory. We return
to this issue and how it relates to cross-theoretical comparison in Section 7.
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of coherence properly includes the class of queries and their questions
responses, a demonstration that to the best of our knowledge has not
hitherto been attempted for any dialogue formalism.8
KoS is a framework for dialogue formulated using Type Theory

with Records (TTR; Cooper 2005, 2012; Cooper and Ginzburg 2015).
It provides formal underpinnings for the information state approach
to dialogue management (Larsson and Traum 2003) and underlies
dialogue systems such as GoDiS (Larsson 2002) and CLARIE (Purver
2006). On the approach developed in KoS, there is actually no sin-
gle context. Instead, analysis is formulated at a level of information
states, one per conversational participant. The type of such informa-
tion states is given in (16a). We leave the structure of the private part
unanalysed here, as with one exception none of our characterizations
makes reference to this; for one approach to private, see Larsson 2002.
The dialogue gameboard represents information that arises from pub-
licized interactions. Its structure is given in (16b) – the spkr, addr fields
allow one to track turn ownership, Facts represents conversationally
shared assumptions, Pending and Moves represent respectively moves
that are in the process of being or have been grounded, QUD tracks
the questions currently under discussion:9

(16) a. TotalInformationState (TIS) def
=
dialoguegameboard : DGBType
private : Private


b. DGBType def

=


spkr: Ind
addr: Ind
utt-time : Time
c-utt : addressing(spkr,addr,utt-time)
Facts : Set(Prop)
Pending : list(LocProp)
Moves : list(LocProp)
QUD : poset(Question)



8Ginzburg (2010, 2012) sketched such a characterization for the entire class
of queries and their responses, though without a detailed corpus study.
9The motivation for Pending and the type Loc(utionary)Prop(osition) is ex-

plained in Section 6.4.
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A dialogue gameboard c1 will be a record r1 such that (17a)
holds; by definition this means that:10 (i) the set of labels of r1 needs
to be a superset of the set of labels of DGBType and (ii) for each judge-
ment constituent of DGBType lk : Tk, the value r1 gets for that label,
denoted by r1.lk, it is the case that r1.lk : Tk. Thus, concretely in this
case, r1 should have the make-up in (17b), and the constraints in (17c)
need to be met:

(17) a. r1 : DGBType
b. 

spkr = A
addr =B
utt-time = t1
c-utt = putt (A,B,t1)

Facts =cg1
Pending = 〈p1,…,pk〉
Moves = 〈m1,…,mk〉
QUD= Q


c. A: Ind, B: Ind, t1 : Time, putt (A,B,t1) : addressing(A,B,t1),
cg1 : Set(Prop), 〈p1,…,pk〉 : list(LocProp) 〈m1,…,mk〉 : list(LocProp),
Q : poset(Question)

The basic units of change are mappings between dialogue game-
boards that specify how one gameboard configuration can be modified
into another on the basis of dialogue moves. We call a mapping be-
tween DGB types a conversational rule. The types specifying its domain
and its range we dub, respectively, the preconditions and the effects,
both of which are subtypes of DGBType. We explain briefly how this
allows one to capture the coherence of responses.
We start by specifying how a question becomes established as in

the DGB. The rule in (18) says that given a question q and ASK(A,B,q)
being the LatestMove, one can update QUD with q as the maximal
element of QUD (henceforth, a QUD-maximal element or Max-QUD,
the “discourse topic”):11

10For a more detailed discussion and exemplification, see Cooper and
Ginzburg 2015, Section 2.2.
11Here, as in the rest of the paper, we make use of manifest fields (Coquand

et al. 2003). A manifest field �ℓ=a:T� is a convenient notation for �ℓ:Ta

� where
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(18) Ask QUD-incrementation

pre :



spkr : Ind
addr : Ind
utt-time : Time
c-utt : addressing(spkr,addr,utt-time)
Facts : Set(Prop)
Pending : list(LocProp)
q : Question
Moves =
¬
Ask(spkr,addr,q),m0

¶
:

list(LocProp)
QUD : poset(Question)



effects :



spkr = pre.spkr : Ind
addr = pre.addr : Ind
utt-time = pre.utt-time : Time
c-utt : addressing(spkr,addr,utt-time)
Facts = pre.Facts : Set(Prop)
Pending = pre.Pending : list(LocProp)
Moves =pre.Moves : list(LocProp)
QUD =
¬
pre.q,pre.QUD

¶
: poset(Question)




In order to avoid the prolixity exemplified in (18), the rules

in this paper employ a number of abbreviatory conventions. First,
instead of specifying the full value of the list Moves, we usually
record merely its first member, which we call ‘LatestMove’. Sec-
ond, the preconditions can be written as a merge of two record types
DGBType− ∧merge PreCondSpec, one of which DGBType− is a subtype
of DGBType and therefore represents predictable information com-
mon to all conversational rules; PreCondSpec represents information
specific to the preconditions of this particular interaction type. Sim-
ilarly, the effects can be written as a merge of two record types
DGBType0 ∧merge ChangePrecondSpec, where DGBType0 is a supertype
of the preconditions and ChangePrecondSpec represents those aspects

Ta is a singleton type whose only witness is a. Singleton types are introduced by
the clauses in (18).
1. If a : T then Ta is a type.
2. b : Ta iff b = a.
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of the preconditions that have changed.12 So we can abbreviate (18)
as (19b):
(19) a. pre : PreCondSpec

effects : ChangePrecondSpec


b. Ask QUD-incrementation

pre :
q : Question
LatestMove = Ask(spkr,addr,q): LocProp


effects :
�
QUD =
¬
q,pre.QUD
¶
: poset(Question)

�


We can exemplify how this rule works. Assume (20a) to be a
record that satisfies the preconditions of the type (19b), in other words
it is a record which is of the type assigned to ‘pre’ in (18) or in abbre-
viated form in (19b). Hence, it constitutes the appropriate context for
Ask QUD-incrementation. The output of that rule is (20b):
(20) a. 

spkr = A
c1 = p1
addr = B
c2 = p2
r = q0
LatestMove = Ask(A,B,q)
QUD =

¬¶
FACTS = cg1


b. 

spkr = A
addr = B
r = q0
LatestMove = Ask(A,B,q0)
QUD =

¬
q0
¶

FACTS = cg1


We also assume an analogue of (19b) for assertion, given in (21).

In an interactive setting A asserting p raises the issue p? for B – s/he
12This procedure is described in much more general terms using the operation

of asymmetric merge by Cooper (2016), who shows the use of this operation for
a wide range of semantic uses.
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can then either decide to discuss this issue (as a consequence of the
rule QSPEC introduced below as (24)) or accept it as positively re-
solved (as a consequence of the rule (22)):
(21) Assertion QUD-incrementation

pre :
p : Prop
LatestMove = Assertion(spkr,addr,p): LocProp


effects :
�
QUD =
¬
p?,pre.QUD
¶
: poset(Question)

�


An obvious complement to QUD incrementation is a principle
controlling QUD downdate. Since QUD consists of questions that are
unresolved relative to FACTS, QUD downdate is formulated simultane-
ously with FACTS update: when p is added to FACTS, one needs to
verify for all existing elements of QUD that they are not resolved by
the new value of FACTS. This joint process of FACTS update / QUD
downdate is formulated in (22): given an acceptance or confirmation
of p by B, p can be unioned into FACTS, whereas QUD is modified by
the function NonResolve. NonResolve is a function that maps a par-
tially ordered set of questions poset(q) and a set of propositions P to a
partially ordered set of questions poset′(q)which is identical to poset(q)
modulo those questions in poset(q) resolved by members of P.
(22) a. Fact Update/ QUD Downdate

def
=

pre :


p : Prop
LatestMove = Accept(spkr,addr,p) : LocProp
QUD =
¬
p?,pre.QUD
¶

: poset(Question)


effects :
FACTS = pre.FACTS ∪¦p© : Set(Prop)
QUD = NonResolve(pre.QUD,FACTS) : poset(Question)




b. NonResolve def

=

r :


B : IndP : set(Prop)
Q : poset(InfoStruc)




Q′ : poset(InfoStruc)
c1 : Q′ ⊂ r.Q
c2 : ∀q0 ∈ Q′¬∃ f ∈ P

Resolve( f ,q0.q)


With this in hand, we now turn to explaining how dialogical rel-

evance is handled in KoS. Pre-theoretically, relevance relates an ut-
terance u to an information state I just in case there is a way to suc-
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cessfully update I with u. Ginzburg (2012) defines two notions of rel-
evance, a simpler one at the level of moves, i.e. illocutionary contents
of utterances, and a somewhat more complex one at the level of utter-
ances. For expository simplicity, we restrict attention here to the for-
mer and refer the reader to Ginzburg 2010, 2012 for the more complex
notion.
The basic concept introduced here is contextual m(ove)-coherence

defined in (23a) as applying to m1 and dgb0 just in case there is a con-
versational rule c1 which maps dgb0 to dgb1 and such that dgb1’s Lat-
estMove value is m1. Pairwise M(ove)-Coherence, defined in (23b),
applies to a pair of moves m1, m2, if m1 is M-Coherent relative to
some DGB dgb0 and there is a sequence of updates leading from
LatestMove being m1 to LatestMove being m2. Finally, Sequential
M(ove)-Coherence, defined in (23c), applies to a sequence of moves
m1, . . . , mn just in case each successive pair of moves are Pairwise
M-Coherent:
(23) a. M(ove)-Coherence: Given a set of conversational rules C

and a dialogue gameboard dgb0 : DGBType, a move m1 :
LocProp is m(ove)C dgb0 -coherent iff
(i) there exists dgb1 : DGBType, c1 ∈ C such that c1(dgb0) =
dgb1 and
(ii) dgb1.LatestMove= m1.

b. Pairwise M(ove)-Coherence: Given a set of conversational
rules C two moves m1, m2 are m(ove)C -pairwise-coherent
iff there exists dgb0 : DGBType and dgbi , ci , (1≤ i ≤ k−1,dgbi :
DGBType, ci ∈ C ) such that
(i) m1 is m(ove)C dgb0 -coherent and
(ii) ci+1(dgbi) = dgbi+1 and dgbi .LatestMove = m1, whereas
dgbk.LatestMove= m2.

c. Sequential M(ove)-Coherence: A sequence of movesm1 ,. . .,
mn ismC -coherent iff for any 1≤ i mi , mi+1 aremC -pairwise-
coherent.

6.2 Question accepting responses
6.2.1 The class DP
We start by characterizing the moves in which the responder B accepts
question q1 as an issue to be resolved. The potential for DP responses
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is explicated on the basis of QSPEC, the conversational rule in (24a).
This rule characterizes the contextual background of reactive queries
and assertions. It specifies that if q is QUD-maximal, then subsequent
to this either conversational participant may make a move constrained
to be q-specific, conveying either a proposition p which is a partial an-
swer to q (p is about q) or a question q1 on which q depends, as defined
in (24c); one possible definition of dependence is given in (24d); intu-
itively the idea is that if q is dependent on q1, then once one knows
an answer that resolves q1, some information about q (viz. a partial
answer) becomes available. This originates in Ginzburg (2012), where
formal characterizations of aboutness and resolvedness can be found.13

(24) a. QSPEC

pre :
�
QUD =
¬
q, Q
¶
: poset(Question)

�
effects : TurnUnderspec ∧merge
r : Question ∨ Prop
R: IllocRel
LatestMove = R(spkr,addr,r) : LocProp
c1 : Qspecific(r,q)




b. q-specific utterance: an utterance whose content is either a
proposition p About q or a question q1 on which q Depends

c. q1 depends on q2 iff any proposition p such that p resolves q2,
also satisfies that for some r p entails r such that r is about q1.

Other characterizations of dependency are conceivable and could
replace the one given here. For now, we illustrate how dependent re-
sponses emerge as relevant responses: in (25) A asks q1, responded to
by B with a dependent question response q2. A answers q2, which gets
accepted by B, leading to an answer to q1:
13We notate the underspecification of the turn holder as TurnUnderspec, an

abbreviation for the following specification which gets unified together with the
rest of the rule:



PrevAud =
¦
pre.spkr,pre.addr

©
: Set(Ind)

spkr : Ind
c1 : member(spkr, PrevAud)
addr : Ind
c2 : member(addr, PrevAud)

∧ addr ̸= spkr
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(25) A(1): Who should we invite for tomorrow?
B(2): Who will agree to come?
A(3): Helen and Jelle and Fran and maybe Sunil.
B(4): (a) I see. (b) So, Jelle I think.
A(5): OK.

(26)

Utt. DGB Update (Conditions) Rule
initial MOVES = 〈〉

QUD = 〈〉
FACTS = cg1

1 LatestMove := Ask(A,B,q1)
QUD : = 〈q1〉 Ask QUD-incrementation

2 LatestMove := Ask(B,A,q2) QSPEC
Influence(q2,q1)
QUD : = 〈q2, q1〉 Assert QUD-incrementation

3 LatestMove := Assert(A,B,p2) QSPEC
(About(p2,q2))
QUD := 〈p2?,q2, q1〉 Assert QUD-incrementation

4a LatestMove := Accept(B,A,p2) Accept
FACTS := cg1 ∪ {p2}
QUD := 〈q1〉 Fact update/QUD downdate

4b LatestMove := Assert(B,A,p1) QSPEC
(About(p1,q1)
QUD := 〈p1?,q0〉 Assert QUD-incrementation

5 LatestMove := Accept(A,B,p1) Accept
FACTS := cg1 ∪{p1, p2}
QUD := 〈q1〉 Fact update/QUD downdate

6.2.2 The class IND
This class consists of query responses, where q2 is posed rhetorically,
and which provide (indirectly) an answer to q1. In other words, q2 is
posed in a context where an answer that resolves q2 can be assumed
to be in FACTS – the repository of shared assumptions in the DGB,
and, moreover, this answer entails a (resolving) answer to q1. Han-
dling this class does not involve any additional conversational rules;
it requires solely two independently needed additions to the setup de-
scribed hitherto, a mechanism for rhetorical interpretation of ques-
tions and a means of accommodating indirect answers:
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1. Rhetorical interpretation of interrogatives: a rhetorical use
arises when an interrogative q1 is used in a context where the
DGB contains a fact f that resolves q1. There are, in fact, two
possible ways this can be satisfied: either the question has been
discussed and a resolving answer provided; alternatively, certain
answers are default values for such uses – a negative universal
for wh-questions (‘Who cares?’, ‘Who knows?’), one of the polar
values for polar-questions (‘Do I care?’, ‘Is the Pope Catholic?’).
One possible treatment is proposed in Ginzburg 2012, §8.3.5:
given a context in which a proposition p resolving a question q
is presupposed, one postulates a root construction that assigns a
clause denoting a question q the force of a reassertion of p, where
p, a proposition resolving q, is a presupposition satisfied by the
context.

2. Indirect answers: we need to allow q-specificity to include
propositions that are indirectly about q. An explicit account of
indirectness would take us too far afield here, but see e.g., Asher
and Lascarides 1998 and Ginzburg 2012, §8.3.3–8.3.5 for discus-
sion relating to questions in dialogue.
We exemplify how this works in (27): A asks the question p0?

(‘Is B’s job safe?’). B responds with a reassertion of a question q1
(‘Whose job is safe?’), which in this context reasserts the proposition
p1 ‘No one’s job is safe.’, which in particular resolves the question p0?.
This explains inter alia why there is no need for A to respond to B’s
question.
(27) A: Is your job safe?

B: Whose job’s safe?
Utt. DGB Update (Conditions) Rule
initial MOVES = 〈〉

QUD = 〈〉
FACTS = cg1

1 LatestMove := Ask(A,B,p0?)
QUD : = 〈p0?〉 Ask QUD-incrementation

2 LatestMove := ReAssert(B,A, p1) QSPEC

Resolve(p1,q1)
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We mentioned previously a subclass of IND – query responses
where q2 presupposes an answer that resolves q1. We do not offer a
detailed analysis of this subclass here, but they could, for instance, be
accommodated by a slight adjustment of q-specificity which licensed
responses whose content semantically presupposed a proposition p
about q1.

6.2.3 The class FORM
This class consists of query-responses addressing the issue of the way
the answer to q1 should be given. The class FORM raises interest-
ing issues since it seems to be the sole class whose coherence in-
trinsically involves reasoning by the responder about the original
querier’s unpublicized intentions. One possible explication would be
in terms similar to the relation Q-Elab (Asher and Lascarides 2003).
Perhaps the simplest way to do this in the current setting would be,
following Larsson (2002), to widen the definition of q-specificity so
that it is relative to an information state which provides a notion
of the agent’s plan, decomposed into a sequence of questions to be
resolved:
(28) u is q-specific relative to an information state I : an utterance

whose content is either a proposition p About q or a question
q1 on which q Depends or a question q′1 which is a component
of I.plan

One could try and collapse DP and FORM. One reason not to do this
is precisely that the former does not intrinsically involve reasoning
about intentions and so, in principle, its coherence should be easier to
compute.

6.3 Adversarial query responses
Adversarial query responses are challenging for most semantic theo-
ries of questions, for reasons we discuss below. Common to all three
classes is a lack of acceptance of q1 as an issue to be discussed. In
MOTIV-type responses the need/desirability to discuss q1 is explicitly
posed, in NO ANSW-type responses there is an implicature that q1 is
of lesser importance/urgency than q2, whereas for IGNORE type re-
sponses there is an implicature that q1 as such will not be addressed.
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One commonality between MOTIV and NO ANSW worth noting is
that in both cases q1 actually needs to be added to QUD at the outset.
One might think that a consequence of a responder’s failure to accept q
for discussion is that q will only resurface if explicitly reposed. There is
evidence, however, that actually q remains in a conversational partic-
ipant’s QUD even when not initially adopted, as its very posing makes
it temporarily DGB available. In (29), where move (2) could involve
either a MOTIV query (2a), or a NO ANSW query (2b), the original ques-
tion has definitely not been re-posed and yet B still has the option to
address it, which s/he should be unable to do if it is not added to his
gameboard before (29(2)).
(29) A: Who are you meeting next week?

B(2): (2a) What’s in it for you? / (2b) Who are you meeting next
week?
A: I’m curious.
B: Aha.
A: Whatever.
B: Oh, OK, Jill.
We turn to a discussion of the coherence of each class, starting

with MOTIV and NO ANSW, leaving IGNORE for later, given a certain
additional complexity it embodies.
6.3.1 The class MOTIV
MOTIV utterances are an instance of metadiscursive interaction – inter-
action about what should or should not be discussed at a given point
in a conversation, as exemplified by utterances such as (30):
(30) a. I don’t know.

b. Do we need to talk about this now?
c. I don’t wish to discuss this now.
A natural way to analyze such utterances is along the lines of a

rule akin to QSPEC given in (24): q being MaxQUD gives (the respon-
der) B the right to follow up with an utterance specific to the issue
we could paraphrase informally as ?WishDiscuss(B,q).14 Such a rule is
formulated in (31), where the notation
14We are formulating this rule asymmetrically with respect to the inter-

locuters, in contrast to QSPEC, since A posing q1 means that A keeping the turn
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‘QUD =

Max =
¦
?WishDiscuss(B,q1),q1

©
, Q
·
’

indicates that both ?WishDiscuss(B,q1) and q1 are maximal in QUD,
unordered with respect to each other. The motivation for this latter is
the need to integrate q1 in context, as per (29) above.
(31) MetaDiscussing q1

pre :
�
QUD =
¬
q1, Q
¶
: poset(Question)

�

effects :



spkr = pre.addr : Ind
addr = pre.spkr : Ind
r : Question ∨ Prop
R: IllocRel
Moves =
¬
R(spkr,addr,r)
¶ ⊕ pre.Moves : list(LocProp)

c1 : Qspecific(R(spkr,addr,r),?WishDiscuss(spkr,pre.MaxQUD))

QUD =
*
Max =
¦
?WishDiscuss(spkr,q1),q1

©
,

Q

+
: poset(Question)




In case information is accepted indicating negative resolution of

?WishDiscuss(B,q1), then q1 may be downdated from QUD. This in-
volves a minor modification of the Fact Update/QUD Downdate rule
(see (22) above).15
We exemplify (31) in two ways. First, with a variant of (29),

where B’s rejection of a question leads to the downdating of q1; then,
with a very similar analysis of a MOTIV query response. does not
wish to discuss q1, hence s/he accommodates ?WishDiscuss(B, q1)
and uttering (30b,c) would be somewhat incoherent; the status of (30a) as a fol-
low up to q1 is somewhat different: in the commonest case, where a query is
posed because the querier does not know the answer, (30a) is redundant and
somewhat infelicitous. In cases where q1 is uttered in the spirit of ‘Here is an
interesting issue to discuss’, (i) seems acceptable:
(i) I don’t know.
Whether this should be taken to imply that (30a) and (30b,c) should be

licensed by distinct mechanisms is an issue we will not try to resolve here.
15All that this involves is a modification of the function NonResolve which

fixes the value of QUD after the fact update: in its new definition it maps a poset
of questions poset(q) and a set of propositions P to a poset of questions poset′(q)
which is identical to poset(q) modulo those questions in poset(q) resolved by
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into QUD and offers an utterance concerning this issue. A accepts B’s
assertion, so using the new version of fact-update/qud-downdate q1
can be downdated and either conversationalist could introduce a new
topic, as in (32):

(32) A(1): Who are you meeting next week?
B(2): No comment.
A(3): I see.
A/B(4): What are you doing tomorrow?

Utt. DGB Update (Conditions) Rule
initial MOVES = 〈〉

QUD = 〈〉
FACTS = cg1

1 LatestMove := Ask(A,B,q1)
QUD : = 〈q1〉 Ask QUD-incrementation

2 LatestMove := 〈 Assert(B,A,p1) 〉 Discussing u?
QUD := 〈p1?≻?WishDiscuss(q1), q1〉 Assertion QUD-incrementation

3 LatestMove := 〈 Assert(B,A,p1) 〉 Accept
QUD := 〈〉 Fact update/QUD downdate

FACTS := cg1∪ {p1}

We suggest that a dialogue like (33) works in a similar way:
A’s answer to B’s question (33(2)) can satisfy B, which will lead to
the question ?WishDiscuss(B, q1) being positively resolved, enabling
B to downdate it from her QUD and address the question (33(1)).

members of P, as well as those questions q for whom ?WishDiscuss(q) is
negatively resolved.

pre :

p : PropLatestMove = Accept(spkr,addr,p)

QUD =
¬
p?,pre.QUD
¶
: poset(Question)



effects :

FACTS = pre.FACTS ∪
¦
p
©
: Set(Prop)

QUD = NonResolve(pre.QUD,FACTS).Q′
: Poset(Question)




NonResolve

def
=

r :


B : IndF : set(Prop)
Q : poset(Question)




Q′ : poset(InfoStruc)
c1 : Q′ ⊂ r.Q
c2 : ∀q0 ∈Q′¬∃ f ∈ F
Resolve ( f , q0.q)
∨Resolve ( f , ?WishDiscuss (r.B, q0.q))
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B not being satisfied with A’s answer is entirely similar to (32) mu-
tatis mutandis:

(33) A(1): Who are you meeting next week?
B(2): Why?
A(3): I need to know which refreshments to buy.

Utt. DGB Update (Conditions) Rule
initial MOVES = 〈〉

QUD = 〈〉
FACTS = cg1

1 LatestMove := Ask(A,B,q1)
QUD : = 〈q1〉 Ask QUD-incrementation

2 LatestMove := 〈 Ask(B,A,q2) 〉 Discussing u?

QUD := 〈q2≻ ?WishDiscuss(B,q1),q1〉 Ask QUD-incrementation

3 LatestMove := Assert(A,B,p1) QSPEC

(About(p1, q2))
QUD := 〈p1?≻ q2≻?WishDiscuss(B, q1),q1〉 Assert QUD-incrementation

4a LatestMove := Accept(B,A,p1) Accept

FACTS := cg1 ∪ {p1}
QUD := 〈q0〉 Fact update/QUD downdate

6.3.2 The class NO ANSW

NO ANSW-queries can be analysed in a fairly similar fashion. The main
challenge such queries pose is to consider the coherence relation be-
tween q1 and q2. Unlike IGNORE, where it seems like there is little
that need connect the two questions, save for some reference to the
situation associated with q1, for NO ANSW the questions seem to need
a fairly tight link. A tentative characterization of this link is the fol-
lowing: q1 and q2 are not dependent on each other, but instead there
exists a third question, q3, such that q3 depends on q1 and q3 depends
on q2. The rationale behind this characterization is that by respond-
ing with q2 B provides (a) an issue that is not unconnected with q1,
but (b) it is informationally not subservient to q1. Hence, given that
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q3 is (or can be accommodated to be) the general topic under discus-
sion, q2 has an arguable case to being at least as discussion worthy
as q1:16

(34) a. q1 = what do you (B) like? q2 = what do you (A) like? q3
= Who likes what?

b. q1=Why should we buy that scanner? q2=Why should we
not buy that scanner? ; q3= Should we buy that scanner?

Based on this, we define the relation of being unifiably coherent:

(35) Given q1, q2 : Question q1 and q2 are unifiably coherent iff
1. Neither q1, nor q2 depend on the other: ¬Depend(q2, q1)
∧ ¬Depend(q1, q2)

2. There exists q3 : Question which depends on both q1 and
q2: Depend(q3, q1) ∧ Depend(q3, q2)

The potential for making such queries can be captured by the conver-
sational rule in (36). Given that q1 is MaxQUD, the responder may re-
spondwith q2, assuming it to be unifiably coherent with q1. The imme-
diate effect of this is to update QUDwith the issue ?WishDiscuss(B,q1).
16An anonymous reviewer for this journal points out the following exchange

as problematic for our taxonomy, suggesting that it is ‘fully coherent given the
sequel but the pair does not seem to fit any of the schemes’:
(i) A: Are you coming on Friday?

B: Did you ever consider quarks?
A: No.
B: Well you should for your work and Friday there will be a lecture that is
just right for you. I may be there myself.
Actually, we would suggest that this example would be classified as a NO

ANSW by the annotation criteria we offer (since B views A’s question as less impor-
tant to consider than his and one could eliminate B’s answer at the end without
affecting coherence.). Nonetheless, it calls into question our formalized defini-
tion for NO ANSW in that it is not clear that the q2 and q1 are unifiably coherent.
One might use this (constructed) example to argue for weakening the unifiable
coherence clause. At the same time, it seems likely that B’s response would ini-
tially be viewed as incoherent by A and this should be reflected by e.g., response
time, frowning etc.
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(36) Challenging q1

pre :
�
QUD =
¬
q1, Q
¶
: poset(Question)

�

effects :



spkr = pre.addr : Ind
addr = pre.spkr : Ind
q2 : Question
Moves =
¬
Ask(spkr,addr,q2)

¶ ⊕ pre.Moves : list(LocProp)
c1 : Unifiablycoherent(q1,q2)

QUD =
*
Max =
(
?WishDiscuss(B,q1),
q1

)
, Q
+
:

poset(Question)




In (37)17 A asks q1, B responds with q2 that unifies coherently

with q1 via, for example, the issue q3 = ‘Should they wait?’. A re-
sponds to q2 and then B’s second utterance can be understood as ad-
dressing q2. If A accepts (4), q2 can be downdated and, consequently
q1 and ?WishDiscuss(B,q1) as well – q1 has also been resolved, and
hence ?WishDiscuss(B,q1) could be taken to be resolved as well.18
(37) A(1): Why won’t they wait?

B(2): Why should they?
A(3): I waited.
B(4): They have lives of their own.

6.4 DGB divergence: Ignore and Clarification Requests
Both clarification requests (CRs) and IGNORE type responses involve
reasoning that requires reference to two DGBs. CRs arise due to a mis-
match that occurs between what the speaker assumes her/his inter-
locutor’s linguistic/contextual knowledge is and what it actually is;
17 Inspired by the BNC example:

Eddie: But it’s something, something in you, you have to rush don’t they? Why
won’t they wait? Unknown: Why should they? Eddie: Why should they? Un-
known: No, why should they? Eddie: I have Unknown: Take the rest of it Un-
known: <unclear> Eddie: pleasure spending Unknown: <unclear> Unknown:
No why, they’ve got lives of their own Eddie: Well Sally: let them live it, don’t
want saving for the children, no, they don’t want nothing Eddie: Well Unknown:
They’ve had far more than what we’ve ever had [KCF, 3584–3596].
18A general principle linking the downdating of ?WishDiscuss(B,q0) once q0

has been downdated should be introduced, though we will not do so here.
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consequently, in the immediate aftermath of such an utterance – be-
fore the mismatch becomes manifest, the speaker updates her/his IS
with the query s/he posed and the addressee updates hers/his with
the clarification question s/he calculated.
Similarly, in the case of IGNOREs the initial speaker updates their

information state with the query s/he posed and, ignoring this, the
addressee updates hers/his with the situationally relevant question
s/he has decided to pose.

6.4.1 Clarification Requests

We start by discussing CRs since they have been studied in great de-
tail, see Ginzburg and Cooper 2004; Schlangen 2004; Purver 2006;
Ginzburg et al. 2014; we will summarize briefly the most detailed ac-
count we are aware of, that provided in Ginzburg 2012. This will pro-
vide tools enabling us to analyse IGNORE-type responses.
Integrating clarification interaction into the DGB involves two

modifications to the representations we have been using so far. One
minor modification, drawing on an early insight of Conversation Anal-
ysis (Schegloff 2007), is that repair can involve ‘putting aside’ an utter-
ance for a while, a while during which the utterance is repaired. That
in itself can be effected without further ado by adding further struc-
ture to the DGB, specifically the field we call PENDING. ‘Putting the
utterance aside’ raises the issue of what is it that we are ‘putting aside’.
In other words, how do we represent the utterance? The requisite in-
formation needs to be such that it enables the original speaker to inter-
pret and recognize the coherence of the range of possible clarification
queries that the original addressee might make. Ginzburg (2012) of-
fers detailed arguments on this issue, including considerations of the
phonological/syntactic parallelism exhibited between CRs and their
antecedents, and the existence of CRs whose function is to request
repetition of (parts of) an utterance. Taken together with the obvious
need for PENDING to include values for the contextual parameters
specified by the utterance type, Ginzburg concludes that the type of
PENDING combines tokens of the utterance, its parts, and of the con-
stituents of the content with the utterance type associated with the
utterance. An entity that fits this specification is the locutionary propo-
sition defined by the utterance. A locutionary proposition is a propo-
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sition whose situational component is an utterance situation, typed as
in (38a), and will have the form in (38b):

(38) a. LocProp def
=

� sit : Sign
sit-type : RecType

�
b.
�
sit = u
sit-type = Tu

�
Here Tu is a grammatical type for classifying u that emerges during

the process of parsing u. It can be identified with a sign in the sense
of Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG) (Pollard and Sag
1994).
How then can one characterize the relevance of CRs in this setup?

Corpus studies of CRs (Purver et al. 2001; Rodriguez and Schlangen
2004; Rieser and Moore 2005) indicate that the subject matter of CRs
is, in practice, restricted to three classes: CRs requesting repetition,
CRs requesting confirmation, and CRs which query the intended con-
tent of a sub-utterance. This means that the potential for CRs can be
modelled in terms of a small number of schemas (Clarification Context
Update Rules (CCURs)) of the form: “if u is the maximal element of
PENDING (MaxPENDING) and u0 is a constituent of u, add the clarifi-
cation question CQi(u0) into QUD.”, where ‘CQi(u0)’ is one of the three
types of clarification question (repetition, confirmation, intended con-
tent) specified with respect to u0.
(39) is a simplified formulation of one CCUR, Parameter identifica-

tion, which allows B to raise the following issue about A’s sub-utterance
u0: what did A mean by u0?:
(39) Parameter identification:

pre :

Spkr : IndMaxPENDING : LocProp
u0 ∈ MaxPENDING.sit.constits


effects :

MaxQUD = λxMean(A,u0,x) : Question
LatestMove : LocProp
c1: CoPropositional(LatestMove.cont,MaxQUD)




Here CoPropositionality for two questions means that, modulo

their domain, the questions involve similar answers: for instance
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‘Whether Bo left’, ‘Who left’, and ‘Which student left’ (assuming Bo is
a student.) are all co-propositional. More generally, the definition is
given in (40):
(40) Two utterances u0 and u1 are co-propositional iff the questions

q0 and q1 they contribute to QUD are co-propositional.
a. qud-contrib(m0.cont) is m0.cont if m0.cont : Question
b. qud-contrib(m0.cont) is ?m0.cont if m0.cont : Prop19
c. q0 and q1 are co-propositional iff there exists a record r such
that q0(r) = q1(r).

Parameter Identification, as given in (39), underpins CRs such as
(41b–41c) as follow-ups to (41a). Corrections can also be dealt with,
as in (41d), since they address the issue of what A meant by u.
(41) a. A: Is Bo here?

b. B: Who do you mean ‘Bo’?
c. B: Bo? (= Who is ‘Bo’?)
d. B: You mean Jo.
To exemplify our account of how CRs get integrated in context,

we exemplify in Figure 2 how the same input leads to distinct outputs
on the “public level” of information states. In this case, it arises due
to differential ability to anchor the contextual parameters. The utter-
ance u0 has three sub-utterances, u1, u2, u3, given in Figure 2 with
their approximate pronunciations. A can ground her/his own utter-
ance since s/he knows the values of the contextual parameters, which
we assume here for simplicity include the speaker and the referent of
the sub-utterance Bo. This means that the locutionary proposition as-
sociated with u0 – the proposition whose situational value is a record
that arises by unioning u0with the witnesses for the contextual param-
eters and whose type is given in Figure 2 – is true. This enables the
“canonical” illocutionary update to be performed: the issue whether b
left becomes the maximal element of QUD. In contrast, assume that
B lacks a witness for the referent of Bo. As a result, the locutionary
proposition associated with u0which B can construct is not true. Given
this, B uses the CCUR parameter identification to build a context ap-
propriate for a clarification request: B increments QUD with the issue
19Recall from the assertion protocol that asserting p introduces p? into QUD.
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Speech event: u0

u1

di

u2

bow u3

li:ve

T

u0 =
2

666666666666664

phon : did bo leave

cat : S[+root]

constits :

2

64
u1 : aux

u2 : NP

u3 : VP

3

75

dgb-params :

"
spkr : Ind

b : Ind

#

cont = Ask(spkr,?Leave(b)) : IllocProp

3

777777777777775

Speaker’s witnesses

for dgb-params:

w

A

=

"
spkr = A

b = b0

#

Speaker’s DGB update:

LatestMove =

"
sit = u0 t w

A

sit-type = T

u0

#

MaxQUD = ?Leave(b0)

Addressee’s witnesses

for dgb-params:

w

B

=

h
spkr = A

i

Addressee’s DGB update:

MaxPending =

"
sit = u0 t w

B

sit-type = T

u0

#

MaxQUD = �x.Mean(A,u2,x)

1

Figure 2:
A single
utterance giving
rise to distinct
updates of the
DGB for distinct
participants

λxMean(A,u2,x), and the locutionary proposition associated with u0
that B has constructed remains in PENDING.
6.4.2 The class IGNORE
The final class we consider is that of IGNORE-type responses. Such re-
sponses implicate that q1will not be addressed, somewhat analogously
to the classic Gricean floutings of relevance (A: Bob is an embarrass-
ment B: It’s very hot in here). Nonetheless, the effect such responses
have is different from Gricean floutings, since these responses are situ-
ationally relevant, which appears to minimize significantly the poten-
tial impoliteness associated with ignoring q1. We think the difference
between these two cases should be experimentally testable (e.g., re-
sponse times for Gricean floutings should be significantly larger than
for IGNOREs).
The conversational rule we propose allows the potential for q2

and captures the implicature concerning q1 being ignored. The for-
mulation of such a rule presupposes a notion of relevance between the
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content of an utterance (q2) and the current context. We assume here
the notion of relevance we mentioned in Section 6.1 and define irrele-
vance as failure of relevance: for an utterance u being IrRelevant to an
information state I amounts to: there is no way to successfully update
I with u. At the same time we assume that q2 being situationally rele-
vant means that the open proposition component of q2 is of the form
p2(. . . a . . .), with a being in the situation which concerns q1.
This involves positing a conversational rule along the lines of (42)

– given that (the content of) MaxPENDING – the most recent utter-
ance, as yet ungrounded, hence maximal in PENDING – is irrelevant to
the DGB but situationally relevant to q2, one can make MaxPENDING
into LatestMove while updating Facts with the fact that the speaker of
MaxPENDING does not wish to discuss MaxQUD:

(42) Ignoring questions

pre :



a : IND
s1 : SIT

q1 = (G)
sit =s1
sit-type = T

 : Question
q2 = (G1)
sit =s
sit-type =
�
c : p2(a)
� : Question

In(s1,a)

dgb =
MaxQUD = q1 : Question
MaxPENDINGcontent = q2 : Question

 : DGBType
c: IrRelevant(MaxPENDINGcontent,dgb)



effects :


LatestMove = pre.MaxPENDING : LocProp
Facts = pre.Facts ∪¦¬ WishDiscuss(pre.spkr,pre.MaxQUD)©.




Note that this does not make the unwillingness to discuss the con-

tent of the offending utterance; it is merely an inference. Still this in-
ference will allow MaxQUD to be downdated, via fact update/question
downdate, as was discussed with respect to MOTIV moves and the rule
MetaDiscussing q1. We exemplify this with respect to (43).
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(43) A: Is there just one car there?
B: Why is there no parking there?

As we noted earlier, given the contextual mismatch involved, in
order to describe such dialogues one needs to consider the dialogue
on the basis of two distinct DGBs. One possible evolution of A’s DGB
is this: A utters q1, which becomes MaxQUD; s/he then encounters
B’s response; A applies the rule Ignoring questions, which leads to q1’s
downdate, q2 becomes MaxQUD.
(44)
Utt. DGB Update (Conditions) Rule
initial MOVES = 〈〉

QUD = 〈〉
FACTS = cg1

1 LatestMove := Ask(A,B,q1)
QUD : = 〈q1〉 Ask QUD-incrementation

2 LatestMove := 〈 Ask(B,A,q2) 〉
FACTS := FACTS∪¬WishDiscuss(B,q1) Ignoring questions

QUD := 〈 〉 FACTS update/QUD downdate

QUD := 〈 q2 〉 Ask QUD-incrementation

To the extent B wishes to ignore A’s utterance, we do not need
any additional machinery, save for a general principle needed in any
case for a variety of other not necessarily linguistic events (e.g., in case
one of the participants A burps, spits, or farts) – pretense that an event
was not perceived. Assuming this, a possible evolution of B’s DGB is
as in (45): B pretends that A’s utterance u1 did not take place, s/he
utters q2, which relates to the situation A and B are jointly perceiving;
q2 becomes MaxQUD:

(45)

Utt. DGB Update (Conditions) Rule
initial MOVES = 〈〉

QUD = 〈〉
FACTS = cg1

1 LatestMove := 〈 Ask(B,A,q2) 〉
QUD := 〈 q2 〉 Ask QUD-incrementation
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6.5 Summary
In this section we have shown how to characterize the relevance of
the range of possible query responses q2 to an initial query q1 using
DGB-based dynamics. The relevance of dependent questions is char-
acterized in terms of QUD and the dependence relation, a relation de-
fined on pairs of questions; IND uses the same contextual setup (plus
mechanisms independently needed for accommodating rhetorical uses
of interrogatives and indirect/presupposed answers); accommodating
FORM involves reasoning similar to DP, but requires making reference
to the issues constituting an interlocutor’s plan; MOTIV and NO ANSW
involve postulating additional conversational rules that make refer-
ence to the issue of whether q2’s speaker wishes to discuss q1, leav-
ing this and q1 as issues simultaneously under discussion, hence this
makes crucial use of QUD being a partially ordered set; NO ANSW also
involves computing an additional coherence relation ‘unifiable coher-
ence’ that needs to relate q1 and q2; clarification requests and IGNORE
both require making reference to distinct DGBs for the two partici-
pants, make use of an additional buffer for ungrounded utterances,
PENDING, and involve coherence relations defined at the level of ut-
terances, not merely q1 and q2. The pre–theoretical complexity asso-
ciated with each class is summarized in Table 9.
Table 9:

Increasing complexity of
reasoning needed to
accommodate query

responses

Query response type Information state complexity
DP, IND QUD, dependence relation
FORM QUD, parametrised dep. relation
MOTIV QUD as poset
NO ANSW unif-coh relation, QUD as poset
CR, IGNORE QUD, PENDING, DGB split

non-semantic coherence

7 conclusions
The article provides the first comprehensive, empirically based study
of query responses to queries. One interesting finding here is the ex-
istence of a number of classes of adversarial responses that involve
the rejection/ignoring of the original query. Indeed, in such cases the
original query is rarely responded to in subsequent interaction. We
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designed our taxonomy based on data from the BNC since it is a gen-
eral corpus with a variety of domains and genres, but have also shown
that our classification works well in a number of more specific genres
and domains, which display quite different distributions of query re-
sponses. We have proposed qualitative, domain-specific explanations
for the variation displayed by these distributions.
On the theoretical side, we have provided a comprehensive, in-

formation state dynamics-based characterisation of the relevance of
the entire range of query response types. Our account uses the KoS
framework for representing dialogue information states and its com-
ponent of information arising from publicized interaction, the dia-
logue game board (DGB). This enables us to offer a pre-theoretical
sketch of the expressive complexity of the different classes of query
response types, ranging from dependent questions and IND, which,
assuming a semantic relation of question dependence, can be accom-
modated in a fairly vanilla query/response setup, through MOTIV and
NO ANSW, which intrinsically require the dynamic question repository
QUD to be a partially-ordered set, through IGNORE and clarification
requests, which require distinct information DGBs for the two partic-
ipants, make use of an additional buffer for ungrounded utterances,
PENDING, and involve coherence relations defined at the level of ut-
terances, not merely q1 and q2.
What are the more general theoretical implications of this charac-

terization? We believe that it offers concrete desiderata for semantic
theories, more specifically for the nature of conversational context.
We offer brief remarks relative to frameworks that have put forward
theories of question responses, as discussed in Section 1.
Some account of question dependence can be developed by any

theory of questions which supplies notions of exhaustive and partial
answerhood, though it is clear that providing a more detailed empiri-
cal and theoretical account of this notion than we have given here is
an important task.
Relations like MOTIV and NO ANSW require structure within con-

text since they need to maintain several questions simultaneously ac-
cessible to the participants. This constitutes a challenge for views of
contexts in terms of stacks. Such a view has been made prominent in
the view of QUD due to Roberts (1996). It can also be found, for in-
stance, in the discourse model of Farkas and Roelofsen (2011), where
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a discourse context X is identified as a pair 〈M , T 〉, where M is a Kripke
model and T is a stack of sentences, those sentences that have been
uttered so far.
The problem for stacks can be defused by adopting a distinct struc-

ture, for instance a partial order. Nonetheless, for these accounts and
most other existing views of context, context is an entity shared by
the conversational participants. This was also the case for the view of
discourse structure in earlier work in SDRT (e.g., Asher and Lascarides
1998, 2003). In more recent work (e.g., Lascarides and Asher 2009),
SDRT adopts a view advocated in KoS and also in the framework of
PTT (Poesio and Traum 1998) that associates a distinct contextual en-
tity with each conversational participant.
Given this, it seems that a framework like SDRT has potential for

developing an account of question relations like IGNORE and CR which
require context to ‘diverge’ across participants. There is one important
caveat – we have argued that the notion of relevance that underpins
both these question relations must make reference to non-semantic
information. By contrast, in SDRT the semantics/pragmatics interface
has no access to linguistic form, but only to a partial description of the
content that is derived from linguistic form. This has been argued to
be necessary to ensure the decidability of SDRT’s glue logic (see e.g.,
Asher and Lascarides 2003, p. 77).
In closing, we note two questions raised by our account. The co-

herence follows in some cases on the basis of quite general conver-
sational rules (e.g., QSPEC and MetaDiscussing q1) and in other cases
on the basis of rather specific – though domain-independent – rules
(e.g. Ignoring questions). An obvious theoretical issue is whether one
can attain similar coverage on the basis of more “general” rules allied
with some other very general pragmatic principles. A converse ques-
tion is whether investigation of specific genres will lead to the need
for genre-specific conversational rules for certain classes of question
relations.
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Asudeh and Giorgolo (2012) offer an analysis of optional and de-
rived arguments that does away with argument structure as a sepa-
rate level of representation within the architecture of Lexical Func-
tional Grammar in favour of encoding much of this information in a
connected semantic structure. This simplifies the architecture in many
ways, but leaves open the question of the mapping between thematic
roles, arguments, and grammatical functions (traditionally explored
under the umbrella of Lexical Mapping Theory; LMT: Bresnan and
Kanerva 1989). In this paper, I offer a formalisation of these map-
ping relations, drawing on a modern reanalysis of traditional LMT
(Kibort 2007), while also continuing Asudeh and Giorgolo’s (2012)
quest to evacuate as much information as possible out of individual
lexical entries and into cross-categorising templates (Dalrymple et al.
2004; Crouch et al. 2012).
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1 introduction

This paper makes a contribution to the theoretical frameworks of Lex-
ical Functional Grammar (LFG: Kaplan and Bresnan 1982; Bresnan
2001; Dalrymple 2001; Falk 2001; Bresnan et al. 2016; Asudeh and
Toivonen 2015) and Glue Semantics (Glue: Dalrymple 1999, 2001;
Asudeh 2012). Some relevant formalisms will be explained where pos-
sible, but constraints of space prevent a full introduction to the two
theories here.
The main purpose of this paper will be to show that current work

by Anna Kibort (Kibort 2001, 2007, 2008, 2014) on Lexical Mapping
Theory (LMT) is compatible with a proposal by Asudeh and Giorgolo
(2012) (hereafter A&G) to do away with argument structure as a sep-
arate level of representation in the formal architecure of LFG, and to
demonstrate how the two theories can be integrated.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses what we

want from a mapping theory in general, and introduces LMT. Follow-
ing this, the key points of Kibort’s version of LMT are briefly sketched
in Section 3, while Section 4 discusses the role of argument structure,
and introduces A&G’s suggestion to do without it. Section 6 contains
the main proposal of the paper, namely a formalism which allows the
insights of Kibort’s LMT to be combined with A&G’s abandonment of
argument structure. This section ends with examples of how two ar-
gument alternations, the passive and the benefactive, can be treated
in the new theory. Finally, Section 7 offers conclusions.

2 lexical mapping theory

Mapping theories attempt to find general principles by which argu-
ments and grammatical functions are related, thus avoiding repeated
(and redundant) lexical stipulation. It is not a coincidence, so the the-
ory goes, that the Agent arguments in verbs like hit, select, put, or many
others are usually syntactically realised as subjects, while the Patient-
like arguments are usually direct objects.1
The traditional work on this problem in LFG is Lexical Mapping

Theory (LMT: Bresnan and Kanerva 1989; Bresnan 1990; Butt et al.
1997). However, this name may not be entirely apposite. As several

1At least in syntactically accusative languages.
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authors have pointed out (e.g. Butt 1995; Alsina 1996), “the theory
cannot apply exclusively to individual words” (Dalrymple 2001, 212),
since various problems generally thought to fall under the umbrella
of LMT can involve multiple lexemes which combine to form complex
predicates in the syntax (for example, causatives are formed analyti-
cally in some languages, e.g. Romance, even if they are synthetic in
others).2 For this reason, I follow the recent trend in dropping the
‘lexical’ and referring to this theory simply as mapping theory. I will,
though, continue to use the term ‘LMT’ when discussing researchers,
like Kibort, who explicitly position their work as belonging to this tra-
dition.
What do we expect of such a theory (whatever we call it)? If the

relationship between grammatical functions and arguments were sim-
ple or straightforward, there would be nothing to a mapping theory
other than a listing of the recorded correspondences for each language.
However, there is no one-to-one mapping between particular roles and
particular grammatical functions (gfs). There are many operations
which alter the mapping between the two, such as locative inversion,
the passive, the applicative, or the causative. Some, such as the pas-
sive or the applicative, are described as morphosyntactic, in that they
do not involve a change in (truth-conditional) meaning – they merely
realign participants and grammatical functions.3 Others, such as the
causative, are morphosemantic in that they add additional participants
or change the roles of existing participants, and thus change the truth-
conditional meaning of the predicate.
At the very least, mapping theory must explain the morphosyn-

tactic alternations. Ideally, it should also offer a principled account
of the morphosemantic ones: Kibort (2007), for example, suggests an
extension to traditional LMT which allows it to account for morphose-
mantic as well as morphosyntactic alternations.

2Although see Ackerman et al. (2011) for a dissenting view on the role of
syntax in predicate formation.

3Of course, they alter other aspects of ‘meaning’, in the broader sense of
the word, such as information structure or pragmatics. This is not surprising, for
it would indeed be strange to discover that there were truly ‘gratuitous’ alter-
nations that merely added complexity to the grammar with no corresponding
communicative payoff.
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Let us consider an example, that of the passive, which is a mor-
phosyntactic alternation. A transitive verb like devour takes two argu-
ments: a devourer and a devourum (the thing devoured). In sen-
tence (1), the devourer argument is associated with the subject gf,
and the devourum with the object, while in (2), the passive, the de-
vourum is now the subj, and the devourer is either unexpressed, or
realised as an oblique by-phrase:

(1) Jeremy devoured the pizza.
(2) The pizza was devoured (by Jeremy).

But such alternations are not unrestricted: in English, there is no
purely morphosyntactic operation which would make the devourer
an object, as in (3), and none which would make the devourum an
oblique, as in (4), for example:4

(3) a. * The pizza devoured Jeremy. [With the intended mean-
ing.]

b. * It devoured Jeremy ((by/to/…) the pizza).
(4) * Jeremy devoured by/to/… the pizza.

Any theory of mapping must explain why the alternation in (1)–(2) is
possible, while others are not. This means we need to be able to restrict
the type of gf an argument can be associated with, but not simply by
reducing it to one. The standard approach has been underspecification
by features, to which we now turn.

4 It may be that such alternations exist in other languages: for example, if the
difference between actor voice and undergoer voice in some Western Austrone-
sian languages is truly a voice alternation (Himmelmann 2002), then this might
be an example of a morphosyntactic alternation which has the form exemplified
in (3a).

As an anonymous reviewer points out, there may also be morphosemantic al-
ternations which do involve such alignments. For example, (4) corresponds to the
antipassive or deobjective in Slavic languages (Fehrmann et al. 2010, 207–208).
What is more, if we consider lexical relationships, the correspondence between
verb pairs like fear and frighten might be thought to realise the alternation be-
tween (1) and (3a), whereby the subject in one member of the pair corresponds
to the object in the other. Such lexical relatedness goes beyond the scope of map-
ping theory, however.
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2.1 Grammatical functions decomposed
In standard LMT, the four-way cross-classification of gfs given in (5)
(after Bresnan and Kanerva 1989) is assumed:
(5) −r +r

−o subj oblθ
+o obj objθ

subj, obj, and oblθ are the subject, (direct) object, and oblique func-
tions more or less familiar from traditional grammars. objθ may be
less familiar: this is the so-called secondary or restricted object, as in
the second object of English dative-shifted give:
(6) Kim gave Colin his book.
The necessity of theorising such a gf has been contested, but it is still
taken as standard in mainstream LFG, and so I will continue to use it
here (see Kibort 2013 for a defence of the status of objθ ).
The two features, [o] and [r], refer, respectively, to the object-like

properties of a gf, and to whether it is semantically restricted or not.
Thus, there are two objective ([+o]) gfs, namely obj and objθ , and
two non-objective ([−o]) ones, viz. subj and oblθ . Similarly, there
are two semantically restricted ([+r]) gfs, oblθ and objθ , and two
non-restricted ([−r]) ones, subj and obj.
With this in place, the solution to the devour question above be-

comes straightforward. In the standard theory, we simply associate
each argument with a single feature, which then limits its choice of
gf to two. We saw that the devourer argument could be realised as
a subj or as an obl;5 thus, in the mapping theory, it is linked with
a [−o] feature, and can therefore surface as a subj or an obl (but
not an obj, for example), just as needed. Meanwhile, the devourum is
marked as [−r], and can thus be realised as an obj or a subj (but not
an obl, for example), again just as observed. A separate mechanism
is required to determine which argument gets priority in selecting a
particular gf – this is usually explained by reference to a thematic hi-
erarchy of some kind, although there is a lack of agreement over the

5For the sake of parsimony, and to avoid being drawn into a debate about
exactly what information could be the realisation of θ in oblθ (see also fn. 18,
below), I will use obl as shorthand for oblθ when the exact nature of the sub-
script/index is unimportant.
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exact form this should take (Newmeyer 2002, 65ff.; Levin and Rappa-
port Hovav 2005, ch. 6). In the analysis presented here, we will use a
different mechanism.

2.2 The status of the features [o] and [r]
A natural question to raise at this stage is that of the status of these
features. Certainly, they are intended to cross-classify the grammat-
ical functions. But it would seem from the definitions that they are
intended to constitute the gfs somehow, as well. That is, they actu-
ally contribute some information related to semantic restrictedness or
objectivity – though of course these terms then raise their own defini-
tional questions.
One possibility is that the familiar gf labels are really just abbre-

viations for feature structures incorporating these mapping features.
This is the approach hinted at by Falk (2001, 109, fn. 12), for example.
On this view, the label subj is really just a shorthand way of writing
the f-structure in (7), and the f-structure given in (8) is a shorthand
way of writing the fully expanded f-structure in (9):
(7)
�
r −
o −
�

(8)

pred ‘love’
subj
�
pred ‘Trevor’

�
obj
�
pred ‘Elliot’
�


(9) 
pred ‘love’�
r −
o −
� �
pred ‘Trevor’

�
�
r −
o +

� �
pred ‘Elliot’
�


Now, in the standard theory, attribute-value structures such as (7)

are only permitted as values of attributes, not as attributes themselves.
F-structures are defined as functions from their attributes to their val-
ues, and the domain of those functions does not include those func-
tions themselves. Thus, to allow structures like (9) is to alter the math-
ematical properties of f-structures, so that their domains no longer
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include only simple atomic values, but also sets (specifically, func-
tions). Perhaps this is what we need, but it is worth noting that it is
not simply a notational variant.
Such a move also represents a departure from one of LFG’s foun-

dational theoretical principles, namely that grammatical functions are
primitives in some sense. Now the features r and o are the primitives
instead.6
In matter of fact, we do not need to answer the theoretical ques-

tions lurking behind the decompositional approach to gfs in order to
take advantage of it. By appealing to these features we are making em-
pirical claims: if it is true that there are mapping phenomena which
are sensitive to the [±o]/[±r] distinction, then we have determined
that some pairings/alternations of gfs should be ruled out. For exam-
ple, there is no way, at least not using a single feature, of describing
just the pair subj and objθ , or the pair obj and obl, and so (purely
morphosyntactic) alternations involving these pairs should be ruled
out. They do not form a natural class. This is an empirical claim, and
in order to describe it, it is enough to see the [±o]/[±r] distinction as
merely mnemonic, describing four sets of pairs which can be linked to
arguments by whatever mechanism we choose to use. Thus, abstract-
ing away from the theoretical questions, we can use disjunctions to
define the following feature decompositions (suggested to me by Ron
Kaplan, p.c.):7

(10) minuso≡ {subj|oblθ}
(11) pluso≡ {obj|objθ}
(12) minusr≡ {subj|obj}
(13) plusr≡ {oblθ |objθ}

6Butt (1995, 31) makes this claim explicitly, saying that “[w]hile it may
appear that grammatical functions like subj, obj, etc. exist as primitive notions
within the theory, a given grammatical function, a subj for example, is actually
nothing more and nothing less than the features [−r,−o]. Grammatical functions
thus are not independent of the features, but are instead defined and therefore
also constrained by them”.

7These are written in the regular language used in LFG functional descriptions
(see Asudeh 2012, 64–65). The expression {A|B} represents a disjunction between
A and B.
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In essence, this approach sidesteps the theoretical issues raised by the
decompositional approach and simply co-opts its empirical claims.
2.3 Optionality of grammatical functions
One other assumption I will be making that is relevant in considering
the theory of mapping presented here is that all gfs are optional: the
syntactic constraints of Coherence and Completeness (see Kaplan and
Bresnan 1982, 211–212, and Dalrymple 2001, 35–39, for formal defi-
nitions and discussion) are subsumed by considerations of resource sen-
sitivity in a Glue-based semantics (see discussion in Dalrymple 1999;
Kuhn 2001; Asudeh 2012, ch. 5). That is, the presence of all and only
the arguments required by a predicate is constrained by the linear
logic component of Glue: incoherence leads to resource surplus, while
incompleteness leads to resource deficit. When writing f-structures,
therefore, I will give pred values as simple semantic forms in single
quotation marks (e.g. ‘select’), omitting the traditional gf-selection/
subcategorisation information usually given inside and outside angled
brackets (e.g. ‘select 〈subj, obj〉’).8

3 kibort’s lmt
Kibort (2001, 2007, 2008, 2014) has argued for a number of mod-
ifications to LMT, most importantly for a return to the separation
implied by earlier work (e.g. Bresnan 1982) between thematic roles
and argument positions, intermediary objects standing between the-
matic roles and the grammatical functions which realise them. Later
work collapsed this distinction, conflating thematic roles with argu-
ment positions, which then reduces the problem of mapping to that of
linking thematic roles to gfs directly. If the focus of mapping theory
is purely morphosyntactic operations, this is perhaps understandable,
but Kibort (2007) argues for extending the scope of LMT to include

8The main obstacle to relegating Coherence and Completeness to the seman-
tics is expletive arguments, i.e. those which are required by the syntax but not
the semantics, and which therefore might be thought not to make any semantic
contribution. Clearly, resource sensitivity will not help us if such arguments are
not included in the resource accounting in the first place. This problem is not
insurmountable, however: see Asudeh (2012, 113) for some suggestions about
how to resolve the problem without resorting to subcategorisation via the pred
feature.
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morphosemantic operations as well, and here it is important to allow
participants to realign with respect to their thematic roles (more on
this below).
Kibort therefore suggests that argument structure is made up of

a list of argument positions, each of which has associated with it an
intrinsic assignment of syntactic features (or, ultimately, a pair of gfs,
as we are thinking about it), but which can be associated with different
thematic roles. Predicates have open to them a universal subcategori-
sation frame, from which they select a certain number of arguments.
The intrinsic assignments are as given in (14):9

(14) < arg1 arg2 arg3 arg4 … argn >
[−o] [−r] [+o] [−o] [−o]

These argument positions are ordered, and a predicate can select
any combination of them – that is, not necessarily a contiguous sub-
section: a predicate could select an arg1 and an arg4, for example –
but there can only be one of each: e.g. there cannot be two arg2s. As
the argn notation makes clear, there can be more than four arguments;
however, all arguments above arg4 will be of the same syntactic type
as an arg4 (namely, [−o]).10, 11

9 In the full theory, arg1 is associated with [−o] in unergative verbs and [−r]
in unaccusative ones; I simplify here, since the only verbs we will be looking at
require [−o].

10As a reviewer notes, this means it is, in a certain sense, possible to have
‘more than one arg4’, in that there may be more than one argument position of
the same syntactic type as arg4. However, such additional arguments would be
distinguished by their subscripts, so that if there are two ‘arg4’s, one will in fact
be an arg5.

11Kibort’s stance on the uniqueness of argument positions does not seem
wholly consistent. In some works, argument positions are described as being
“unique” (Kibort 2007, 259), while in others it is explicitly claimed that multiple
arg3s, for example, are permitted (Kibort 2008, 330). Assuming that s-structures
share the same functional properties as f-structures, the proposal I give in Sec-
tion 6 does not allow for multiple argument positions with the same name, which
means it may not be able to handle the case of multiple applicatives discussed in
Kibort (2008). However, I am concerned that Kibort’s proposals to resolve this
problem raise issues for the internal coherence of her own system: if there are
multiple argument positions with the same name, it is not clear to me how the
mapping principles are to distinguish them.
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In addition to the argument positions being ordered, we can de-
rive a partial ordering on grammatical functions from their decompo-
sition into features, which ranks gfs from least to most marked, where
being marked is equated with having more + features (Bresnan et al.
2016, 331):
(15) subj > obj, oblθ > objθ
Mapping is then simply linking the highest arg position to the highest
available gf (with appropriate restrictions such as Function-Argument
Biuniqueness (Bresnan 1980) to prevent multiple arguments mapping
to the same gf). Let us see a brief example of how this works.
A verb like select will have the following argument structure:

(16) select < arg1 arg2 >
[−o] [−r]

If there is no further specification, the highest argument position, arg1,
will then map to the highest available [−o] gf, in this case the subj.
The next argument, arg2, then maps to the highest available [−r] gf,
in this case the obj, which is exactly the pattern we want for an active
voice transitive verb.
The passive alternation can now be easily explained as an opera-

tion which further restricts arg1 to [+r] (Kibort 2001), giving us the
following argument structure:
(17) selectpass < arg1 arg2 >

[−o] [−r]
[+r]

The mapping now follows straightforwardly, using the same proce-
dure. The first argument, arg1, maps to the highest available gf which
satisfies its feature requirements: in the present case, this is uniquely
described, since the only gf which is both [−o] and [+r] is obl. The
next argument, arg2, thenmaps to the highest available [−r] gf, which
is now the subj.
Obligatorily three-place predicates like put will have the argu-

ment structure below:
(18) put < arg1 arg2 arg4 >

[−o] [−r] [−o]
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In the active, this will correctly specify the three gfs as subj, obj,
and obl. But importantly, it will also provide the correct analysis of
the passive, whereby the direct object can be ‘promoted’ to subject,
but not the (object within the) prepositional phrase, as exemplified
in (19)–(20):
(19) The cup was put on the table.
(20) * On the table was put the cup./* The table was put the cup on.
The argument structure for passive put is as follows:
(21) putpass < arg1 arg2 arg4 >

[−o] [−r] [−o]
[+r]

If we follow the same mapping procedure as before, we can see that
we obtain the correct results: arg1 once again maps to obl; arg2, the
next highest argument, then maps to subj, thus preventing arg4 from
doing so; arg4 maps to the highest available [−o] gf, which is obl (it
is not a problem that there are two obl arguments, since they will be
distinguished by their indices, whatever these may be: for example,
arg1 might correspond to an oblagent and arg4 to an oblgoal).
Kibort’s analysis offers a simple and general solution to many of

the traditional mapping problems, but it is obviously based in a theory
where argument structure has a fundamental role. In the next section,
I present evidence that we should do away with argument structure as
a separate level of representation. The challenge then is to retain the
advantages of Kibort’s LMT in a formalism without a-structure. This
is the topic of Section 6.

4 the problem with argument structure

In the LFG conception of the architecture of the grammar, a mod-
ularity is assumed such that different components of the grammar
(morphology, phonology, syntax, etc.) are treated as separate lev-
els of structure, related by what are called correspondence func-
tions. Of particular interest are the two levels of syntactic repre-
sentation, c(onstituent)-structure (phrase structure) and f(unctional)-
structure (which represents grammatical relations such as subject of
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and object of in an attribute-value matrix), and the level of the syntax-
semantics interface, s(emantic)-structure. (For more on these struc-
tures, see Dalrymple 2001, 45–68, 7–44, 230–240, respectively; on
the correspondence architecture, see Dalrymple 2001, 180–182ff.,
and Asudeh 2012, 49–54.)
Generally, a level of a(rgument)-structure is also assumed, which

encodes the lexical arguments of a predicate, and controls their linking
to grammatical functions. However, there are questions over where
exactly such a level should appear in the architecture of the gram-
mar, or indeed whether such an independent level of representation
is needed. A&G argue, based on problems caused by predicates taking
optional arguments, that it is best to do away with a-structure, and
relegate most of its functions to an augmented s-structure. In Section
4.1, I present their reasoning. However, we may come to the same con-
clusion independently, via considerations of a more abstract or meta-
theoretical nature, and Section 4.2 explores these.12

4.1 Optional arguments
Certain verbs, such as eat or drink, express their Patient argument in
the syntax only optionally:
(22) a. Pedro ate the cake earlier.

b. Pedro ate earlier.
(23) a. Amanda drank her coffee quickly.

b. Amanda drank quickly.
Nonetheless, this Patient argument must still be present in the verb’s
argument structure – it remains, after all, part of the core relation ex-
pressed by the verb – and must also be represented at semantic struc-
ture, since it is interpreted semantically – for John ate to be true, John
must have eaten something. But, A&G argue, this means that the stan-
dard conception of the LFG correspondence architecture is inadequate.
Since Butt et al. (1997), the canonical view in LFG has been that

a-structure should be treated as a separate level of representation in
between c-structure and f-structure. This means that the traditional
ϕ-function, which maps from c-structure to f-structure, is then seen as

12 I thank an anonymous reviewer for their helpful observations on this point.
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the composition of two new functions: the α-function from c-structure
to a-structure, and the λ-function from a-structure to f-structure. The
correspondence function from f-structure to s-structure remains the
σ-function. This architecture is shown schematically in (24):

(24) b

c-structure
b

a-structure
b

f-structure
b

s-structure

α λ σ

ϕ = λ ◦α
However, if ‘optional’ arguments appear at a-structure and s-structure,
but not f-structure, we must posit a new correspondence function
directly between a-structure and s-structure (which A&G call the
θ -function) in order to bypass f-structure. This situation is shown
in (25):

(25) b

c-structure
b

a-structure
b

f-structure
b

s-structure

α λ σ
θ

ϕ = λ ◦α
Figure 1 gives the relevant structures and correspondences for the sen-
tence Kim ate at noon in this conception of the standard theory.
If we consider the patient argument at a-structure, we see that

it does not map to any grammatical function at f-structure. This means
that we cannot reach its s-structure correspondent, p, by the normal
means of composing the λ- and σ-functions, thereby passing through
the f-structure – instead, we need a new, separate function, θ .
If the s-structures were not unconnected, as they are in standard

LFG (wherein each of e, k and p are separate, unconnected entities,
as in Figure 1), one alternative would be to pass along the outermost
structures via the usual correspondence functions until one reached
the semantic structure for the clause, then go from that structure, e, to
the patient’s s-structure, p, via some internal path. However, since in
the present setup there is no relation expressed at semantic structure
between e and p, this is impossible.
Thus, given the standard architecture, there is no way to relate

the patient with its s-structure, p, except via the proposed new func-
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Figure 1:
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Asudeh and

Giorgolo 2012,
70, Figure 1)
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�
k:[ ]
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α

λ

θ

θ

σ

σ

tion, θ . But, not only does making use of this new function add extra
theoretical complexity, it also introduces a degree of indeterminacy
into the grammar. There are now two correspondences between argu-
ments which are realised syntactically (such as the agent argument
in Figure 1) and their semantic structures, either via θ or via σ ◦ λ.
Therefore, instead of taking this option, A&G propose to make use of
an architecture which does away with a-structure as a separate level of
representation altogether, and with it the α-, λ-, and θ -functions (re-
turning the ϕ-function to its former, underived, status). The informa-
tion previously captured at a-structure is now encoded in a connected
semantic structure. An analysis of the same sentence following this ap-
proach is given in Figure 2. A&G assume an event semantics for their
meaning language, such that thematic roles are functions from events
to individuals (Parsons 1990), and so avoid redundancy by using at-
tributes like arg1 rather than agent in the semantic structure.13

13The framework suggested by A&G and elaborated on in this paper does not
necessitate this treatment of thematic roles, and would be compatible with a
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Alternative analysis of
Kim ate at noon (after
Asudeh and Giorgolo 2012,
72, Figure 2)

A&G summarise the advantages that their approach brings as fol-
lows (p. 71):
1. We achieve a simplified architecture, which eliminates a separate
a-structure projection, without losing information.

2. We do not lose linking relations and they are still post-constituent
structure.14

3. We remove the non-determinacy that results from the presence of
both the λ and θ correspondence functions.

4. Many of the meaning constructors for semantic composition are
more elegant and simplified.

grammar that did without events in the semantics and instead treated thematic
roles as e.g. attributes in s-structure (although of course appropriate modifica-
tions would be required). However, I consider it a strength of the present ap-
proach that it removes mention of thematic roles from the grammar; this is a
view shared by Kibort (2007), and which I discuss further in Section 6.1.

14Because complex predicates can correspond to more than one node at
c-structure, but to a single, complex a- or s-structure, it is important that linking
relations should be post-constituent structure so that they remain many-to-one
(and still functional), rather than one-to-many (and so not; see Butt 1995 and
Alsina 1996).
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5. We regain the simple, traditional ϕ mapping from c-structure to
f-structure.

6. We gain a connected semantic structure.
The form of A&G’s argument is thus as follows. The location of

a-structure in the correspondence architecture leads to theoretical
complexity and redundancy when we consider optional arguments.
One solution is to encode the information represented at a-structure
somewhere post-f-structure. S-structure is post-f-structure, therefore
one solution would be to encode it here. This also has the advantage of
ontological parsimony: we have one less structure in our grammatical
architecture.

4.2 The role of a-structure
Another, albeit less parsimonious, solution would be to relocate a-
structure in between f- and s-structure, rather than collapsing it into
the latter. That is, we might propose the architecture in (26) (here it is
theσ-function whichmust be complexified, instead of theϕ-function):

(26) b

c-structure
b

f-structure
b

a-structure
b

s-structure

ϕ α λ

σ = λ ◦α
Aside from the problems posed by optional arguments, such a

move has some independent motivation. Argument structure is gen-
erally seen as the interface between (lexical) meaning, including the-
matic roles, and syntax, in the form of the realisation of arguments
as grammatical functions. But in the canonical architecture (in (24),
above), a-structure stands between two levels of syntax, c-structure
and f-structure, not between the syntax and the semantics. The modi-
fied architecture in (26) succeeds in remedying this situation.
However, by putting a- and s-structure in direct proximity like

this, we draw attention to their potential similarities. S-structure is
explicitly conceived of as the interface between syntax and semantics,
acting as a syntactically-derived scaffold on which the linear logic of
Glue can operate to control semantic composition. But a-structure is
also an interface between syntax and semantics, relating gfs to the
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roles they play in the meaning. Thus, to avoid redundancy, we might
well ask whether it is possible to collapse the two structures.
Butt (1995) argues that an independent level of a-structure is

needed, but her conception of a-structure is highly semantic: adapted
from Jackendoff’s (1990) Lexical Conceptual Structures, it includes
a large amount of lexical meaning, such as aspectual information.
Butt’s (1995) reliance on a-structure may be an artefact of the time
of writing, when the semantic component of LFG was underdeveloped
– she does not discuss s-structure at all, for example. If the two lev-
els of representation are really doing the same work, or contributing
different facets of the same information, then it makes sense to col-
lapse them.
If we want to achieve such parsimony, however, we must ensure

that we are not generating additional problems at the same time as we
simplify our ontology. Since mapping theories are usually reliant on
a separate level of argument structure, we must be able to provide a
new theory which is instead based on s-structure. The purpose of the
current paper is to do just this, and to give a mapping theory which
is compatible with the architecture of the grammar proposed by A&G.
Before we come to this, however, I wish to discuss another motivation
of their paper.

5 lexical generalisations via templates

Aside from the removal of argument structure as a separate level of
representation, the other major theme in A&G’s paper is an attempt to
abstract as much information as possible away from individual lexical
entries and into templates (Dalrymple et al. 2004; Crouch et al. 2012;
Asudeh et al. 2013), which are shared by multiple lexical items.
Templates are shorthand ways of abbreviating functional descrip-

tions and other information included in lexical entries. This means
that a grammar which includes templates is extensionally equivalent
to one which does not, since templates serve only as abbreviations.
However, templates can be used to capture commonalities and to ex-
press linguistic generalisations, which means that, while a grammar
with templates may be equivalent to one without them, the former
may be able to capture generalisations which the latter cannot (A&G,
p. 78).
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Templates can be used to name functional descriptions. For ex-
ample, we might define the templates sg-Subj and 1-Subj as in
(27)–(28):
(27) sg-Subj :=

(↑ subj number) = sg
(28) 1-Subj :=

(↑ subj person) = 1
We can then build up more complex templates from these:
(29) 1sg-Subj :=

@1-Subj
@sg-Subj

The ‘@’ symbol represents a ‘call’ of the following template; i.e. that
line is to be expanded into the contents of the template named in the
call. Thus, (29) is equivalent to (30):
(30) 1sg-Subj :=

(↑ subj person) = 1
(↑ subj number) = sg

Templates can be made a little more flexible by allowing them to
take arguments. For example, we can define a template Person, such
that (28) is equivalent to (32):
(31) Person(X) :=

(↑ subj person) = X
(32) @Person(1)
We can do something similar for Number, and then define a general
Subject template which takes two arguments, the person and the
number of the predicate’s subject:
(33) Number(X) :=

(↑ subj number) = X
(34) Subject(P, N) :=

@Person(P)
@Number(N)
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Now (29) is equivalent to (35):
(35) @Subject(1, sg)
Templates can also contain meaning constructors, since these are

included in the functional description:
(36) Future :=

(↑ tense) = future
λP.∃e[P(e)∧ future(e)] : [(↑σ event)⊸ ↑σ]⊸ ↑σ

This template would be called by a future tense verb, and provides
the relevant f-structural information about tense, as well as a meaning
constructor which existentially closes the predicate’s event argument
and specifies that it occurs in the future.
Combining all of the above, the lexical entry for the Latin verb

bibam, 1st person singular future tense of ‘drink’, would be as follows
(ignoring questions of mapping for the time being):15

(37) bibam V (↑ pred)= ‘drink’
@Subject(1, sg)
@Future

λyλxλe.drink(e)∧ agent(e) = x ∧ patient(e) = y :
(↑ obj)σ ⊸ (↑ subj)σ ⊸ (↑σ event)⊸ ↑σ

This is equivalent to the same lexical entry with all of the templates
spelt out fully:
(38) bibam V (↑ pred)= ‘drink’

(↑ subj person) = 1
(↑ subj num) = sg
(↑ tense) = future
λP.∃e[P(e)∧ future(e)] : [(↑σ event)⊸ ↑σ]⊸ ↑σ

λyλxλe.drink(e) ∧ agent(e) = x ∧ patient(e) = y :
(↑ obj)σ ⊸ (↑ subj)σ ⊸ (↑σ event)⊸ ↑σ

15Since Latin is pro-drop, this entry should also include (i):
(i) ((↑ subj pred) = ‘pro’)
I omit this in the text for the sake of simplicity.
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The use of templates allows us to streamline lexical entries, make
them more readable, and talk about commonalities across lexical en-
tries, in terms of named, shared f-descriptions. One area in which A&G
put templates to work is in evacuating as much information as possible
about semantic composition from individual lexical entries into cross-
categorising patterns like Agent-Patient-Verb, which describes all
verbs that take an Agent and a Patient argument. An example is given
in (39) (A&G, p. 78, their (37)):16
(39) Agent-Patient-Verb :=

λPλyλxλe.P(e)∧ agent(e) = x ∧ patient(e) = y :
[(↑σ event)⊸ ↑σ]⊸

(↑σ arg2)⊸ (↑σ arg1)⊸ (↑σ event)⊸ ↑σ
This would be called by Agent-Patient verbs like hit, or select, which
would have the following lexical entry:
(40) select V (↑ pred)= ‘select’

@Agent-Patient-Verb
λe.select(e) : (↑σ event)⊸ ↑σ

The only meaning that verbs contribute directly is the type of event
they describe (the last line in (40)). The additional compositional work
is done by the meaning constructor given in the Agent-Patient-
Verb template: it consumes the function contributed by the verb itself,
predicates that of an event, and then provides thematic information
on the meaning side, while on the linear logic side it returns a resource
parallel in form to the familiar transitive verb resource (i.e. a depen-
dency on the arguments of the verb which produces the meaning of
the sentence – we now make use of the connected semantic structure
positions rather than projections of grammatical functions). Asudeh
et al. (2013) discuss this approach to composition in more detail.
In what follows, we will be able to augment these valency frame

templates by including appropriate mapping information in them as
well. We will also be able to describe various argument alternations

16A&G also stipulate various relations between grammatical functions and
semantic arguments in such templates, but this is too limiting, and once we have
established our theory of mapping, we can do better. As such, I omit reference
to mapping from the present examples, since this is tangential to the main point
under discussion.
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by means of templatic material added to basic lexical entries, thus
continuing the project of A&G and Asudeh et al. (2013) to reduce the
idiosyncratic content of lexical entries as much as possible, and de-
scribe cross-categorising generalities using templates.
With all the pieces in place – Kibort’s LMT, a connected semantic

structure in lieu of argument structure, and the notion of lexical gener-
alisation by template – we now turn to the main proposal of this paper.

6 mapping theory
without argument structure

6.1 Preliminaries
I want to suggest that Kibort’s arg positions can be equated with the
arg attributes in A&G’s connected semantic structures. This will pur-
chase the explanatory power of Kibort’s theory but without the cost of
a fully fledged argument structure separate from semantic structure.
One immediate advantage is that the uniqueness condition on arg posi-
tions comes for free, since the functional nature of semantic structures
(assuming that they share this property with f-structures) means that
there cannot be more than one attribute with the same name.
One implication of merging the proposals in this way, though, is

that the subscript numbers on the arg features at semantic structure
now actually have some significance, contra, I suspect, the intention of
A&G. In other words, alongside s-structures like (41) for select, where
there are two arguments labelled arg1 and arg2, there will also be
examples like (42) for put, where there are discontinuities in the num-
berings.
(41) 

rel select
event [ ]
arg1 [ ]
arg2 [ ]


(42)

rel put
event [ ]
arg1 [ ]
arg2 [ ]
arg4 [ ]
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Is this a problem? Let us consider A&G’s position. In their pa-
per, they evacuate information about thematic roles out of the gram-
matical architecture by relegating it to the meaning language, and
having empty place-holder names for semantic arguments. But with-
out further information, this situation makes a principled theory of
mapping impossible: without knowledge of which argument corre-
sponds to which thematic role, or which argument corresponds to
which grammatical function, we cannot know that ‘John loves Mark’
means love(john, mark), not love(mark, john), for example. To provide
for this, A&G simply stipulate the mappings between gfs and arg
positions. If we want something a little more general, we will need
more information. While I share A&G’s desire for theoretical parsi-
mony, I think that if they also expect a theory of mapping to provide
these mapping equations without something further, they ultimately
ask too much. Therefore, one of the two reductions has to be aban-
doned: either we return thematic role information to the grammar, or
we invest the argument names with some meaning.
The first of these reductions, the move to exclude thematic roles

from the grammatical architecture, is, I believe, a worthwhile one.
Thematic roles are “at best a pretty obscure lot” (as Quine (1956) once
said of intensions), beset by multiple theoretical issues. As many have
pointed out (e.g. Gawron 1983; Dowty 1991; Ackerman and Moore
2001; Davis 2011), a satisfactory list of roles has never been given.
And even when a set of roles is agreed upon, it has not proved pos-
sible to find a coherent ranking or hierarchy among them that would
apply equally well to all the phenomena for which such hierarchies are
adduced (Newmeyer 2002, 65ff.; Levin and Rappaport Hovav 2005,
ch. 6; Rappaport Hovav and Levin 2007).
What is more, thematic roles are sometimes thought of as sets of

entailments, and it would then certainly seem to make more sense to
categorise them as semantic predicates which can take part in such
entailments, and which can stand as abbreviations for whatever com-
plex of ‘proto-role’ properties actually instantiate them (Dowty 1991;
Ackerman and Moore 2001). Thus, I believe that A&G’s decision to
rely on an event semantics which treats thematic roles simply as un-
analysed predicates is a sensible one.
But this closes one avenue to a successful mapping theory. Obvi-

ously for a verb like eat we want, in some sense, to say that the Agent
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eats the Patient. In the syntax, this corresponds to the fact that what-
ever is the subject eats whatever is the object. But we cannot now say
that the subject is the Agent, and that the object is the Patient, for
example, since we would then be combining terms of the linear logic
with terms of the meaning language.17 Of course, the standard Glue
formulation, e.g. (43), expresses the relation between thematic roles
and gfs directly:
(43) λyλxλe.eat(e) ∧ agent(e) = x ∧ patient(e) = y :

(↑ obj)σ ⊸ (↑ subj)σ ⊸ (↑σ event)⊸ ↑σ
But this is overly limiting in two ways. Firstly, it fails to account
for morphosyntactic alternations such as passive, where the subj
corresponds to the Patient, not the Agent. In this case, we would
have to have a different meaning constructor for passive eat, which
seems wrong, since such alternations are supposed not to alter truth-
conditional meaning and so should share the same meaning construc-
tor. Secondly, we are faced once again with the problem of optional
arguments, since there will not always be an obj, but there will always
be a Patient argument. Both of these motivate understanding meaning
composition in terms of semantic arguments rather than grammati-
cal functions directly. This is where the arg attributes at semantic
structure come in.
Given the advantages of avoiding talk of thematic roles in the

architecture of the grammar (a point also emphasised by Kibort as a
strength of her approach), the alternative is to give up the assumption
that the arg names are devoid of significance. I do not see this as an
inherent disadvantage, however. In A&G’s approach, these arg po-
sitions are the connection between syntax and semantics, inheriting
this role from argument structure. It does not then seem unreason-
able to me that they should in some way explain how they bear this
connection. It is not enough, for example, that the two arguments of
eat be distinct; we must also know which one is projected from which
grammatical function. So now the question arises: What information
do these argument positions encode?

17 Interestingly, this kind of mixing is possible in the so-called ‘Old Glue’ for-
mulation of Glue Semantics (e.g. in Dalrymple 1999), and Dalrymple et al. (1993)
take advantage of this to implement a mapping theory very close in spirit to
A&G’s proposal.
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For Kibort, the argument slots in her valency frame are sui generis;
they are what argument structure consists of, and their function is sim-
ply to mediate between semantic and syntactic information. To this
extent, they do not seem to mean anything. But by virtue of their in-
termediary role, they embody some information from each structure.
For example, in traditional LMT, it is noted that Patient-like arguments
tend to be [−r]. In Kibort’s terms, this means that the thematic role
of Patient tends to attach to arg2 – in other words, arg2 is in some
sense associated with Patient-like properties. Similarly, Agents tend
to be [−o], which corresponds to arg1. So while argument structure,
under this approach, is itself technically devoid of semantic/thematic
information, it still embodies certain relationships involving this in-
formation.
Of course, this is no criticism of Kibort; any theory of mapping will

have to model such regularities (indeed, in many senses that is what
a theory of mapping is). But it does suggest one way of seeing such
argument roles (pointed out to me by Mary Dalrymple, p.c.): namely,
that they can be thought of as embodying macro-level thematic prop-
erties. For example, arg2/arg2 can be seen as grouping together some
set of arguments which are ‘Patient-like’ in whatever way one chooses
to elaborate on that concept; but that does not necessarily just mean
‘Patients’ per se. And this can be a source of cross-linguistic variation,
much as Butt et al. (1997) propose different “intrinsic classifications”
for thematic roles in different languages. For example, Goal arguments
in English are often arg4s – in the unmarked case, they are realised by
obliques – but in languages with morphological datives, they are of-
ten arg3s – being realised in the unmarked case by a restricted object,
objgoal.18

18 It might be objected that we have not completely removed mention of the-
matic roles from the grammatical architecture, since we still have the semanti-
cally restricted gfs, which are indexed by thematic role (as illustrated here by
objgoal). However, these indices are really only for f-structure distinctness, and
it doesn’t especially matter what is used for that purpose. While it is true that
‘mainstream’ LFG has them indexed by thematic role, we can just as well use num-
bers, letters, or something else entirely. In fact, in the original formulation of LFG,
Kaplan and Bresnan (1982) use the name of a preposition to index obliques (e.g.
oblwith), and we might well extend this to morphological case for restricted ob-
jects, so that the example in the text could be rewritten objdat for dative case.
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However, such tendencies must be just that, and nothing more
concrete: the key advantage of Kibort’s approach is that, like A&G’s, it
attempts to do without explicit thematic role information, and so any
association between argument positions and thematic roles must not
be too firm. This allows for what Kibort (2007, 2008) calls semantic
participant re-alignment, whereby the same argument slot can have
its semantic associations shifted by certain morphological processes
(which allows for a better explanation of the patterns of argument-gf
linking we observe in these cases). We will see an example of this in
Section 6.3.2 below.
6.2 Formalising Kibort’s LMT
The valency frames which make up Kibort’s argument structure are
quite esoteric objects. Let us try and formalise them a little more pre-
cisely using familiar LFG mechanisms. To clarify matters, we begin by
simply rewriting Kibort’s valency frame in our own terms as follows:
(44) < arg1 arg2 arg3 arg4 … argn >

minuso minusr pluso minuso minuso

Kibort imposes no upper limit on the number of argument po-
sitions a verb can select, motivated by the fact that there are very
many argument-adding operations such as the applicative, benefac-
tive, causative, etc. However, we can draw a distinction, following
Needham and Toivonen (2011), between core and derived arguments.
Core arguments are those which are intrinsic to a verb’s meaning, such
as the two arguments of devour: a devouring event is inherently a bi-
nary relation, between the devourer and the devourum. This is in con-
trast to derived arguments, which can be optionally added to certain
classes of verb. These include Instruments, Beneficiaries, and Experi-
encers, as in (45)–(47):
(45) Saint George slew the dragon with a lance.
(46) Kim drew a picture for his sister.
(47) It seems to me as if you don’t know the answer.
Reasons of space preclude a detailed analysis of the differences be-
tween core and derived arguments here (see Needham and Toivonen
2011, especially pp. 408–413, for more), but what is interesting to
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note for our purposes is that, at least in English, derived arguments are
often introduced by prepositions, and therefore surface as obls. No-
tably, this corresponds to the fact that all arg positions from arg4 and
above in Kibort’s valency frame are marked [−o], the feature which in
the unmarked case will surface as an obl (assuming that there is usu-
ally a higher arg position which will be realised as the subj). With this
in mind, I propose to associate all argument slots higher than arg4 with
derived arguments. The application of the mapping theory is then re-
stricted to the core arguments of a predicate, specifically the first four,
explicitly numbered slots in Kibort’s valency frame. By contrast to core
arguments, derived arguments will not participate in mapping theory
proper, but rather will be introduced lexically/syntactically (see Sec-
tion 6.3.2 for an example). The new, compact, valency frame is given
in (48):
(48) < arg1 arg2 arg3 arg4 >

minuso minusr pluso minuso
We now turn to the question of how to represent the default map-

ping principles in terms of the formal apparatus of LFG. Firstly, we
need to associate each arg value with its respective pair of gfs; sec-
ondly, we need to ensure that this mapping is optional, since it is
always possible not to represent an argument syntactically (if it is en-
coded in some other way, as in e.g. the short passive, or the optional
Patient arguments of eat and drink). The first task we can accomplish
using a defining equation like the one in (49), for arg2:
(49) (↑minusr)σ = (↑σ arg2)

Using the feature decomposition/disjunction introduced earlier, this
states that the σ-projection of either the subj or the obj maps to
arg2. Translating all of Kibort’s intrinsic assignments into this format,
we have the following:
(50) a. (↑minuso)σ = (↑σ arg1)

b. (↑minusr)σ = (↑σ arg2)

c. (↑ pluso)σ = (↑σ arg3)

d. (↑minuso)σ = (↑σ arg4)

For the sake of brevity/clarity, mapping information like this can be
captured in a template, Map (cf. Asudeh et al. 2014, 76):
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(51) Map(D, A) :=
(↑ D)σ = (↑σ A)

Map(D, A) generates the appropriate functional description to map
the feature decomposition D to the argument A. So, for example, a
call of Map(minusr, arg2) means that one of the gfs in minusr
will map to arg2. Thus, the generalisations in (50) can be captured
more perspicuously as follows:
(52) a. Map(minuso, arg1)

b. Map(minusr, arg2)
c. Map(pluso, arg3)
d. Map(minuso, arg4)

This format also allows for lexical items to contain additional mapping
entries, which augment the defaults in some way. For example, the
passive rule discussed in Section 3 can be represented as (53):
(53) Map(plusr, arg1)
This is equivalent to adding [+r] to the specification of arg1 in Kibort’s
theory. We will return to how the passive is implemented in Section
6.3.1 below.
The second desideratum, optionality, is a little more complicated.

One suggestion might be to simply make use of the regular language of
LFG’s functional descriptions and indicate optionality by surrounding
the expression in parentheses:
(54) ((↑minusr)σ = (↑σ arg2))

If we only required one such mapping equation per argument, this
would be perfectly acceptable: the resource sensitivity of Glue Seman-
tics would ensure that, unless something else provided the requisite
mapping information or alleviated the need for a particular resource
to be syntactically realised (such as the predicate being in the passive),
these mapping equations would be selected.
However, one of the strengths of Kibort’s approach is that mor-

phosyntactic argument alternations can be explained in terms of ad-
ditional constraints placed on particular argument positions (such as
the passive, as discussed above). This means we need to be able to add
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extra mapping equations. But we do not want the optionality of each
mapping equation to be independent: when we say that the highest
argument of a verb is [−o] and [+r] we do not mean that it can be just
[−o] or [+r]; if the argument is realised syntactically, it must meet
both feature restrictions. In other words, for a particular argument,
a verb must call all or none of the relevant mapping equations, not
something in between. One way to enforce this is to use a disjunction:
(55) {@Map(minuso,arg1)|(↑σ arg1)σ−1 =∅}
The second disjunct says that nothing maps to (↑σ arg1). It does this
by stating that the inverse of the σ-function applied to (↑σ arg1),
which names the f-structure(s) which map(s), via σ, to (↑σ arg1), re-
turns the empty set. In other words, there is no f-structure which maps
to arg1. Thus, the whole expression in (55) says that either a minuso
gf maps to arg1, or nothing does.19
Now, consider the situation where we have two expressions of

this form:
(56) {@Map(minuso,arg1)|(↑σ arg1)σ−1 =∅}

{@Map(plusr,arg1)|(↑σ arg1)σ−1 =∅}
In this situation, if one of these disjunctions resolves to the Map tem-
plate, then the other must as well: any call of Map which mentions

19 I am assuming that being mentioned in a meaning constructor is sufficient
for an attribute to appear at semantic structure, even in the cases where nothing
explicitly maps to it. This seems to be the implication of e.g. Dalrymple’s (2001,
250–253) analysis of common nouns, where the attributes var and restr appear
in the semantic structure of the noun, even though nothing explicitly introduces
them. If this is not the case, it may be necessary to add an extra equation to the
right-hand disjunct of (55) to state that arg1 has some value, even if nothing pro-
vides it lexically. The expression in (i) might be one way of doing this (suggested
to me by Mary Dalrymple, p.c.):

(i) (↑σ arg1) =%a

This introduces a local variable (Crouch et al. 2012) but gives no further infor-
mation about it. It is intended to be interpreted as meaning “my arg1 has some
value, but it doesn’t matter what”. The question of exactly when material ap-
pears at s-structure would seem to be an open one, to which further attention
must be paid.
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arg1 is incompatible with a constraint which states that nothing maps
to arg1. This means that if we select the first disjunct of any of these
expressions, we cannot select the second disjunct for any other ex-
pression mentioning the same arg position. This describes exactly
the situation we wanted to model: either all the mapping equations
relating to a certain argument are chosen, or none are.
We are now in a position to fully encode the default mapping

information for each argument position. We abbreviate them in tem-
plates, as below; for readability, we also abbreviate the second disjunct
which prohibits mapping in a further template:
(57) NoMap(A) :=

(↑σ A)σ−1 =∅

(58) a. Arg1 :=

{@Map(minuso,arg1)|@NoMap(arg1)}
b. Arg2 :=

{@Map(minusr,arg2)|@NoMap(arg2)}
c. Arg3 :=

{@Map(pluso,arg3)|@NoMap(arg3)}
d. Arg4 :=

{@Map(minuso,arg4)|@NoMap(arg4)}
With this in place, we can now augment any valency templates, such
as Agent-Patient-Verb, with the appropriate argument selection
templates:
(59) Agent-Patient-Verb :=

@Arg1
@Arg2
λPλyλxλe.P(e)∧ agent(e) = x ∧ patient(e) = y :

[(↑σ event)⊸ ↑σ]⊸
(↑σ arg2)⊸ (↑σ arg1)⊸ (↑σ event)⊸ ↑σ

Which arguments a verb selects is determined by what valency
template it calls, which, in turn, is constrained by the lexical semantics
of the verb. Recall that the core component of a verbal lexical entry
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includes a predicate which characterises the event it describes; this
specification can impose restrictions on what kinds of thematic roles
make sense. For example, an intransitive verb like yawn could not call
the Agent-Patient-Verb template because the nature of a yawning
event is such that there can only be one entity involved.20 We will
not discuss the exact nature of such entailments here, since this would
take us too far afield into the realm of lexical semantics, but see Dowty
(1991), Primus (1999), and Ackerman and Moore (2001) for some
discussion.
One final piece of the puzzle is missing. Each call of the Map

template introduces a disjunction: it specifies that one of a pair of gfs
is mapped to the relevant arg position. The question now facing us
is how to resolve these disjunctions.
The final instantiation of the mapping equations with particu-

lar grammatical functions will be achieved based on the ranking of
the args and the gfs, and crucially not by reference to any the-
matic hierarchy. The arguments are ordered as in Kibort’s valency
frame, i.e. by their subscript numbers. In other words, the following
is true:

(60) argm is higher than argn if and only if m< n

We also continue to assume the partial ordering on the gfs given in
(15), and repeated here:

(61) subj > obj, oblθ > objθ
With this in place, the mapping procedure is the same as in Kibort’s
theory: the highest arguments are linked with the least marked gfs.
I leave open the question of how exactly this should be implemented
formally: for instance, it could make use of an Optimality-Theoretic
framework (in the vein of e.g. Asudeh 2001), or of the similar but
distinct approach outlined in Butt et al. (1997).
20Cognate objects, as in She yawned a big yawn, may be thought

to pose a problem for this statement. However, unlike the understood
arguments of e.g. eat and drink, they are not core arguments of the
predicate, and instead behave semantically like adjuncts, adding ad-
ditional information about the event which the predicate describes
(Asudeh et al. 2014, 78–80).
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To see the theory in action, let us return to the example of devour.
The lexical entry for devoured will look something like (62):21

(62) devoured V (↑ pred)= ‘devour’
@Past
@Agent-Patient-Verb
λe.devour(e) : (↑σ event)⊸ ↑σ

Unpacking the valency template, we obtain (63):
(63) devoured V (↑ pred)= ‘devour’

@Past
{(↑minuso)σ = (↑σ arg1)|@NoMap(arg1)}
{(↑minusr)σ = (↑σ arg2)|@NoMap(arg2)}

λPλyλxλe.P(e)∧ agent(e) = x ∧ patient(e) = y :

[(↑σ event)⊸ ↑σ]⊸
(↑σ arg2)⊸ (↑σ arg1)⊸ (↑σ event)⊸ ↑σ
λe.devour(e) : (↑σ event)⊸ ↑σ

Assuming that these arguments are syntactically realised (which, in
the absence of some valency-reducing alternation such as the passive,
they will have to be), we can extract the following mapping equations
from (63), with the disjunctions spelled out in the (b) examples:
(64) a. (↑minuso)σ = (↑σ arg1)

b. (↑ {subj|oblθ})σ = (↑σ arg1)

(65) a. (↑minusr)σ = (↑σ arg2)

b. (↑ {subj|obj})σ = (↑σ arg2)

This gives four possibilities:
21The template Past is just like the template Future, but with appropriate

changes:
(i) Past :=

(↑ tense) = past
λP.∃e[P(e)∧ past(e)] : [(↑σ event)⊸ ↑σ]⊸ ↑σ
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(66) a. (↑ subj)σ = (↑σ arg1)
(↑ subj)σ = (↑σ arg2)

b. (↑ subj)σ = (↑σ arg1)
(↑ obj)σ = (↑σ arg2)

c. (↑ oblθ )σ = (↑σ arg1)
(↑ subj)σ = (↑σ arg2)

d. (↑ oblθ )σ = (↑σ arg1)
(↑ obj)σ = (↑σ arg2)

By appealing to some version of Function-Argument Biuniqueness, we
can rule out (66a). If we assume the Subject Condition (that is, that
clauses must have subjects), we can also rule out (66d); notice then
that the two remaining mappings are the correct ones for the active
and passive respectively. However, we do not need to assume the Sub-
ject Condition. Following our mapping principles, we simply link the
highest argument with the highest gf; however this is achieved for-
mally, (66b) will be the optimal linking, since the highest argument,
arg1, is matched with the highest gf, subj. The resulting mapping
between f-structure and s-structure is shown in Figure 3.22
The meaning constructor for Agent-Patient-Verb in (59) will

make arg1 the Agent and arg2 the Patient, as shown in the Glue
proof in Figure 4, and so, coupled with the mapping in (66b), we see
that the subject is the arg1 which is the devourer, while the object
is the arg2 which is the devourum, exactly as desired. 23

Figure 3:
Structures and
correspondences
for Kim devoured

the cake


pred ‘devour’
subj
�
“Kim”
�

obj
�
“the cake”
�

tense past

 d:


rel devour
event ev:[ ]
arg1 k:[ ]
arg2 c:[ ]


σ

σ

σ

22 I abbreviate the contents of f-structures for the sake of readability.
23 In proofs, meaning constructors have been instantiated with respect to the

s-structures given in the text.
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6.3 Argument alternations
The test of any mapping theory is how well it handles argument al-
ternations. In this section, I demonstrate how the current theory han-
dles two such processes, namely the passive and the benefactive. See
Asudeh et al. (2014) for an example of how it can handle cognate ob-
jects, and Lowe (2015) for a compatible analysis of causatives and
other complex predicates.24

6.3.1 The passive
As mentioned above, the passive involves restricting the mapping for
the highest argument, arg1, so that it can appear only as an oblθ , if
it is realised syntactically at all. We can encode this and the remaining
information in a template, after A&G (p. 79):

(67) Passive :=
(↑ voice) = passive
{@Map(plusr, arg1)|@NoMap(arg1)}
(λP.∃x[P(x)] : [(↑σ arg1)⊸ ↑σ]⊸ ↑σ)

The first line supplies the relevant voice information for f-structure.
The second line restricts arg1 in the appropriate way (as we will see
below in more detail). The third line contributes an optional meaning
constructor which existentially closes a dependency on the meaning
of arg1; this will be selected in the short passive but left unused in
the by-passive (see A&G pp. 75–76 for more detailed discussion).
The lexical entry for passive devoured is given in (68):

(68) devoured V (↑ pred) = ‘devour’
@Passive
@Agent-Patient-Verb
λe.devour(e) : (↑σ event)⊸ ↑σ

Extracting the mapping information from the two templates, we have
the following information:
24Lowe (2015) adopts the proposals of A&G on which this paper builds, and

his analysis is wholly compatible with the elaboration of that framework pre-
sented here.
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(69) a. {@Map(minuso, arg1)|@NoMap(arg1)}
b. {@Map(plusr, arg1)|@NoMap(arg1)}

(70) {@Map(minusr, arg2)|@NoMap(arg2)}
Assuming both arguments are syntactically realised, we have the fol-
lowing mapping equations:

(71) a. (↑ {subj|oblθ}) = (↑σ arg1)

b. (↑ {oblθ |objθ}) = (↑σ arg1)

(72) (↑ {subj|obj}) = (↑σ arg2)

The only way to resolve the arg1 mapping disjunctions without con-
tradiction is for the argument to be realised as an oblθ . This gives us
only two options for the mapping:

(73) a. (↑ oblθ )σ = (↑σ arg1)
(↑ subj)σ = (↑σ arg2)

b. (↑ oblθ )σ = (↑σ arg1)
(↑ obj)σ = (↑σ arg2)

Since subj > obj on our gf hierarchy, the optimal mapping is (73a),
as we require. This is shown in Figure 5.
Notice that regardless of whether arg1 is syntactically realised

or not, the optimal mapping for arg2 will always, correctly, be from
the subj.
Assuming that passive by is semantically vacuous, the proof for

The cake was devoured by Kim is identical to that given in Figure 4
(except that the [Past] meaning constructor is provided by the aux-
iliary was).


pred ‘devour’
subj
�
“the cake”
�

oblagent
�
“by Kim”
�

voice passive
tense past


d:


rel devour
event ev:[ ]
arg1 k:[ ]
arg2 c:[ ]

σ

σ

σ

Figure 5:
Structures and
correspondences for The
cake was devoured by Kim
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6.3.2 The benefactive
Certain verbs in English, like draw or cook, have lexical alternants
which take a core Beneficiary argument:

(74) Alicia drew New York City.
(75) Alicia drew Harry New York City.

We can treat this as zero-marked benefactive morphology, where the
morphology introduces the information given in the Benefactive
template below:25

(76) Benefactive :=
@Arg3
λxλPλyλe.P(y)(e)∧ beneficiary(e) = x :
(↑σ arg2)⊸

[(↑σ arg2)⊸ (↑σ event)⊸ ↑σ]⊸
(↑σ arg3)⊸ (↑σ event)⊸ ↑σ

As per the discussion of benefactives in Kibort (2007), this adds a new
arg3 argument to the verb’s valency. In addition, the meaning con-
structor in (76) operationalises Kibort’s notion of semantic participant
re-alignment (Kibort 2007, 2008), as we will see below.
The lexical entry for regular transitive drew is given in (77):

(77) drew V (↑ pred) = ‘draw’
@Past
@Agent-Represented-Verb
λe.draw(e) : (↑σ event)⊸ ↑σ

25Asudeh et al. (2014, 81) introduce the benefactive meaning constructor via
an annotated c-structure rule, but Müller (2016) has pointed out various short-
comings facing such an account, including problems with coordination. In the
text, I treat it as lexically introduced, thus avoiding these issues. Asudeh (2013)
also uses the meaning constructor in (76), as well as the one in (83), below, to
encode the requirement of animacy on the subject of the main clause; I omit this
in order to simplify the analysis, but it could easily be reinstated.
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pred ‘draw’
subj
�
“Alicia”
�

obj
�
“NYC”
�

tense past



rel draw
event [ ]
arg1 [ ]
arg2 [ ]

σ

σ

σ

Figure 6:
Structures and correspondences for
Alicia drew New York City

(78) Agent-Represented-Verb :=
@Arg1
@Arg2
λPλyλxλe.P(e)∧ agent(e) = x ∧ represented(e) = y :
[(↑σ event)⊸ ↑σ]⊸

(↑σ arg2)⊸ (↑σ arg1)⊸ (↑σ event)⊸ ↑σ
The mapping proceeds exactly as for devoured, and indeed as it would
for any simple transitive verb which takes an arg1 and an arg2. We
therefore obtain the structures and correspondences in Figure 6 for a
sentence like Alicia drew New York City.
The lexical entry for benefactive drew is just as in (77), but with

the addition of the Benefactive template:
(79) drew V (↑ pred) = ‘draw’

@Past
@Benefactive
@Agent-Represented-Verb
λe.draw(e) : (↑σ event)⊸ ↑σ

There are now three arguments to be mapped. Since all of them will
have to be realised syntactically, we have the following three mapping
equations:
(80) (↑minuso)σ = (↑σ arg1)

(81) (↑minusr)σ = (↑σ arg2)

(82) (↑ pluso)σ = (↑σ arg3)

I will not list all the possibilities, but we can describe impressionisti-
cally how the mapping is determined. Firstly, the highest argument,
arg1, is linked with the highest available minuso gf, namely the
subj. Secondly, the next highest argument, arg2, is linked with the
highest available minusr gf, which is now the obj. Thirdly, and fi-
nally, arg3 is linked with the highest available pluso gf; since the
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Figure 7:

Structures and correspondences for
Alicia drew Harry New York City



pred ‘draw’
subj
�
“Alicia”
�

obj
�
“Harry”
�

objθ
�
“NYC”
�

tense past


d:


rel draw
event ev:[ ]
arg1 a:[ ]
arg2 h:[ ]
arg3 n:[ ]


σ

σ

σ

σ

direct obj position has been taken, this is objθ . The mapping is thus
as shown in Figure 7.
Notice that the obj/arg2 no longer corresponds to the drawn

entity, but rather to the Beneficiary. This is what Kibort (2007, 2008)
refers to as semantic participant re-alignment: in other words, the se-
mantic role of a particular argument position has changed. We achieve
this in Glue with the meaning constructor introduced by the Benefac-
tive template. This specifies that the arg2 is the Beneficiary, and then
modifies the main verbal meaning so that arg3 rather than arg2 is
passed to it in the position of the Represented argument. This is shown
in the Glue proof in Figure 8.
Lexical alternation is not the only way that English can introduce

a Beneficiary argument. It can also do so syntactically, using the prepo-
sition for. In this case, the Beneficiary is a derived argument, and so
there is no argument alternation, strictly speaking. This is evidenced
in the fact that the basic mapping for the Agent and Represented ar-
guments does not change.
The lexical entry for beneficiary-for is given in (83) (after Asudeh

2013):
(83) for P (↑ pred) = ‘for’

(↑ obj)σ = ((obl ↑)σ beneficiary)
λxλPλe.P(e)∧ beneficiary(e) = x :
(↑ obj)σ ⊸

[((obl ↑)σ event)⊸ (obl ↑)σ]⊸
((obl ↑)σ event)⊸ (obl ↑)σ

This does several things. In the second line, using an inside-out ex-
pression (Halvorsen and Kaplan 1988; Dalrymple 2001, 143–146),
it maps its object to a new, idiosyncratically named argument posi-
tion, beneficiary, in the main clause’s semantic structure. Since de-
rived arguments do not take part in LMT proper, the attribute names
arg1–arg4 are reserved for core arguments, and derived arguments
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Figure 9:

Structures and
correspondences
for Alicia drew

New York City for
Harry



pred ‘draw’
subj
�
“Alicia”
�

obj
�
“NYC”
�

oblben

pred ‘for’
obj
�
“Harry”
�

tense past


d:


rel draw
event ev:[ ]
arg1 a:[ ]
arg2 n:[ ]
beneficiary h:[ ]


σ

σ

σ

σ

are instead given mnemonic names at s-structure for (a) distinctive-
ness and (b) uniqueness, the latter being enforced by the functional
nature of s-structure, as discussed above. The mappings for Alicia
drew New York City for Harry are shown in Figure 9 (the arg1 and
arg2 mappings will proceed as discussed above for regular transitive
drew).
The third line of for’s lexical entry is a meaning constructor which

introduces the appropriate Beneficiary meaning. Using the lexical en-
try for simple transitive drew given above, the Glue proof in Figure 10
shows this in action.

7 conclusion

A&G’s proposal, to do awaywith argument structure as a separate level
of representation, promises major advances in theoretical parsimony,
as well as additional explanatory power. Our grammar is ontologically
simpler, and we have a whole new connected structure with internal
relations that can be exploited in semantic analyses. However, in the
absence of a satisfactory theory of the mapping between arguments
and grammatical functions, we lose a great deal of the explanatory
power that an a-structure-based mapping theory granted us. In this
paper, I hope to have shown that such a theory can be developed, and
have chosen to base my approach on recent work in LMT by Kibort.
One of the things which sets her proposal apart from earlier versions of
LMT is that it argues for a separation of thematic role information and
argument structure, which makes it eminently compatible with the
A&G proposal, since these authors advocate a very similar position.
It is surely encouraging that independent strands of research should
have converged in this way. By demonstrating that it is possible to
formalise Kibort’s theory in terms compatible with the approach of
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A&G, I hope to have lent additional support to both proposals, and
laid the foundations for further fruitful work which takes advantage
of the strengths of both.
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